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1. Person Giving this Undertaking

This Undertaking is given to the Australian Competition and Consumer

Commission (ACCC) by FOXTEL Management Pty Limited (ACN 068 671 938) for
and on behalf of the FOXTEL Partnership (which is the partnership established

between Telstra Media and Sky Cable) (FOXTEL).

References to FOXTEL in this Undertaking refer to the partnership as an Entity,

and not to Telstra Media and Sky Cable in their individual capacities. References to
FOXTEL include the FOXTEL Group.

FOXTEL Management Pty Limited has all necessary authorities to act for and on

behalf of the FOXTEL Partnership in the giving of this Undertaking.

2. Background

2.1 The parties and the transaction

(a) FOXTEL is in the business of supplying a Subscription Television Service. lt is
Australia's largest supplier of Subscription Television Services, with over 1.6 million

residential subscribers in the metropolitan areas of Australia (Sydney, Melbourne,

Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth) as wellas allof Western Australia, Newcastle, the

New South Wales Central Coast and the Gold Coast. FOXTEL is also in the

business of acquiring subscription television channels and acquiring and compiling
subscription television programming to include as part of its Subscription

Television Service.

(b) FOXTEL Management Pty Limited is agent for (and manager of) the FOXTEL
Partnership. Telstra Media and Sky Cable each hold a 50% interest in the FOXTEL
Partnership. Telstra Media is wholly owned by Telstra. Sky Cable is wholly owned
by FOX SPORTS Australia. News and CMH each hold a 50% interest in FOX
SPORTS Australia.

(c) AUSTAR United Communications Limited (AUSIAR) is in the business of
supplying a Subscription Television Service. lt has over 750,000 subscribers in

rural and regional Australia (except Western Australia), all of Tasmania, the
Northern Territory and the Gold Coast. AUSTAR is also in the business of
acquiring subscription television channels to include as part of its Subscription

Television Service.

(d) AUSTAR is listed on the Australian Securities Exchange. Approximately 54.15o/o of
AUSTAR shares are held by Liberty Global, lnc (a Delaware corporation) (Libefty),
through certain subsidiaries.

(e) On 11 July 201 1, FOXTEL Management Pty Limited, certain other FOXTEL

entities, and each of Telstra Media and Sky Cable (principally in their capacity as
partners of the FOXTEL Partnership), among others, entered into a number of
transaction documents with Liberty, certain Liberty subsidiaries and AUSTAR (the

(a)

(b)

(c)
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2.2

Transaction Documents). The ultimate effect of the Transaction Documents is to
provide for the acquisition by FOXTEL of all the issued shares in AUSTAR (the

Proposed Acqu isítion).

The ACCC's review

(a) On 26 May 2011, the ACCC commenced its public review of the Proposed

Acquisition. The ACCC undertook extensive market inquiries and considered
information provided by the parties, industry participants, and others. The ACCC's

inquiries were aimed at assessing whether or not the Proposed Acquisition would
have the effect or be likely to have the effect of substantially lessening competition
in a market in contravention of section 50 of the CCA.

The AGCC's competition concerns

(a) The ACCC considers that, in the absence of this Undertaking, the Proposed

Acquisition would have the effect, or be likely to have the effect, of substantially
lessening competition in:

(i) the national market for the retail supply of Subscription Television Services;
and

(ii) a number of regional markets for the supply of fixed broadband and fixed
voice telephony products.

(b) The foundation of the ACCC's concern is that the Proposed Acquisition will:

(i) bring together the two market participants in Australia who have a

substantial customer base in subscription television and access to key

content; and

(ii) extend Telstra's 50% ownership from one of those key players (i.e.

FOXTEL), to both of them (i.e. FOXTEL and AUSTAR).

(c) Based on information obtained during the course of its review of the Proposed
Acquisition, the ACCC considers that three primary structural issues are generally

relevant to competition in telecommunications and audio-visual markets in the
context of the Proposed Acquisition:

(i) access to content delivery infrastructure;

(ii) access to attractive content; and

(ii¡) an established substantial subscription television customer base.

(d) The ACCC considers that AUSTAR has a distinct and established substantial

customer base; actual or potential independent access to attractive content; and

access to satellite content delivery infrastructure. The Proposed Acquisition would

consolidate these three core structural underpinnings in the hands of FOXTEL.

(e) Therefore, if the Proposed Acquisition did not proceed there would be greater
potentialfor competition from AUSTAR with FOXTEL and Telstra in subscription

television and telecommunications markets. That potential competition could unfold
in a number of ways. The ACCC considers that the two most likely are:

2.3
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(f)

(i) AUSTAR independently entering into telecommunications markets by

offering consumers bundles comprising subscription television content and

telecommunications services or entering alliances with lSPs to offer such

bundles; and/or

(ii) the breaking down of the historical geographic broadcast rights

demarcation between FOXTEL and AUSTAR, particularly through the

emergence of national internet content delivery competition using lnternet

Protocol Television (IPTW.

The ACCC considers that:

(i) Telstra's ownership of 50% of FOXTEL is likely to limit the development of

competition in markets for the supply of fixed broadband and fixed voice

services; and

(ii) Telstra, by virtue of its shareholder relationship with FOXTEL, would be

likely to obtain preferential access to content acquired by FOXTEL and the

Proposed Acquisition would extend this advantage to the distinct

geographic areas serviced by AUSTAR.

Further, as telecommunications networks and IPTV products develop, it is likely

that it will become increasingly important for retail telecommunications service

providers to be able to bundle subscription television content with fixed voice and

broadband services in order to be able to compete effectively with other retail

telecommunications service providers. The increasing importance of bundling

would compound the ACCC's competition concerns because:

(i) entry by AUSTAR into telecommunications markets would become both

more likely to occur and more likely to have a significant competitive

impact, given AUSTAR's ability to access compelling subscription

television content; and

(ii) the competitive advantage enjoyed by Telstra by virtue of its relationship

with FOXTEL and consequently, the detrimental effect of extending this

relationship to AUSTAR, would be likely to increase.

As telecommunications networks and content delivery systems develop and

improve, FOXTEL and/or AUSTAR are likely to develop IPTV services that are

differentiated from their existing Satellite and Cable Subscription Television

Services.

The ACCC considers that FOXTEL and AUSTAR are likely to have an incentive to

supply their differentiated IPTV services on a national basis. Over time, this would

make it increasingly likely that the historical geographic demarcation of broadcast

rights would break down. FOXTEL and/or AUSTAR would not need to obtain

national broadcast rights to all (or most) of the content broadcast on their traditional

Subscription Television Services and the content on IPTV services could continue

to be developed over time.

The ACCG considers that FOXTEL and AUSTAR will be in the best position to

access New Distribution Rights to develop strong competitive national IPTV

(g)

(h)

o

0)
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2.4

products, either directly or in partnership with other parties such as Telstra or other
telecommunications service providers, given their existing relationships with

content providers arising from access to an existing substantial subscription

television customer base.

(k) The ACCC is concerned that the Proposed Acquisition could:

(i) foreclose potential future competition between FOXTEL and AUSTAR; and

(ii) allow the merged entity to leverage its existing substantial customer base

in the national market for the retail supply of Subscription Television

Services to acquire New Distribution Rights on an exclusive basis and

consequently constrain competitive entry or expansion.

Objective of this Undertaking

(a) FOXTEL does not agree with the concerns expressed by the ACCC and does not

consider that the Proposed Acquisition would be likely to substantially lessen

competition in any market. However, in order to avoid delay and to address the

ACCC's competition concerns, FOXTEL has agreed, without admission, to give this

Undertaking pursuant to section 87B of the CCA.

(b) The objective of this Undertaking is to address the ACCC's concerns about

competitive detriment that would otherwise arise as a result of the Proposed

Acquisition (as outlined in clause 2.3 above). This Undertaking is not intended to

resolve competition concerns or structural issues that may have already existed in
the relevant markets and would not arise as a result of the Proposed Acquisition.

(c) ln this regard, the ACCC considers that, to the extent that FOXTEL's (and its

shareholders') ownership of exclusive sports rights may raise competition

concerns, these concerns exist independently of the Proposed Acquisition. While
premium domestic sport is therefore not offered as part of this Undertaking, the

ACCC considers that a package of content which does not include this sport

should be sufficient to address the competitive harm that is likely to arise as a

result of the Proposed Acquisition.

(d) This Undertaking aims to achieve this objective by preventing FOXTEL from

entering into exclusive arrangements with certain content suppliers so as to enable

competing content aggregators and/or telecommunications service providers to bid

to acquire rights to content which can be provided as part of an IPTV service.

(e) This Undertaking aims to make available sufficient attractive content to emerging

competitors to the merged entity and Telstra to enable them to develop competitive

and sustainable IPTV offers. By reducing content exclusivity, this Undertaking aims

to lower barriers to entry and allow new effective competition in

telecommunications and subscription television markets.

(Ð This Undertaking is directed at reducing FOXTEL's ability, directly or indirectly, to
take advantage of its substantial customer base to obtain exclusive rights to

attractive content. This in turn is intended to present opportunities for smaller

competitors or new entrants to develop attractive content services and grow a
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sufficient subscriber base to be able to maintain and continue to develop

competitive IPTV offers after this Undertaking has expired. The ACCC considers

that this approach is most likely to reduce barriers to entry without dampening

incentives for content suppliers or subscription television operators to be innovative

and competitive.

Key elements

(g) The core element of this Undertaking is an obligation on FOXTEL not to acquire

New Distribution Rights to certain independent content on an Exclusive Basis. The

Undertaking also prevents FOXTEL from acquiring those same rights from anyone

if an Ultimate Shareholder Entity acquires those rights on an Exclusive Basis.

(h) The content protected by the Undertaking includes Linear Channels offered by

lndependent Content Suppliers, subscription video on demand (SyOD) rights from

lndependent Content Suppliers for programs that are under licence for their Linear

Channel, linear Movie rights and SVOD rights to current Movies from 50% of the

Major Studios and 50% of eight named independent studios, Movie TVOD Rights

and SVOD rights to library Movies.

(i) The concept of New Distribution Rights is intended to capture rights to deliver

content by IPTV or other content delivery technology that may develop during the

term of this Undertaking.

û) As the ACCC's competition concerns primarily related to competition using IPTV

technology, FOXTEL will retain the ability to acquire exclusive rights for the

distribution of content by Cable, Satellite and Mobile Networks to Mobile Devices

where the Mobile Network enables the Mobile Device to have mobility between

cells, other than Mobile Rights to enable third party subscribers to Aggregated

Content, SVOD Rights, EVOD Rights or Movies to also receive that content on a

Mobile Device.

(k) ln addition, this Undertaking aims to further lower barriers to entry by providing

necessary signal access to Linear Channels distributed by lndependent Content

Suppliers (and which FOXTEL itself distributes to its subscribers) to third parties.

(l) This Undertaking is also intended to extend FOXTEL's SpecialAccess Undertaking

so that content providers can access AUSTAR subscribers as well as the existing

arrangements for FOXTEL subscribers.

3. Gommencement of this Undertaking

This Undertaking comes into effect on the date when:

(a) this Undertaking is executed by FOXTEL; and

(b) this Undertaking so executed is accepted by the ACCC,

(lhe Co m m e n ce m ent D ate).
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4. Cessation of Ongoing Obligations

4.1 Withdrawalandtermination

Unless clause 4.2 applies, this Undertaking terminates on the earlier of the date:

(a) which is eight years after the Commencement Date; or

(b) stipulated in the ACCC's written consent to the withdrawal of this Undertaking in

accordance with section 878 of the CCA.

4.2 Termination if the parties will not complete

This Undertaking will terminate if FOXTEL has notified the ACCC in writing that the parties

will not complete the Proposed Acquisition and the ACCC confirms to FOXTEL in writing its

receipt of FOXTEL's notification.

4.3 Revocation

The ACCC may, at any time, revoke its acceptance of this Undertaking if the ACCC

becomes aware that any information provided to it was incorrect, inaccurate or misleading.

4.4 Waiver

The ACCC may, at any time, expressly waive in writing any of the obligations contained in

this Undertaking or amend the date by which any such obligation is to be satisfied.

4.5 Gompletion

Unlessclause4.2applies,clauses1,2,3,4,14,15,16,17,18, 19,20,21andSchedule1
survive completion of the obligations in clauses 5,6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,12 and 13 and

termination of this Undertaking.

5. Acquisition of Movie TVOD Rights

5.1 Movie TVOD Rights

FOXTEL must not enter into any Agreement on an Exclusive Basis in relation to Movie

TVOD Rights, unless clause 9 applies or the ACCC provides prior consent to FOXTEL in

writing.

5.2 Supply by FOXTEL

Nothing in clause 5.1 prevents FOXTEL from supplying Movie TVOD Rights to third parties

exclusively.

5.3 Movie TVOD Rights from Ultimate Shareholder Entities

. lf a Restricted Supplier has an Agreement, entered into after the Commencement Date,

with an lndependent Content Supplier of Movies under which the Restricted Supplier is

granted Movie TVOD Rights on an Exclusive Basis, FOXTEL must not enter into any

Agreement pursuant to which FOXTEL is granted or acquires all or any part of those same
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Movie TVOD Rights to which the grant to the Restricted Supplier relates from any person,

unless the ACCC provides prior consent to FOXTEL in writing.

6. Acquisition of Movies for Linear Ghannels and SVOD Services

6.1 Movies for Linear Ghannels and SVOD Services

FOXTEL must not enter into any Agreement which, either alone or taken together with any

other Agreements FOXTEL has entered into, has the effect, directly or indirectly, of

conferring on FOXTEL New Distribution Rights to:

(a) Movies, as part of or for inclusion ín one or more Linear Channels or an Entitlement

Video On Demand Service, on an Exclusive Basis from:

(i) more than 50% (by number) of the Major Studios; or

(ii) subject to clause 6.2, more than 50% (by number) of the lndependent

Studios;

(b) Movies, for inclusion in a Subscription Video On Demand Service on an Exclusive

Basis, except in respect of Current Movies where:

(i) the Current Movie is a Movie acquired by FOXTEL on an Exclusive Basis

in circumstances not prohibited by clause 6.1(a); and

(ii) the period for which FOXTEL is entitled to include the Current Movie in a

Subscription Video On Demand Service on an Exclusive Basis does not

exceed 18 months, commencing on the date that the Current Movie is

available to FOXTEL for inclusion in a Linear Channel or Subscription

Video On Demand Service,

unless clause 9 applies or the ACCC provides prior consent to FOXTEL in writing.

6.2 PMP or a Major Studio

Nothing in clause 6.1(aXii) prevents FOXTEL from acquiring rights to any Movie from an

lndependent Studio if FOXTEL is acquiring those rights through PMP or a Major Studio in

circumstances not prohibited by clause 6.1(aXi).

6.3 Grandfathering of Existing Channels

To the extent that FOXTEL acquires rights to any Movie under an Agreement with an

lndependent Content Supplier entered into prior to the Commencement Date, that Movie is

not counted for the purposes of determining the number of lndependent Studios or Major

Studios with which FOXTEL has an Agreement on an Exclusive Basis for the purposes of

clause 6.1(a).

6.4 Supply by FOXTEL

Nothing in clause 6.1 prevents FOXTEL from supplying Movies to third parties exclusively

as part of a Linear Channel, Entitlement Video On Demand Service or Subscription Video

On Demand Service.
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6.5 Movies from Ultimate Shareholder Entities

lf one or more Restricted Suppliers has an Agreement, entered into after the

Commencement Date, with an lndependent Content Supplier under which the Restricted

Supplier is granted New Distribution Rights to Movies as part of or for inclusion in:

(a) a Linear Channel;

(b) an Entitlement Video On Demand Service; or

(c) a Subscription Video On Demand Service,

on an Exclusive Basis, then FOXTEL must not, directly or indirectly, acquire all or any part

of those rights if, taking into account those rights, FOXTEL would be prohibited from

acquiring those New Distribution Rights under clause 6.1(a) or 6.1(b) on an Exclusive

Basis, unless the ACCC provides prior consent to FOXTEL in writing.

7. Acquisition of New Distribution Rights to Aggregated Content, EVOD
Rights and SVOD Rights

7.1 New Distribution Rights to Aggregated Gontent and EVOD Rights from Independent
Content Suppliers

FOXTEL must not enter into any Agreement on an Exclusive Basis with any lndependent

Content Supplier in relation to New Distribution Rights to Aggregated Content or New
Distribution Rights to EVOD Rights, unless clause 9 applies or the ACCC provides prior

consent to FOXTEL in writing.

7.2 New Distribution Rights to SVOD Rights from lndependent Gontent Suppliers

FOXTEL must not enter into any Agreement on an Exclusive Basis with any lndependent

Content Supplier in relation to New Distribution Rights to SVOD Rights, unless clause g

applies or the ACCC provides prior consent to FOXTEL in writing.

7.3 Supply by FOXTEL

Nothing in clause 7.1 or 7.2 prevents FOXTEL from supplying New Distribution Rights to:

(a) Aggregated Content;

(b) EVOD Rights; or

(c) SVOD Rights,

to third parties exclusively.

7.4 New Distribution Rights from Ultimate Shareholder

lf an Ultimate Shareholder Entity has an Agreement, entered into after the Commencement

Date, with an lndependent Content Supplier under which the Ultimate Shareholder Entity is
granted New Distribution Rights to:

(a) Aggregated Content;

(b) EVOD Rights; or
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7.5

8.

(c) SVOD Rights,

on an Exclusive Basis, FOXTEL must not enter into any Agreement pursuant to which

FOXTEL is granted or acquires all or any part of those New Distribution Rights to:

(d) that Aggregated Content;

(e) those EVOD Rights; or

(Ð those SVOD Rights,

unless the ACCC provides prior consent to FOXTEL in writing.

lnconsistency

To the extent that FOXTEL is not prohibited from acquiring New Distribution Rights to

Movies under clause 6, this clause 7 does not prevent FOXTEL from acquiring those rights

and to the extent of any inconsistency, the terms of clause 6 prevail over the terms of this

clause 7.

Acquisition of Mobile Rights for Gompan¡on Devices

FOXTEL must not enter into any Agreement that prevents, or would have the effect of
preventing, a person who is granted New Distribution Rights to:

(a) Aggregated Content;

(b) SVOD Rights;

(c) EVOD Rights; or

(d) Movies,

(individually or collectively the Acquired Contenú) from being granted or acquiring Mobile

Rights to:

(e) all or any part of that same Aggregated Content;

(Ð all or any part of those same SVOD Rights;

(g) all or any part of those same EVOD Rights; or

(h) all or any of those same Movies,

provided the Mobile Rights are granted or acquired to enable subscribers who receive the

Acquired Content to receive the content referred to in paragraphs (e)-(h) as part of the

same subscription or payment of an additional fee (individually or collectively the

Companion Content).

For the avoidance of doubt, this clause is intended to prohibit FOXTEL entering into any

Agreement, including any joint bidding Agreement with any Ultimate Shareholder Entity or

any Agreement with an lndependent Content Supplier resulting from such a joint bidding

Agreement, which prevents or has the effect of preventing Mobile Rights to Companion

Content being provided to a person who has New Distribution Rights to the Acquired

Content.
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9. Exception for Competing Bids

9.1 Exception

Despite clauses 5, 6 and 7, if:

(a) FOXTEL reasonably considers a Competing Bidder has made a Complying Bid to

acquire exclusive rights to content that under this Undertaking FOXTEL would not

be permitted to acquire on an Exclusive Basis;

(b) a letter has been provided to the ACCC pursuant to clause 9.2; and

(c) FOXTEL receives written confirmation from the ACCC pursuant to clause 9.a(a),

then FOXTEL may enter into an Agreement pursuant to which FOXTEL is granted those

rights on an Exclusive Basis.

Letter from supplier

ln order for the exception in clause 9.1 to apply, FOXTEL must procure that the supplier of

the relevant content provides the ACCC, on a confidential basis, with a letter that has been

signed by a Responsible Officer which contains a statement that the supplier has received

a bid other than from FOXTEL to acquire exclusive rights to the relevant content and

provides the following information to the extent permitted by the relevant bidder:

(a) details of the bidder, including the bidder's name and contact details;

(b) the average price per subscriber or average price per transaction (as applicable)

that has been offered, the proposed term of the Agreement and other key terms of
the bid, including any additional payments to be made by the bidder during the

term of the Agreement and any minimum subscribers commitment;

(c) where the bid is in writing, a copy of the bid documents;

(d) whether the bid is being considered in good faith and may be successful;

(e) whether the supplier has requested or required any bids to be on an exclusive

basis; and

(Ð the same information requested in clauses 9.2(a) to 9.2(e) for any other bids for

the relevant content, including non-exclusive bids.

Additional information

FOXTEL may provide the ACCC with additional information or material in relation to the

bidding process, and must use reasonable endeavours to procure that the supplier of the

relevant content provides any additional information in relation to the bid to the ACCC as

soon as possible after a request is made by the ACCC.

ACCC consideration of a Gompeting Bid

Within 3 Business Days of receiving a letter pursuant to clause 9.2 or such later time as is
agreed between the ACCC and FOXTEL, the ACCC will confirm in writing either that:

(a) it consents to FOXTEL entering into an Agreement pursuant to which FOXTEL is

granted the rights described in clause 9.1(a) on an Exclusive Basis; or

9.2

9.3

9.4
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(b) if the ACCC is not satisfied that the bid is a Complying Bid from a Competing

Bidder, it does not consent to FOXTEL entering into an Agreement pursuant to

which FOXTEL is granted the rights described in clause 9.1(a) on an Exclusive

Basis and the reasons it is not sattsfied.

lntention of clause 9

For the avoidance of doubt, it is not the intention of this clause 9 to facilitate third parties to

acquire exclusive rights to content.

Joint or conditional bids

9.5

10.

10.1 No joint bids

FOXTEL must not bid jointly or in concert or make or give effect to any joint bidding

Agreement with any Ultimate Shareholder Entity where, taken together or separately,

FOXTEL and the Ultimate Shareholder Entity will acquire or be granted:

(a) New Distribution Rights to Aggregated Content from any lndependent Content

SupPlier;

(b) New Distribution Rights to EVOD Rights from any lndependent Content Supplier;

(c) New Distribution Rights to SVOD Rights from any lndependent Content Supplier;

(d) New Distribution Rights to Movies where FOXTEL is prohibited from acquiring

those rights under clause 6.1 (a) or 6.1(b); or

(e) Movie TVOD Rights,

on an Exclusive Basis.

10.2 No conditional bids

FOXTEL must not make a bid for Distribution Rights or New Distribution Rights conditional

on or otherwise linked to the grant to any Ultimate Shareholder Entity of:

(a) New Distribution Rights to Aggregated Content from any lndependent Content

Supplier;

(b) New Distribution Rights to EVOD Rights from any lndependent Content Supplier;

(c) New Distribution Rights to SVOD Rights from any lndependent Content Supplier;

(d) New Distribution Rights to Movies where FOXTEL is prohibited from acquiring

those rights under clause 6.1(a) or 6.1(b); or

(e) Movie TVOD Rights,

on an Exclusive Basis.
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11. Signal Access to Linear Ghannels

11.1 FOXTEL to provide signal access to Linear Ghannels from the Completion Date

From the Completion Date, subject to clauses 11.2 and 11.3, FOXTEL must on request by,

and at the cost of, an lndependent Content Supplier, provide signal access for Linear

Channels produced and/or distributed by that lndependent Content Supplier (and which

FOXTEL itself distributes to its subscribers) to third padies for transmission by such third

parties in the Territory by one of the following methods (at the lndependent Content

Supplier's election):

(a) FOXTEL providing the lndependent Content Supplier with:

appropriate devices to enable the receipt and decrypting of FOXTEL's

Linear Channel signalfrom a satellite nominated by FOXTEL, such as

conditional access modules (CAMs) and smart cards, the cost to be

equivalent to FOXTEL's cost of acquiring the devices required by the third

party for that purpose. The lndependent Content Supplier shall ensure that

it acquires at its cost decoders that are compatible with FOXTEL's systems

(as advised by FOXTEL in accordance with sub-paragraph (ii) below). The

lndependent Content Supplier shall also ensure that the third party

complies with FOXTEL's standard operating procedures and security

requirements for CAMs and smart cards, including swap outs where

required, at the cost of the lndependent Content Supplier; and

technical advice, information and reasonable assistance regarding the

reception and decoding of the relevant signal, the cost to be at a rate per

hour equivalent to FOXTEL's estimated cost of providing that advice and

assistance; or

(b) FOXTEL providing the lndependent Content Supplier with:

access to FOXTEL's signal of the lndependent Content Supplier's Linear

Channel at an internet exchange nominated by FOXTEL within the Sydney

metropolitan area, the cost for such access to include the cost to FOXTEL

of any necessary capital expenditure required to provide the access and

reasonable maintenance and operational costs. Where those costs are

shared with FOXTEL or another lndependent Content Supplier then those

costs shall be allocated by FOXTEL, acting reasonably; and

technical advice, information and reasonable assistance regarding the

access to the signal, the cost to be at a rate per hour equivalent to

FOXTEL's estimated cost of providing that advice and assistance.

11.2 Gonditions of signal access

FOXTEL's obligations under clause 11.1 are conditional upon:

(a) the lndependent Content Supplier paying all costs incurred by FOXTEL in

connection with the third party accessing the signal of the relevant Linear Channel

(i)

o

o

o
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within 30 days of invoice by FOXTEL. Such costs may be invoiced as frequently

as monthly and up to one month in advance;

(b) the lndependent Content Supplier paying to FOXTEL a reasonable proportion of
FOXTEL's costs in receiving the lndependent Content Supplier's Linear Channel

signal at FOXTEL's Television Centre, including any fees that FOXTEL pays to the

lndependent Content Supplier in respect of delivery of its Linear Channel signal to

FOXTEL;

(c) the lndependent Content Supplier ensuring that the third party uses FOXTEL's

signal (and any devices provided by FOXTEL) solely for the purpose of
transmitting the Linear Channel signal as authorised by the lndependent Content

Supplier; and

(d) the lndependent Content Supplier entering into any Agreement with FOXTEL

concerning the matters set out in this clause 11 on terms acceptable to FOXTEL,

acting reasonably.

11.3 Limitation on provision of access

FOXTEL must use best endeavours to ensure that the signal access provided pursuant to
this clause 11 is provided on a continuous basis.

Special Access Undertaking

12.1 From the date that is 6 months after the Completion Date and for as long as the Special

Access Undertaking applies, FOXTEL willcomply with the SpecialAccess Undertaking as

if all references to FOXTEL in the Digital Access Agreement (as defined in the Special

Access Undertaking) include a reference to AUSTAR.

12.2 FOXTEL must facilitate any reasonable steps by an lndependent Content Supplier which,

as at the Commencement Date:

(a) supplies a Linear Channel to AUSTAR; and

(b) does not supply a Linear Channel to FOXTEL other than under an access

agreement pursuant to the Special Access Undertaking,

to communicate with existing subscribers to that channel for the purpose of transitioning

those subscribers to a service supplied by the lndependent Content Supplier using the

Special Access Undertaking at the cost of the lndependent Content Supplier.

13. Expiry Dates

12.

Where FOXTEL is a party to an Agreement entered into prior to the Commencement Date

and FOXTEL would be prohibited from entering into or renewing that Agreement on an

Exclusive Basis after the Commencement Date pursuant to this Undertaking, FOXTEL

must not enforce any confidentiality restrictions under that Agreement or othen¡vise to the

extent they prevent the counterparty from disclosing the expiry dates of that Agreement.
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14. lndependent Audit

'14.1 Obligation to appoint an Approved Independent Auditor

(a) By no later than the Completion Date, FOXTEL must appoint and maintain during

the Appointment Period an Approved lndependent Auditor to audit and report upon

FOXTEL's compliance with this Undertaking.

(b) Without limiting its obligations in this Undertaking, FOXTEL must:

(i) comply with and enforce the Approved Terms of Appointment for the

Approved lndependent Auditor;

(ii) maintain and fund the Approved lndependent Auditor to carry out his or her

functions including:

(A) indemnify the Approved lndependent Auditor for any expenses,

loss, claim or damage arising directly or indirectly from the

performance by the Approved lndependent Auditor of his or her

functions as the Approved lndependent Auditor except where such

expenses, loss, claim or damage arises out of the gross

negligence, fraud, misconduct or breach of duty by the Approved

lndependent Auditor;

(B) provide and pay for any external expertise, assistance or advice

required by the Approved lndependent Auditor to perform his or

her functions as the Approved lndependent Auditor; and

(iii) not interfere with, or otherwise hinder, the Approved lndependent Auditor's

ability to carry out his or her functions as the Approved lndependent

Auditor, including:

(A) direct FOXTEL personnel, including directors, contractors,

managers, officers, employees and agents, to act in accordance

with this clause 14;

(B) provide access to the facilities, sites or operations of the Target

Business and FOXTEL's other businesses as required by the

Approved lndependent Auditor;

(C) provide to the Approved lndependent Auditor any information or

documents requested by the Approved lndependent Auditor that

he or she considers necessary for carrying his or her functions as

the Approved lndependent Auditor or for reporting to or otheruvise

advising the ACCC;

(D) not request any information relating to the compliance audit from

the Approved lndependent Auditor without such a request having

been approved by the ACCC; and

(E) not appoint the Approved lndependent Auditor, or have any

Agreements with the Approved lndependent Auditor, to utilise the

Approved lndependent Auditor's services for anything other than
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compliance with this Undertaking until at least 12 months after the
Approved lndependent Auditor ceases to act in the role of the

Approved lndependent Auditor.

14.2 Approval of the Approved lndependent Auditor

(a) At least 15 Business Days before the Completion Date, FOXTEL must provide the
ACCC with a Proposed lndependent Auditor Notice in the form prescribed in

Schedule 2 to this Undertaking.

(b) After receiving a Proposed lndependent Auditor Notice, the ACCC must decide
whether to:

(i) approve the appointment of the person named in the proposed

lndependent Auditor Notice as the Approved lndependent Auditor which
includes approving:

(A) the terms of appointment attached to the Proposed lndependent
Auditor Notice; and

(B) the draft audit plan attached to the Proposed lndependent Auditor
Notice; or

(ii) not approve the person named in the notice as the Proposed lndependent
Auditor Notice and, at the ACCC's absolute discretion:

(A) identify and approve a person as the Approved lndependent
Auditor;

(B) approve the terms of appointment of the Approved lndependent
Auditor;

(C) approve a draft audit plan; and

(D) direct the appointment of the Approved lndependent Auditor on the
Approved Terms of Appointment.

(c) Without limiting the ACCC's discretion, in making the decisions described in

clause 14.2(b), the factors to which the ACCC may have regard include whether:

(i) the person named in the Proposed lndependent Auditor Notice or identified
by the ACCC has the qualifications and experience necessary to carry out
the functions of the Approved lndependent Auditor;

(ii) the person named in the Proposed lndependent Auditor Notice or identified
by the ACCC is sufficiently independent of FOXTEL;

(iii) the terms of appointment and the draft audit plan are consistent with this
Undertaking; and

(iv) the terms of appointment and the draft audit plan are otherwise acceptable
to the ACCC.

(d) Within 10 Business Days of receiving a Proposed lndependent Auditor Notice, the
ACCC must notify FOXTEL in writing of its decisions made pursuant to
clause 14.2(b).
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(e) The ACCC may extend the period within which it will provide the notice described

in clause 14.2(d) by notifying FOXTEL in writing of the extension within 10

Business Days of receiving a Proposed lndependent Auditor Notice.

(Ð The ACCC may revoke an Approved lndependent Auditor's status as the Approved

lndependent Auditor if the ACCC becomes aware that any information provided to

it was incorrect, inaccurate or misleading.

14.3 Appointment of the Approved lndependent Auditor

After receiving notice from the ACCC of its decisions pursuant to clause 14.2(b) and by no

later than the Completion Date'(or if the ACCC has extended the period under

clause 14.2(d), by no later thãn 5 Business Days after the end of that extended period),

FOXTEL must:

(a) appoint the person approved by the ACCC pursuant to clause 1a.2(b)(i) or

clause 14.2(bxiiXA) as the Approved lndependent Auditor on the terms of

appointment approved by the ACCC pursuant to clause 14.2(bXiXA) or clause

1a.2(bXiiXB); and

(b) fon¡vard to the ACCC a copy of the executed terms of appointment within one

Business Day of its execution.

14.4 Obligations and powers of the Approved lndependent Auditor

(a) FOXTEL must procure that the terms of appointment of the Approved lndependent

Auditor include obligations on the Approved lndependent Auditor during the

Appointment Period to:

(¡) maintain his or her independence from FOXTEL, apart from appointment to

the role of Approved lndependent Auditor, including not form any

relationship of the types described in clause 2(c) of Schedule 2 with

FOXTEL for the period of his or her appointment;

(ii) conduct compliance auditing according to the Approved Audit Plan;

(iii) provide to the ACCC the following reports directly:

(A) a scheduled written Audit Report as described in clause 14.5; and

(B) report immediately any issues arising in relation to the performance

of his or her functions as Approved lndependent Auditor or in

relation to compliance with this Undertaking; and

(iv) follow any direction given to him or her by the ACCC in relation to the

performance of his or her functions as Approved lndependent Auditor

under this U ndertaking.

(b) FOXTEL must procure that the terms of appointment of the Approved lndependent

Auditor provide the Approved lndependent Auditor with the authority during the

Appointment Period to:
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(i) access the facilities, sites or operations of FOXTEL's businesses (including

the Target Business after it has been acquired by FOXTEL) as required by

the Approved lndependent Auditor;

(ii) access any information or documents that the Approved lndependent

Auditor considers necessary for carrying out his or her functions as the

Approved lndependent Auditor or for reporting to or otherwise advising the

ACCC; and

(i¡i) engage any external expertise, assistance or advice required by the

Approved lndependent Auditor to perform his or her functions as the

Approved lndependent Auditor.

(c) Nothing in this clause 14 requires FOXTEL to provide any information or

documents that are the subject of legal professional or other privilege.

14.5 Gompliance Audit

(a) The Approved lndependent Auditor must conduct an audit and prepare a detailed

report (Audiú RePoÉ) on:

(i) FOXTEL's compliance with this Undertaking;

(il) all of the reasons for the conclusions reached in the Audit Report;

(iii) any qualifications made by the Approved lndependent Auditor in forming

his or her views;

(iv) any recommendations by the Approved lndependent Auditor to improve:

(A) the Approved Audit Plan;

(B) the integrity of the auditing process;

(C) FOXTEL's processes or reporting systems in relation to

compliance with this Undertaking;

(D) FOXTEL's compliance with this Undertaking,

(A u d ito r Reco m m e ndaúions) ; and

(v) the implementation and outcome of any prior Auditor Recommendations by

the Approved lndependent Auditor.

(b) The Approved lndependent Auditor is to provide an Audit Report to FOXTEL and

the ACCC at the following times during the Appointment Period:

(i) an initial report to be provided on the date which is 3 months after the

Completion Date at which time the Audit Report is to include any

recommended changes to the Approved Audit Plan (the Establishment

Audit);

(ii) for a period of 2 years following the date that the initial Audit Report is

provided, every 6 months after the date that the initial Audit Report is

provided until the end of the Appointment Period;
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(iii) the final Audit Report is due 6 months (or such other date as has been

advised to FOXTEL by the ACCC in writing) after the completion of the

obligations in clauses 5,6,7,8, 9, 10, 11,12 and 13 irrespective of

whether the ACCC provides notice to FOXTEL under clause 1a.S(dXi); and

(iv) otherwise at the request of the ACCC until the final Audit Report in clause

14.5(bxiii) has been provided and the ACCC notifies FOXTEL in writing

that the obligations with respect to the final Audit Report have been

completed.

(c) After the period ending 2 years following the date that the initial Audit Report is

provided, FOXTEL may notify the ACCC that it wishes to amend the frequency of

the Audit Report so that it is provided every 12 months.

(d) Within 10 Business Days of receiving the notice from FOXTEL pursuant to clause

14.5(c) the ACCC will notify FOXTEL of its decision to:

(i) vary the frequency of the audit period from 6 monthly to 12 monthly; or

(ii) require that the Audit Reports continue to be provided on a 6 monthly

basis.

(e) Subject to clause 14.5(f), FOXTEL must implement any Auditor Recommendations

and notify the ACCC of the implementation of the Auditor Recommendations within

20 Business Days of receiving the Audit Report subject to clause 14.5(f) or any

other period as agreed in writing with the ACCC.

(f) lf FOXTEL does not agree with an Auditor Recommendation or it does not consider

that it will be in a position to implement an Auditor Recommendation within 20

Business DaYs:

(i) FOXTEL must notify the ACCC in writing of the reasons within 10 Business

Days of receiving the Audit Report;

(ii) the ACCC will provide FOXTEL with a direction in relation the Auditor

Recommendation within 10 Business Days of notification pursuant to

clause 14.5(f[i); and

(iii) FOXTEL must comply with any direction of the ACCC given under clause

14.s(fxii) within 10 Business Days of being so directed (or such other

period as agreed in writing with the ACCC).

14.6 Resignation or termination of the Approved Independent Auditor

(a) FOXTEL must immediately notify the ACCC in the event that the Approved

lndependent Auditor resigns or otherwise stops acting as the Approved

lndependent Auditor before the termination of this Undertaking pursuant to clause

4.1, or before the ACCC has revoked this Undertaking pursuant clause 4.3,

whichever is the earlier.

(b) The ACCC may approve any proposal by, or alternatively may direct, FOXTEL to

terminate the appointment of the Approved lndependent Auditor if in the ACCC's
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view the Approved lndependent Auditor acts inconsistently with the provisions of
this Undertaking or the terms of his or her appointment.

(c) lf either clause 1a.6(a) or 14.6(b) applies, FOXTEL must provide the ACCC with a

Proposed lndependent Auditor Notice within 10 Business Days of the resignation

or termination of the Approved lndependent Auditor, otherwise clause 14.2(bXii)

applies.

15. lnformation

(a)

(b)

FOXTEL must notify the ACCC and the Approved lndependent Auditor in writing of
the Completion Date by no later than two Business Days prior to the occurrence of
the Completion Date.

From the Commencement Date, the ACCC may direct FOXTEL in respect of its

compliance with this Undertaking to, and FOXTEL must:

(i) furnish information to the ACCC in the time and in the form requested by

the ACCC;

(ii) produce documents and materials to the ACCC within FOXTEL's custody,
power or control in the time and in the form requested by the ACCC; and/or

(iii) attend the ACCC at a time and place appointed by the ACCC to answer

any questions the ACCC (its Commissioners, its staff, its representatives,

its advisors or its agents) may have.

Any direction made by the ACCC under clause 15(b) will be notified to FOXTEL, in

accordance with clause 20.

ln respect of FOXTEL's compliance with this Undertaking or the Approved

lndependent Auditor's compliance with its terms of appointment, the ACCC may

request any Approved lndependent Auditor to:

(i) furnish information to the ACCC in the time and in the form requested by

the ACCC;

(ii) produce documents and materials to the ACCC within the auditor's

custody, power or control in the time and in the form requested by the

ACCC; and/or

(iii) attend the ACCC at a time and place appointed by the ACCC to answer

any questions the ACCC (its Commissioners, its staff, its representatives,

its advisors or its agents) may have.

FOXTEL will use its best endeavours to ensure that the Approved lndependent

Auditor complies with any request from the ACCC in accordance with clause 15(d).

lnformation furnished, documents and material produced or information given in

response to any request or direction from the ACCC under this clause 15 may be

used by the ACCC for any purpose consistent with the exercise of its statutory

duties.

The ACCC may in its discretion to be exercised in good faith:

(c)

(d)

(e)

(Ð
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(i) advise the Approved lndependent Auditor of any request made by it under

this clause 15; and/or

(ii) provide copies to the Approved lndependent Auditor of any information

furnished, documents and material produced or information given to it
under this clause 15.

(h) Nothing in this clause 15 requires FOXTEL to provide any information or

documents that are the subject of legal professional or other privilege.

16. Disclosure of this Undertaking

(a) FOXTEL acknowledges that the ACCC may:

(i) make this Undertaking publicly available;

(¡i) publish this Undertaking on its Public Section 878 Undertakings Register;

and

(iii) from time to time publicly refer to this Undertaking.

(b) Nothing in clause 16(a) prevents the ACCC from disclosing such information where

disclosure is:

(i) required by law;

(ii) permitted by s 155ARR of the CCA;

(iii) necessary for the purpose of enforcement action under section B7B of the

CCA; or

(iv) necessary for the purpose of making such market inquiries as the ACCC

thinks fit to assess the impact on competition arising in connection with this

Undertaking.

(c) Nothing in clause 16(a) prevents the ACCC from using the information contained in

this Undertaking for any purpose consistent with its statutory functions and powers.

17. Obligation to Procure

Where the performance of an obligation under this Undertaking requires a Subsidiary of
FOXTEL to take or refrain from taking some action, FOXTEL will procure that Subsidiary to

take or refrain from taking that action, as the case may be.

18. No Derogation

(a) Thls Undertaking does not prevent the ACCC from taking enforcement action at

any time whether during or after the period of this Undertaking in respect of any

breach by FOXTEL of any term of this Undertaking.

(b) Nothing in this Undertaking is intended to restrict the right of the ACCC to take

action under the CCA for penalties or other remedies in the event that FOXTEL

does not fully implement and/or perform its obligations under this Undertaking or in
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any other event where the ACCC decides to take action under the CCA for

penalties or other remedies.

19. Gosts

FOXTEL must pay all of its own costs incurred in relation to this Undertaking.

20, Notices

20.1 Giving Notices

(a) Any notice or communication to the ACCC pursuant to this Undertaking must be

sent to:

Email address: mergers@accc.gov.au

Attention: Executive General Manager

Mergers and Adjudication Group

With an email copy sent to:

mergersucu@accc. gov. au

Director, Undertakings Compliance Unit

Merger Coordination and Strategy Branch

(b) Any notice or communication to FOXTEL pursuant to this Undertaking must be

sent to:

Name: FOXTEL Management Pty Limited

Address: 5 Thomas Holt Drive, North Ryde NSW 2113

Email: lynette.ireland@foxtel.com.au

Fax number: (02) 9813 6113

Attention: Chief General Counsel

(c) lf sent by post, notices are taken to be received 3 days after posting (or 7 days

after posting if sent to or from a place outside Australia).

(d) lf sent by fax, notices are taken to be received at the time shown in the

transmission report as the time that the whole fax was sent.

20.2 Ghange of contact details

(a) FOXTEL or the ACCC must notify the other party of a change to its contact details

within 3 Business Days.

(b) Any notice or communication will be sent to the contact details most recently

advised pursuant to clause 20.2(a).
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21. Defined terms and interpretation

21.1 Definitions in the Dictionary

A term or expression starting with a capital letter:

(a) which isdefined in the Dictionary in Clause 1 of Schedule 1 (Dictionary), has the
meaning given to it in the Dictionary; or

(b) which is defined in the Corporations Act or the CCA, but is not defined in the
Dictlonary, has the meaning given to it in the Corporations Act or the CCA as

applicable.

21.2 Interpretation

Clause 2 of Schedule 1 sets out rules of interpretation for this Undertaking.
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Executed as an undertaking

Executed by FOXTEL Management Pty Limited (ACN 068 671 938) pursuant to section 127(1) of

the Corporations Act 2001 by:

Signatpre of
!

secretary

//.r c ra¡J¿¿ P¿ ¿qOl¡t,s'T f ,zv
Name of director (print)

1l"v/ zu,z
Date

Accepted under delegation from the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission by the

Chairman of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission pursuant to section 87B of the

Competition and Consumer Act 2010 on:

nature of director

And signed on behalf of the Commission:
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Schedule I - Dictionary and lnterpretation

1. Dictionary

A & E Channel Content means programs supplied to FOXTEL for inclusion in the Linear

Channel produced by FOXTEL branded the'A & E Channel' under one or more

Agreements between FOXTEL and A & E Television Network LLC.

ACCC means the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission.

Acquired Content has the meaning given in clause L

Affi I iated Content S u ppl ier means:

(a) an Ultimate Shareholder Entity;

(b) a Related Body Corporate of FOXTEL;

(c) any other joint venture, association, or Entity in which:

(i) FOXTEL; or

(ii) an Ultimate Shareholder Entity,

has an economic interest that directly or indirectly entitles it to 50% or more of the

capital.or profits of the joint venture, association or Entity; and

(d) PMP, but only:

(i) in respect of any Linear Channel or Entitlement Video on Demand Service

produced and supplied by PMP to FOXTEL as at the Commencement

Date; and

(ii) if, at the time FOXTEL enters into any Agreement with PMP, that

Agreement is not prohibited under clause 6,

but excludes the Entity that holds the right to license the New Distribution Rights for the

following Linear Channels in the Territory:

(a) National Geographic channel;

(b) National Geo Adventure channel; and

(c) Nat Geo Wild channel,

but only in respect of those channels or any successor or replacement channels licensed

by that Entity that are substantially similar to those channels.

Aggregated Content means:

(a) a Linear Channel supplied by an lndependent Content Supplier; or

(b) programs (not including A&E Channel Content, any sports rights or sports

programs) supplied by an lndependent Content Supplier:

(i) which form part of a single Linear Channel broadcast or licensed for

broadcast by the lndependent Content Supplier outside the Territory; and
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which comprise greater than 50% of the programs included in a single
Linear Channel produced by or for FOXTEL (or, for the purpose of
clause 7 .4, an Ultimate Shareholder Entity, where the Linear Channel
produced by or for the Ultimate Shareholder Entity is solely for license or
broadcast in the Territory), which have not been included in that Linear

Channelduring the previous 12 months (FirstTransmission Programs)
calculated as follows:

Percentage =

No. of hours of First lransmlssion Programs

supplied by the lndependent Content Supplier

broadcast on the Linear Channel during the

previous 12 months

Total no of hours of First lransmrsslon Programs

broadcast on that Linear Channel during the

previous 12 months

The above calculation will be made on a financial year basis.

For the avoidance of doubt, Aggregated Content does not include individual programs that
are not delivered to subscribers as part of a Linear Channel.

Agreement means any contract, arrangement or understanding including any contract,
arrangement or understanding to renew, amend, vary or extend any contract, arrangement

or understanding.

Appointment Period means the period from the date of the appointment of the Approved
lndependent Auditor under clause 14.z(b)(i) or 14.2(b)(ii)(A) until the date that the ACCC
notifies FOXTEL in writing that the obligations with respect to the final Audit Report under
clause 14.s(bxi¡i) have been completed.

Approved Audit PIan means the plan approved by the Accc under clause 14 2(bXiXB)
or clause f 4.2(bXiiXC), as amended from time to time by ACCC direction given under

clause 14.4(a)(iv), by which the Approved lndependent Auditor will audit and report upon

compliance with this Undertaking.

Approved lndependent Auditor means the person appointed under clause 1a.2(b)(i) or
clause 14.2(bXi¡XA).

Approved Terms of Appointmenú means the terms of appointment for the Approved
lndependent Auditor approved by the ACCC in accordance with clause M.2(b).

Associated Entity has the meaning given by section 50AAA of the Corporations Act.

Auditor Recommendations has the meaning in clause 1a.5(a)(iv).

Audit ReporT has the meaning given in clause 14.5(a).

AUSTAR has the meaning given in clause 2.1 .

Busrness Day means a day other than a Saturday or Sunday on which banks are open for
business generally in the Australian Capital Territory.

o

x 100
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Cable means a telecommunications network which delivers communications to customer

premrses vra:

(a) a network which is predominantly a hybrid of optical fibre and coaxial cable but

parts of which may include optical fibre alone; or

(b) a fibre to the premises network (also known as FTTP) owned by Telstra or any of

its Related Bodies Corporate.

CCA means the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth).

C/llH means Consolidated Media Holdings Limited (ACN 009 071 167).

Commencement Date means the date described in clause 3.

Companion Content has the meaning given in clause 8.

Competing Bidder means, for the purposes of clause 9, a bidder that is not:

(a) an Affiliated Content Supplier;

(b) a Related Entity of an Affiliated Content Supplier; or

(c) a Related Party of an Affiliated Content Supplier.

Completion Dafe means the date when FOXTEL acquires, directly or indirectly:

(a) control of AUSTAR as defined in section 50AA of the Corporations Act;

(b) more than one half of the issued share capital of AUSTAR;

(c) the right to cast, or to control the casting of, more than one half of the maximum

number of votes that might be cast at a general meeting of AUSTAR; or

(d) a majority of the assets of the Target Business.

Complying Bid means a bid made by a Competing Bidder that is:

(a) a bona fide bid;

(b) genuinely competitive;

(c) made in good faith;

(d) capable of leading to a binding contract if the bid is accepted by the supplier; and

(e) not made under duress or influence from FOXTEL or an Affiliated Content

Supplier, or the supplier of the relevant content.

Corporations Acú means the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth),

Current Movie means a Movie which has not previously been distributed in the Territory

as part of a Linear Channel on a subscription basis or Subscription Video On Demand

Seruice.

Distribution Rights means:

(a) the rights to distribute programming on a subscription basis to subscribers via

Cable and Satellite, by way of any technology including analogue, digital and

lnternet Protocol (but in relation to Cable, only on the Telstra Cable); and

(b) Mobile Rights.
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Entitlement Video On Demand Service means a service that makes available television

programs to consumers on an on demand basis where the consumers'entitlement is

determined by reason of their subscription to a Linear Channel. For the avoidance of

doubt, an Entitlement Video On Demand Seruice excludes:

(a) a Subscription Video On Demand Service;

(b) a service which makes available a single television program to consumers in the

Territory for which a separate fee is charged to such consumers for the ability to

view a single or multiple exhibition of the television program during a specified

limited viewing period where such fee is unaffected by the purchase of any other

television programs, products or services on demand basis;

(c) any other service where no fee is payable by the recipient (such as advertising-

supported VOD); and

(d) a service that supplies television programs on a home video/DVD or EST basis.

Entity has the meaning given in section 64A of the Corporations Act.

ESf means electronic sell through.

Establishment Audit has the meaning given in clause 14.5(bXi).

EVOD Rigfrús means the right which is acquired from an lndependent Content Supplier of

a Linear Channel to include television programs that form part of that Linear Channel

supplied by that lndependent Content Supplier and which is broadcast or licensed for

broadcast in the Territory on a subscription basis, as part of an Entitlement Video On

Demand Service during the same period for which the relevant television programs are

licensed to be included as part of that Linear Channel.

Exclusive Basls means:

(a) in relation to Movie TVOD Rights, a basis that:

(i) expressly prevents or has the effect of preventing the grant to any person

of Movie TVOD Rights; or

(ii) without limiting paragraph (a)(i), either:

(A) restricts the terms on which the supplier may grant Movie TVOD

Rights to any person; or

(B) requires the supplier to amend the terms of any Agreement with

FOXTEL or a Restricted Supplier in a way that is favourable to

FOXTEL or a Restricted Supplier, if the supplier grants Movie

TVOD Rights to any person, or if the supplier grants those rights

on specified terms;

(b) in relation to New Distribution Rights to Movies, a basis that:

(¡) expressly prevents or has the effect of preventing the grant to any person

of New Distribution Rights to Movies; or

(¡i) without limiting paragraph (b)(i), either:
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(A) restr¡cts the terms on which the supplier may grant New

Distribution Rights to Movies to any person; or

(B) requires the supplier to amend the terms of any Agreement with

FOXTEL or a Restricted Supplier in a way that is favourable to

FOXTEL or a Restricted Supplier, if the supplier grants New

Distribution Rights to Movies to any person, or if the supplier grants

those rights on specified terms;

(c) in relation to New Distribution Rights to Aggregated Content, a basis that:

(i) expressly prevents or has the effect of preventing the grant to any person

of New Distribution Rights to Aggregated Content; or

(ii) without limiting paragraph (c)(i), either:

(A) restricts the terms on which the supplier may grant New

Distribution Rights to Aggregated Content to any person; or

(B) requires the supplier to amend the terms of any Agreement with

FOXTEL or an Ultimate Shareholder Entity in a way that is

favourable to FOXTEL or an Ultimate Shareholder Entity, if the

supplier grants New Distribution Rights to Aggregated Content to

any person, or if the supplier grants those rights on specified

terms;

(d) in relation to New Distribution Rights to SVOD Rights, a basis that:

(i) expressly prevents or has the effect of preventing the grant to any person

of New Distribution Rights to SVOD Rights; or

(li) without limiting paragraph (d)(i), either:

(A) restricts the terms on which the supplier may grant New

Distribution Rights to SVOD Rights; or

(B) requires the supplier to amend the terms of any Agreement with

FOXTEL or an Ultimate Shareholder Entity in a way that is

favourable to FOXTEL or an Ultimate Shareholder Entity, if the

supplier grants New Distribution Rights to SVOD Rights to any
person, or if the supplier grants those rights on specified terms;

(e) in relation to New Distribution Rights to EVOD Rights, a basis that:

(i) expressly prevents or has the effect of preventing the grant to any person

of New Distribution Rights to EVOD Rights; or

(ii) without limiting paragraph (e)(i), either:

(A) restricts the terms on which the supplier may grant New

Distribution Rights to EVOD Rights; or

(B) requires the supplier to amend the terms of any Agreement with

FOXTEL or an Ultimate Shareholder Entity in a way that is

favourable to FOXTEL or an Ultimate Shareholder Entity, if the
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supplier grants New Distribution Rights to EVOD Rights to any

person, or if the supplier grants those rights on specified terms,

but in all cases excludes an MFN.

FOX SPORTS Australia means FOX SPORTS Australia Pty Limited (ACN 065 445 418).

FOXTEL has the meaning given in clause 1.

FOXTEL Group means FOXTEL, any Subsidiary of FOXTEL, the FOXTEL Television

Partnership, Customer Services Pty Limited (ACN 069 272 117) and FOXTEL Cable

Television Pty Limited (ACN 069 008 797).

FOXTEL Television Centre means the FOXTEL television centre located at 5 Thomas

Holt Drive, North Ryde NSW 2113 as at the Commencement Date.

Holding Company has the meaning given in the Corporations Act, but as if references to:

(a) "body corporate" were to "Entity"; and

(b) "subsidiaries" include Subsidiaries as defined for the purposes of this Undertaking.

tndependent Content Supplier means a supplier of content that is not an Affiliated

Content Supplier.

ln dependent Stud io means:

(a) Hopscotch;

(b) Hoyts;

(c) Palace;

(d) Rialto;

(e) lcon;

(Ð Lionsgate;

(g) Transmission; and

(h) Madman,

and any successor Entity to one of the above, whether acting directly, or indirectly through

a Related Body Corporate or distributor that has been authorised to enter into Agreements

to grant New Distribution Rights in respect of any Movie in the Territory.

Where an lndependent Studio has the right to grant New Distribution Rights in the Territory

on behalf of another lndependent Studio, the lndepehdent Studio with those New

Distribution Rights shall be deemed to be the lndependent Studio to which clause 6

applies.

For the avoidance of doubt, if one of the Entities referred to in paragraphs (a) - (h) (the

Acquired Súudio) becomes a Related Body Corporate of another Entity referred to in

those paragraphs, the Acquired Studio willcontinue to be treated for all purposes under

this Undertaking as a separate lndependent Studio.

Internet Protocol means the protocol as defined by IETF RFC 791 or its successors.

IPTVhas the meaning given in clause 2.3(e)(ii).
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Libefty has the meaning given in clause 2.1(d).

Linear Channelmeans television programs (including Movies) packaged and

consecutively scheduled for distribution as a single branded content service and which are

made available to consumers on a point to multipoint basis but does not include programs

made available on demand or on a point-to-point basis.

Major Súudios means:

(a) Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation;

(b) The Walt Disney Company;

(c) Metro-Goldwyn-MayerStudioslnc.;

(d) NBC Universal, lnc.;

(e) ParamountPicturesCorporation;

(0 Sony Pictures Entertainment lnc.;

(g) Warner Bros. Entertainment lnc.; and

(h) Village Roadshow Limited,

and any successor Entity to one of the above, whether acting directly, or indirectly through

a Related Body Corporate or distributor that has been authorised to enter into Agreements

to grant New Distribution Rights in respect of any Movie in the Territory.

Where a Major Studio has the right to grant New Distribution Rights in the Territory on

behalf of another Major Studio, the Major Studio with those New Distribution Rights shall

be deemed to be the Major Studio to which clause 6 applies.

For the avoidance of doubt, if one of the Entities referred to in paragraphs (a) - (h) (the

Acquired Súudío) becomes a Related Body Corporate of another Entity referred to in

those paragraphs, the Acquired Studio will continue to be treated for all purposes under

this Undertaking as a separate Major Studio.

MFIV means a "most favoured nation" clause which:

(a) for the purposes of clause 5, applies if the supplier grants the equivalent Movie

ryOD Rights to a third party at a price per transaction that is more favourable to

the third party than the price per transaction payable by FOXTEL or a Restricted

Supplier;

(b) for the purposes of clause 6, applies if the supplier grants the equivalent New

Distribution Rights to Movies to a third party at a Price Per Subscriber or SVOD

Price Per Subscriber (as applicable) that is more favourable to the third party than

the Price Per Subscriber or SVOD Price Per Subscriber payable by FOXTEL or a

Restricted Supplier;

(c) for the purposes of clause 7, applies if the supplier grants any of the equivalent

New Distribution Rights to:

(i) Aggregated Content to a third party at a Price Per Subscriber that is more

favourable to the third party than the Price Per Subscriber payable by

FOXTEL or an Ultimate Shareholder Entity; o
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(i¡) SVOD Rights to a third party at a Price Per Subscriber or SVOD Price Per

Subscriber (as applicable) that is more favourable to the third party than

the Price Per Subscriber or SVOD Price Per Subscriber payable by

FOXTEL or an Ultimate Shareholder Entity,

and which has the effect that the price per transaction, Price Per Subscriber or SVOD Price

Per Subscriber paid by FOXTEL to the supplier is reduced to the price paid by the third

party.

Mobile Devices means portable mobile electronic devices (such as personal mobile

phones, personal digital assistants, tablets and mobile internet devices) which incorporate

functionality that allows viewing of audiovisual programs.

Mobite N'etworksmeans 3G and 4G cellular networks, successor cellular networks and

any wireless networks intended in whole or part for mobile telecommunications in existence

during the term of this Undertaking.

Mobile Rights means the right to distribute programming on a subscription basis to

subscribers by way of Mobile Networks to Mobile Devices where the Mobile Network

enables the Mobile Device to have mobility between cells.

Movie means a feature-length movie that has been theatrically released in the USA, United

Kingdom or Australia.

Movie TVOD Rights means the rights to distribute a single Movie to consumers in the

Territory for which a separate fee is charged to such consumers for the ability to view a

single or multiple exhibition of such Movie during a specified limited viewing period, at a

time selected solely by the consumer, where such fee is unaffected by the purchase of any

other Movies, programs, products or services. For the avoidance of doubt, the Movie

TVOD Rights exclude (i) the rights to distribute Movies as part of a Subscription Video On

Demand Service or Entitlement Video On Demand Service; (ii) where no fee is payable by

the recipient (such as advertising-supported VOD); or (iii) on a home video/DVD or EST

basis.

New Distribution Rights means the right to distribute programs (including Movies) on a

subscription basis to subscribers in the Territory via any means other than the Distribution

Rights.

lVevns means News Corporation, a Delaware corporation.

PMP means the Premium Movie Partnership (ARBN 93 596 987 064), which at the

Commencement Date is a partnership between Twentieth Century Fox Pay Television

(Australia) Pty Limited (ACN 004 00a 960); Paramount Films of Australia lnc, (ARBN 070

261 184); SPE Australian Ventures Pty Limited (ACN 065 184 536); UniversalStudios Pay

Television Australia LLC (ARBN 067 665 383) and Liberty Movies Australia Pty Ltd (ACN

065 445 481).

Price Per Subscriber means the sum of the average monthly fixed cost and average

monthly licence fee, where:

(a) the average monthly fixed cost equals the total of all fixed costs payable by the

recipient per annum pursuant to the Agreement between the supplier and the
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recipient (such costs to include, without limitation, fixed licence fees, infrastructure

costs and marketing and other contributions made by the recipient) divided by the

total number of recipient subscribers to the content the subject of the Agreement,

and divided by 12, but excluding any fixed costs that are not for the benefit of, or

connected to the distribution of the content to, the New Distribution Rights

subscribers; and

(b) the average monthly licence fee equals the average per subscriber monthly licence

fee payable by the recipient (taking into account any volume discounts to which it is

entitled).

Proposed Acquisition has the meaning given in clause 2.1(e).

Proposed lndependent Auditor means the person named in the Proposed lndependent

Auditor Notice pursuant to clause 14.2(a).

Proposed lndependent Auditor Notice means a completed notice in the form prescribed

in Schedule 2 of this Undertaking provided to the ACCC with all required attachments in

relation to the Proposed lndependent Auditor

Related Body Corporafe has the meaning given in the Corporations Act, but as if
references to:

(a) "body corporate" and "body" were to "Entity";

(b) "subsidiary" include Subsidiaries as defined for the purposes of this Undertaking;

and

(c) "holding company" include Holding Companies as defined for the purposes of this

Undertaking.

Related Entities has the meaning given by section 9 of the Corporations Act.

Related Pa¡ties has the meaning given by section 228 of the Corporations Act, as if
references to a public company in that section include references to an Entity.

Responsrble Officer is a senior officer of a relevant content supplier that is authorised to

sign on behalf of the content supplier. A Responsible Officer must be:

(a) a Company Secretary;

(b) a Director;

(c) the Chief Executive Officer;

(d) the Chief Financial Officer; or

(e) another senior officer of the supplier who is authorised to negotiate content supply

arrangements on behalf of the content supplier and who has detailed knowledge of
the bid referred to in clause 9.2.

Restricted Supplier means an Ultimate Shareholder Entity other than Twentieth Century

Fox Film Corporation or its Subsidiaries.

Satellíte means delivery primarily by satellite, including satellite master antenna television
(sMArv)

Sky Cable means Sky Cable Pty Limited (ACN 069 799 640).
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SpecialAccess Unde¡taking means the Special Access Undertaking to the Australian

Competition & Consumer Commission dated 1 December 2006 given by FOXTEL

Management Pty Limited for and on behalf of the FOXTEL Partnership and FOXTEL Cable

Television Pty Limited, a copy of which is annexed as Annexure A.

Subscription broadcasting service and subscription narrowcasting service have the

same meaning as given to them in the Broadcasting Services Act 1992 (Cth).

Subscription Televisíon Seruice means a content service that provides television

programs to consumers in the Territory where the service is:

(a) a subscription broadcasting service; or

(b) a subscription narrowcasting service.

Subscription Video On Demand Service means a service that makes available television

programs to consumers on an on demand basis for a periodic or subscription fee. For the

avoidance of doubt, a Subscription Video On Demand Service excludes:

(a) an Entitlement Video On Demand Servtce;

(b) a service which makes available a single television program to consumers in the

Territory for which a separate fee is charged to such consumers for the ability to

view a single or multiple exhibition of the television program during a specified

limited viewing period where such fee is unaffected by the purchase of any other

television programs, products or services on demand basis;

(c) a service where no fee is payable by the recipient (such as advertising-supported

VOD);and

(d) a service that supplies television programs on a home video/DVD or EST basis.

Subsidiary has the meaning given by the Corporations Act but so that:

(a) Entities other than bodies corporate may have Subsidiaries;

(b) an Entity will also be considered to be a Subsidiary of a company or other Entity if

it is controlled by that company or other Entity;

(c) a trust may be a Subsidiary, for the purpose of which a unit or other beneficial

interest will be regarded as a share; and

(d) an Entity may be a Subsidiary of a trust if it would have been a Subsidiary if that

trust were a corporation.

Expressions used in this definition have the meaning given for the purposes of Division 6 of

Part 1.2 of the Corporations Act.

SyOD Price Per Subscriber means the total of all costs payable by FOXTEL per annum

for the SVOD Rights, divided by the total number of recipient subscribers for those SVOD

Rights.

SVOD Rrghts means the right which is acquired from an lndependent Content Supplier of

a Linear Channel to include television programs that form part of that Linear Channel

supplied by that lndependent Content Supplier and which is broadcast or licensed for

broadcast in the Territory on a subscription basis, as part of a Subscription Video On
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Demand Service while those rights are licensed to or otherwise held by that lndependent

Content Supplier.

Target Business means the business conducted by AUSTAR.

Tetstra means Telstra Corporation Limited (ACN 051 775 556).

Telstra Cable means the Cable owned by Telstra or its Related Bodies Corporate other

than the section of that Cable used to deliver lnternet services.

Telstra Media means Telstra Media Pty Limited (ACN 069 279 027).

Territory means Australia.

Transaction Documents has the meaning given in clause 2.1(e\.

Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation means Twentieth Century Fox Film

Corporation, a Delaware Corporation.

tJttimate Shareholder means any shareholder in FOXTEL from time to time during the

term of this Undertaking and at the Commencement Date and for so long as they have a

direct or indirect interest in FOXTEL means Telstra, Telstra Media, Sky Cable, FOX

SPORTS Australia, News and CMH.

Uttimate Shareholder Entity means an Ultimate Shareholder or one of its Related Bodies

Corporate, or an Entity in which the only shareholders or participants are one or more of

the Ultimate Shareholders, or their respective Related Bodies Corporate but excludes any

member of the FOXTEL GrouP.

lJndertaking is a reference to all provisions of this document, including its schedules and

as varied from time to time under section 878 of the CCA.

2. lnterpretation

ln the interpretation of this Undertaking, the following provisions apply unless the context

otherwise requires:

(a) a reference to this Undertaking includes all of the provisions of this document

including its schedules;

(b) headings are inserted for convenience only and do not affect the interpretation of

this Undertaking;

(c) if the day on which any act, matter or thing is to be done under this Undertaking is

not a Business Day, the act, matter or thing must be done on the next Business

D"y;

(d) a reference in this Undertaking to any law, legislation or legislative provision

includes any statutory modification, amendment or re-enactment, and any

subordinate legislation or regulations issued under that legislation or legislative

provrsron;

(e) a reference in this Undertaking to FOXTEL includes the FOXTEL Group;

(Ð a reference in this Undertaking to any Agreement or document is to that

Agreement or document as amended, novated, supplemented or replaced;
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(g)

(h)

(i)

(¡)

(k)

(t)

(m)

a reference to a clause, part, schedule or attachment is a reference to a clause,
part, schedule or attachment of or to this Undertaking;

an expression importing a natural person includes any company, trust, partnership,
joint venture, association, body corporate or governmental agency;

where a word or phrase is given a defined meaning, another part of speech or
other grammatical form in respect of that word or phrase has a corresponding
meanrng;

a word which denotes the singular also denotes the plural, a word which denotes
the plural also denotes the singular, and a reference to any gender also denotes
the other genders;

a reference to the words 'such as', 'including', 'particularly' and similar expressions
is to be construed without limitation;

a construction that would promote the purpose - or object - underlying this
Undertaking (whether expressly stated or not) will be preferred to a construction
that would not promote that purpose or object;

material not forming part of this Undertaking may be considered to:

(i) confirm the meaning of a clause is the ordinary meaning conveyed by the

text of the clause, taking into account its context in this Undertaking and

the competition concerns intended to be addressed by this undertaking
and the clause in question; or

(ii) determine the meaning of the clause when the ordinary meaning conveyed
by the text of the clause, taking into account its context in this Undertaking
and the purpose or object underlying this Undertaking, leads to a result that
does not promote the purpose or object underlying this Undertaking;

in determining whether consideration should be given to any material in

accordance with paragraph (m), or in considering any weight to be given to any
such material, regard must be had, in addition to any other relevant matters, to:

(i) the effect that reliance on the ordinary meaning conveyed by the text of the
clause would have (taking into account its context in this Undertaking and
whether that meaning promotes the purpose or object of this undertaking);
and

(ii) the need to ensure that the result of this Undertaking is to completely
address any ACCC competition concerns;

a reference to 'entering into an Agreement' includes an Agreement that is entered
into in writing or orally, or an Agreement evidenced by conduct. Taking steps after
the commencement Date to formalise (but not to materially alter or extend) an

Agreement that was in existence before the Commencement Date will not be taken
to be 'entering into an Agreement' for the purposes of this Undertaking;

the ACCC may authorise the Mergers Review committee, a member of the ACCC
or a member of the ACCC staff, to exercise a decision making function under this

(n)

(o)

I4.20'12

(p)
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Undertaking on its behalf and that authorisation may be subject to any conditions

which the ACCC may impose;

(q) in performing its obligations under this Undertaking, FOXTEL will do everything

reasonably within its power to ensure that its performance of those obligations is

done in a manner which is consistent with promoting the purpose and object of this

Undertaking; and

(r) a reference to:

(i) a thing (including, but not limited to, a chose in action or other right)

includes a part of that thing;

(ii) a person includes its successors and permitted assigns; and

(¡ii) a monetary amount is in Australian dollars.
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Schedule 2 - Proposed lndependent Auditor Notice

Proposed lndependent Auditor Notice

This form sets out the information required by the ACCC in relation to the Proposed lndependent

Auditor.

Please note in relation to information given on in relation to this form, giving false or misleading

information is a serious offence.

Method of Delivery to the ACCC

The completed Proposed lndependent Auditor Notice, along with the additional requested

information is to be provided to the ACCC with the subject line "Proposed lndependent Auditor

Notice - Undertaking to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission Given under

section 878 of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 by FOXTEL Management Pty Limited (for

and on behalf of the FOXTEL Partnership)" to the below email addresses:

1. mergers@accc.gov.au

Attention: Executive General Manager

Mergers and Adjudication GrouP

2. With an emailcoPY sent to:

mergersucu@accc. gov. au

Attention: Director

Undertakings ComPliance Unit

Merger Coordination and Strategy Branch

lnformation Required

The ACCC requires the following information in order to assess a Proposed lndependent Auditor:

1. Proposed lndependent Auditor Details:

(a) the name of the Proposed lndependent Auditor; and

(b) the name of the Proposed lndependent Auditor's employer and contact details

lnt'uo'nloo,".r,

Contact name;

Telephone number;

Other contact details.

2. A submission containing the following information:

(a) Details of the Proposed lndependent Auditor's qualifications and experience

relevant to his or her proposed role pursuant to this Undertaking.
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(b) The names of the [owner/s and the directors (delete any that do not apply)] of [the
Proposed lndependent Audito/s employerl.

(c) Details of any of the following types of relationships between FOXTEL and [the
Proposed lndependent Auditorl or [the Proposed lndependent Auditor's employer]

or confirmation that no such relationship exists whether within Australia or outside

of Australia:

(i) FOXTEL and [the Proposed lndependent Auditor's employer] are

Associated Entities.

(ii) FOXTEL is an Entity Connected with [the Proposed lndependent Auditor's

employerl.

(iii) [The Proposed lndependent Auditor's employer] is an Entity Connected

with FOXTEL.

(iv) FOXTEL and [the Proposed lndependent Auditor's employer] are Related

Entities.

(v) FOXTEL and [the Proposed lndependent Auditor's employer] are Related

Parties.

(vi) Any Related Party, Related Entity or Entity Connected with FOXTEL is a

Related Party, Related Entity or Entity Connected with [the Proposed

lndependent Auditorl.

(vii) FOXTEL and [the Proposed lndependent Auditor] or [the Proposed

lndependent Auditor's employerl have a contractual relationship or had one

within the past three years, other than those attached to this form.

(viii) [the Proposed lndependent Auditor's employer] is a supplier of FOXTEL or

has been in the past three years.

(ix) FOXTEL is a supplier of the [the Proposed lndependent Auditor's

employerlor has been in the past three years.

(x) Any other relationship between FOXTEL and [the Proposed lndependent

Auditorl or [the Proposed lndependent Auditor's employer]that allows one

to affect the business decisions of the other.

(d) A document outlining the terms of appointment of the Proposed lndependent

Auditor.

3. Specific lnformation requ¡red

The ACCC requires the below information in relation to Proposed lndependentAuditor:

The finalised draft audit plan for the FOXTEL business in the context of this Undertaking,

drafted by the Proposed lndependent Auditor and outlining (to the extent possible) the

Proposed lndependent Auditor's plans in regard to the Establishment Audit and the Audit

Report.
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Annexure A



Special Access Undertaking to

the Australian Competition &

Consumer Commission

Under Subdivision B of Division 5 of Part XIC of The Trade

Practices Act 1974 (Cth)

FOXTEL Management Pty Limited (ACN 068 671 938) for

and on behalf of the FOXTEL Pertnership and FOXTEL

Cable Television Pty Ltd (ACN 069 008 797)

1 December2006
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FOXTEL MANAGEMENT pTy L|MTTED (ACN 068 671 938) FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE

FOXTEL PARTNERSHIP AND FOXTEL GABLE TELEVISION PTY LTD (AGN 069 OO8 797)

SPECIAL ACCESS UNDERTAKING TO THE AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION & GONSUMER

GOMMISSION

PURSUANT TO SECTION 152CBA OF THE TRADE PRACTICES ACT 1974

Background

A. FOXTEL is a carriage service provider within the meaning of section 87 of the

Telecommunications Act 1 997.

B. FOXTEL is in the business of supplying a listed carriage service or a service that facilitates

the supply of a listed carr¡age service, being the Digital Set Top Unit Service.

C. FOXTEL is providing this special access undertaking pursuant to section 152CBA of the

Trade Practices Acf 1974 in relat¡on to the Digltal Set Top Unlt Service'

1. lnterpretationsandDef¡nitions

1.1 ln this undertaking and the appendices, the singular includes the pluraland vice versa,

1.2 ln this undertaking and the appendices, a reference to Appendix 2 includes a reference to

Appendix 2 as varied from time to time in accordance with this undertaking.

1.3 ln this undertaking and the appendices, unless defined in clause 1.4 below, all defined

terms have the meaning set out in Appendix 2.

1.4 ln this undertaking and the appendices, unless the context otherwise requires:

DìgÍtal Access Agreemenf means the agreement at Appendix 2'

Dígital Sef Top Unit SeÌv¡ce has the meaning set out in Appendix 1.

FOXTEL msans FOXTEL Management Pty Limited (ACN 068 671 938) for and on behalf

of the FOXTEL Partnership (which is the partnership established between Telstra Media

Pty Limited (ACN 069 279 027) and Sky Cable Pty Limited (ACN 069 799 640), FOXTEL

Gaþle Television Pty Limited (ACN 069 00E 797) and any wholly-owned subsidiary of

FOXTEL Management Pty Limited and FOXTEL Cable Television Pty Ltd.

Rate Card means the access seeker rate card referred to in the Digital Access Agreement.

Simutcest Period means the per¡od from the Undertaking Commencement Date to the

date that FOXTEL ceases to supply an analogue cable Subscription Television Service to

subscribers.

tJndeftaking Commencemønt Date has the meaning set out in clause 3.1
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2-1

2.2

2. Undertaking

2.3

FOXTEL agrees to be bound by the obligations referred to in section 152AR of the Act to

the extent that those obligations would apply to FOXTEL in relation to the Digital Set Top

Unit Service if the Digital Set Top Unit Servlce were treated as an active declared service-

FOXTEL undertakes to supply the Digital Set Top Un¡t Serv¡ce on the terms and cond¡tions

specified in the DigitalAccess Agreement (or on the terms of that agreement as varied ln

accordance with this undertaking).

FOXTEL undertakes to make available at least the following amount of capacity for the

supply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service to access seekers:

(a) 15Vo ol the total capacity of FOXTEL to supply the Digital Set Top Unit Service

during the Simulcast Period; or

(b) 35o/o of the totat capacity of FoXTEL to supply the Digital set Top un¡t servlce

after the Simulcast Period,

based on the quantity of digital cable or digital satellite capacity that addresses the relevanl

STU, lt is the responsibility of the access seeker to obtain an equivalent volume of digital

cable or satellite capacity as the case may be.

FOXTEL has no obligation to enter into a Digital Access Agreement with an access seeker

unless:

(a) the access seeker has arranged for the carriage of its digital Subscription

Television Services to the Network Termination Point and has provided to

FOXTEL, if requested, such proof as FOXTEL may require; and

(b) (b) the access seeker has provided to FOXTEL:

(i) an executed confìdentiality agreement in the form of Appendix 3;

(ii) a bank guaranlee as required pursuant to the Digital Acoess Agreement,

and

(ii¡) a deposit of $50,000, in cleared funds which amount will be applied

towards the access seeker's fees once it commences acquiring the Digital

Set Top Unit Service under the Digital Access Agreement or, if the access

seeker does not commence acquiring the Digital Set Top Unit Service and

asks FOXTEL to terminate negotiations, will be refundable to the access

seeker with interest after FOXTEL deducts eny reasonable costs incurred

bY FOXTEL'

FOXTEL may vary Appendix 2 (other than in respect of price) on the provision of one

month's notice to the Commission that includes an amended Appendix 2, if FOXTEL

reasonably considers that;

(a) a technical or related problem necess¡tates a change to the terms and conditions

upon which the Digital Set Top Unit Seruice is supplied; or

(b) it is necessary to make a technical change to the Digital Set Top Unit Service; or

2-4
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2,6

(c) there has been a change in the way in which the Digital Set Top Unit Service or

Subscription Television Services are supplied by local or international subscription

television operators, with the result that Appendix 2 does not reflect current market
practice,

provided that:

(i) the amendment only amends Appendix 2 to the extent necessary to

address the technical or related problem, technical change or rnarket

practice; and

(i¡) the Digital Set Top Unit Service supplied to an access seeker is supplied to
the equivalent quality as FOXTEL supplies to itself,

FOXTEL will arrange for an independent review of:

(a) the calculations made pursuant to the Digital Access Agreement used to prepare

the Rate Card; and

(b) the process undertaken by FOXTEL managemenl to ldentlfy and separate general

marketing costs from channel specific and other specific marketing costs for the

purposes of ascertainlng the Defined Capital Expenditure ln Schedule 3 of the

Digital Access Agreement,

after the first 12 months and thereafter every 3 years and will provide a copy of the report

to the Commission.

This undertaking is only in relation to the supply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service and is

not an undertaking in relation to the supply of each component service.

Gommencement and Expiry

3.1 This undertaking comes into operation immedíately after the Commission provides

FOXTEL with written notice under section f 52CBC(3) of the Act that the undertaking has

been accept ed (U n de fta ki n g Ç om m e n ce me nt D atel,

3.2 This undertaking expires I years after the Undertaking Commencement Dale.

3.3 For the avoidance of doubt, any executed Digital Access Agreement will continue to run for

its full term even if this undertaking has expired.

EXEGUTED On

for and on behalf of

Limited

!o/ r,/06
Kim Williams
Director

Date

2.7

3.

c.lvt Ù+L trÃ^/To
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to /r, /o 6
Date

Director

,, c.T {:Witness /
3o/,,/oe

Date
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APPENDIX 1

The Digital Set Top Unit Service means:

(a) Set Top Unit Services which are the provision of services for the reception and decryption
of signals for a digital Subscription Television Service and a Related Service in customer
premises by means of Conditional Access Customer Equipment and Customer Cabling;

(b) Conditional Access Services which consists of:

(i) CA Services which are the services that allow a service provider to determine the
entitlement of customers to receive particular signals for a digital Subscription
Television Service and a Related Service through ConditionalAccess Customer
Equipment and Customer Cabling;

(¡i) Service lnformation Service which is the processing of information necessary to be
received by Conditional Access Customer Equipment which permíts the reception
of a digital Subscription Television Service and a Related Service;

(iii) Smartcard Authorisation Verillcation lnformation Services which is the provision of
information necessary to enable a service provider to verify which of its digital
Subscription Television Services and Related Services are enabled on a
Smartcard;

(c) EPG Services which consists of the incorporation of data relating to programs transmitted
on a service provider's digital Subscription Television Service ínto an electronic program
guide; and

(d) Modem Services which consist of services using a modem integrated with Conditíonal
Access Customer Equipment which enable a customer to send to the provider of the
content a reaction of the customer to that content.
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FOXTEL SPECIAL ACCESS UNDERTAKING

APPENDIX 2:

FOXTEL Digital Access Agreement
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FOXTEL Digital Access

Agreement

FOXTEL Management Pty Ltd

þccess Seekerl



Digital Access Agreement

1.

2.

3.

4.

Table of Contents

Table of Contents

Term
1.1 Commencement
1.2 Period of Agreement
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Parties

2.

Recitals

FOXTEL Management Pty Ltd (ACN 068 67f 938) of Wharf B, Pyrmont, New South
Wales, for and on behalf of the FOXTEL Partnership (FOXTEL)

[Access Seekerl [(ACN [.l)l of [.] (Access Seeker)

FOXTEL broadcasts digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services
which are received via Digital Subscriber Equipment.

The Access Seeker has arranged for the carriage of its digital Subscription
Television Services and Related Services to and between the lnterface Points (and
from the lnterface Points except the Network rermination Point) with a carriage
Service Provider.

The Access Seeker has requested that FOXTEL provide it with access to FOXTEL's
Digltal Subscriber Equipment for the purpose of the Access Seeker providing digital
Subscription Television Services and Related Services to Subscribers.

This Agreement sets out the terms (including price) on which FoxrEL provides, and
the Access Seeker acquires, the Digitat Set Top Unit Service.

The parties agree that this Agreement relates solely to the terms on which the
Access seeker is granted access by FOXTEL to the Digital subscriber Equipment
and that it is the Access seeker's responsibility to arrange for the provision of all
services, other than the Digital set rop unit service, that may be required in order
for the Access seeker to provide digital subscription Television services and
Related Services to Subscribers.

The dictionary in Schedule 10 contains the meaning of terms defined in this Agreement and rules
to assist in its interpretation.

It is agreed as foflows.

1. Term

1.1 Gommencement

This Agreement binds the parties as from the Execution Date.
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Period of Agreement

Subject to clause 2, this Agreement commences on fie Execution Date and continues until

the 15th '6th 
r 

7th ' 8rh '*Access Seeker to determlnel anniversary of the Service Date

unless earlier temrinated as provided in this Agreement or by operation of Law (the lerm).
Prior to the expiry of the Term, the parties may agree to extend the Term, or to replace or

re-negotiate this Agreement.

Condition Precedent2.

2.1 Condition Precedent

This Agreement is (and is intended to be) legally binding. However, all provisions (except

for clauses 2, 16, 27 and 30 and Schedule 10), are conditional upon and shall not take

effect unless and until the Access Seeker has, at its own cost, arranged for the issue of a

Bank Guarantee in an amount reasonably determined by FOXTEL wíthin 5 Business Days

of the Execution Date. This amount shall be deemed to be reasonable if it is sufficient to
enable the performance of the Access Seeker's obligations under this Agreement,

including the payment of Access Charges, Other Payments and any loss which may be

suffered directly or indirectly by the FOXTEL Group as a result of the default of the Access

Seeker under this Agreement), which Bank Guarantee must be delivered by the Access

Seeker to FOXTEL and will be held by FOXTEL during the Term (the condítion
precedent).

Waiver

ïhe Access Seeker acknowledges that the condition precedent is for the benefit of

FOXTEL and may only be waived in writing by FOXTEL.

Non-Satisfaction

(a) lf the condition precedent has not been satisfied (or waived by FOXTEL in

accordance with clause 2.2) within 6 months of the Execution Date, then this

Agreement will lapse and will be taken never to have been executed.

(b) lf the condition precedent is not likely to be, in FOXTEL's opinion acting

reasonably, satisfied by the Access Seeker then, if FOXTEL requires and upon

FOXTEL's notiflcation to the Access Seeker, this Agreement will lapse and be

taken never to have been executed.

Bank Guarantee

2.2

2.3

3.

3.1 Bank Guarantee

(a) lf at any time during the Term, FOXTEL considers that the creditworthiness of the
Access Seeker does not meet FOXTEL's reasonable requirements, then FOXTEL

may require the Access Seeker, at its own cost, to provide a new Bank Guarantee
or to vary the amount or type of an existing Bank Guarantee. The amount of any

new or varied Bank Guarantee shall be deemed to meet FOXTEL's reasonable
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(b)

(c)

requirements if it is sufficient to enable the performance of the Access Seekeds

obligations under this Agreement, including the payment of Access Charges, Other

Payments and any loss which may be suffered directly or indirectly by the FOXTEL

Group as a result of the default of the Access Seeker under this Agreement.

Where FOXTEL requests a new or varied Bank Guarantee under clause 3.1(a), the

Access Seeker must provide the new or varied Bank Guarantee within 15 Business

Days of the request being made.

The Access Seeker must, unless othenruise agreed by FOXTEL:

(i) ensure that any Bank Guarantee is kept current and enforceable until the

expiry of a 6 month period after the last to occur of:

(A) the termination or expiry of this Agreement; or

(B) payment to FOXTEL of all outstanding Access Charges, Other

Payments and other amounts payable by the Access Seeker under

this Agreement, and

(ii) ensure that the terms of any Bank Guarantee provided to FOXTEL are

complied with fully.

ln the event of any default by the Access Seeker in the payment of Access

Gharges or Other Payments as applicable under this Agreement or the

performance of any other obligation on the part of the Access Seeker contained in

this Agreement, FOXTEL will, without limiting or waiving any rights which FOXTEL

may have under this Agreement or otherwise, be entitled to demand payment of
the whole or a proportionate part of the amount secured by any Bank Guarantee to

compensate FOXTEL for the loss suffered directly or indirectly by it as a result of
the default by Access Seeker.

Where FOXTEL makes a demand on any Bank Guarantee, the Access Seeker

must provide a replacement or additional Bank Guarantee so that the total amount

of the Bank Guarantee required by FOXTEL under this Agreement is restored.

Subject to the provisions of this clause 3, FOXTEL shall ensure that any Bank

Guarantee is fonuarded to the Access Seeker within 7 days afrer the date that the

Access Seeker is required to ensure that any Bank Guarantee is kept current and

enforceable under clause 3. 1 (c)(i).

Supply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service

(d)

(e)

(f)

4.

4.'l Supply

(a) From the Service Date, FOXTEL agrees to supply to the Access Seeker and the
Access Seeker agrees to acquire from FOXTEL on the terms and conditions of this
Agreement, the Digital Set Top Unit Service in respect of the Access Seeker's
digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services.
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(b) FOXTEL is only obliged to supply the Digital Set Top Unit Service to the Access

Seeker to the equivalent quality as it provides the Digital Set Top Unit Service to

itself.

(c) FOXTEL is only obliged to supply and continue to supply the Digital Set Top Unit

Service to the Access Seeker;

(i) (A) in the case of services broadcast via cable, where the Digital Set Top

Unit to which the Digital Set Top Unit Service is to be supplied is actually in

use by a Subscriber for reception of FOXTEL's digital Subscription

Television Services; or

(B) in the case of services broadcast via satellite, where the Digital Set

Top Unit to which the Digital Set Top Unit Service is to be supplied is

actually in use by a Subscriber for reception of FOXTEL's expanded digital

Subscription Television Services;

(ii) as a total package and not as one or more component parts;

(¡¡i) where the Access Seeker's digital Subscription Television Services and

Related Services:

(A) are transmitted using the Telstra Network, provided that only

Digital Set Top Units for cable are used; and

(B) are transmitted using a Satellite Network, provided that only Digital

Set Top Units for satellite are used;

(iv) for so long as the Access Seeker's broadcast signal comprising the Access

Seeker's digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services

complies with the relevant lnterface Specifications at each of the lnterface

Points (including the Network Termination Point);

(v) for so long as the Channel lnformation is provided to FOXTEL in respect of

each Channel in accordance with clause 5.1(d) and the Channel Kit; and

(vi) for so long as the Access Seeker Modem Content is compatible with the

Modem, the Digital Set Top Unit and other relevant FOXTEL technology or

systems.

(d) FOXTEL agrees that the Interface Specifications, to the extent applicable, will be

the same as those specifications required by FOXTEL in the provision of the Digital

Set Top Unit Service by FOXTEL to itself.

(e) For the avoidance of doubt, in circumstances where the Access Seeker both enters

into this Agreement in respect of part of the delivery of Subscription Television

Services and installs or arranges for the installation of its own digital set top units in

respect of other parts of the delivery of Subscription Television Services, then

clause 4.1(c)(iii) will not apply in respect of the Access Seeker's digital set top

units.

(Ð FOXTEL has no obligation to supply the Digital Set Top Unit Service to a location

where the Digital Set Top Unit to which the Digital Set Top Unit Service is to be

supplied is not in use by a Subscriber for reception of FOXTEL's digital
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Subscription Television Services (if broadcast via cable) or FOXTEL's expanded

digital Subscription Televisíon Services (if broadcast via satellite).

(g) FOXTEL is only obliged to supply the Digital Set Top Unit Service from the Network

Termination Point to the Subscribe/s television or VCR using the Digital Subscriber

Equipment and for the purpose of the Access Seeker providing digital Subscription

Televisíon Services and Related Services to its Subscribers.

4.2 Excluded Services

(a) The Access Seeker acknowledges and agrees that the Digital Set Top Unit Service

does not include the provision by FOXTEL of:

(¡) Carriage Services up to the Network Termination Point (including LANs,

WANs or any Carriage Services from, to and between all lnterface Points);

(ii) interconnection or interfacing with any points other than lnterface Points;

(i¡i) callcentreservices;

(¡v) Subscriber management and related services (including billing) or use of or

access to the FOXTEL subscriber management system;

(v) any Digital Set Top Unit functionality (other than decryption of the Access

Seeker's digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services and

the provision of the Modem), including return path functionality;

(vi) access to or use of Flash Memory but only to the extent that Flash Memory

is used or intended to be used for operational purposes;

(vii) marketing;

(viii) magazine and program guide listings, other than as set out in clause 5;

(ix) content creation or the provision of any of the content which forms the

Access Seeker's digital Subscription Television Service or Related Service;

or

(x) playout or management.

(b) FOXTEL does not have an obligation to change the specifications of any Digital

Subscriber Equipment, or otherwise modify or upgrade any Digital Subscriber

Equipment in a Subscriber Premises, for the Access Seeker except as required by

clause 9,2 in relation to Satellite Equipment.

(c) The Access Seeker acknowledges that the specification and configuration of the

Digital Subscriber Equipment is at the sole discretion of FOXTEL and may be
changed by FOXTEL from time to time.

4.3 Conditions precedent to Supply

(a) FOXTEL has no obligation to supply the Digital Set Top Unit Service to the Access
Seeker or make the Digital Set Top Unit Service available for acquisition by the
Access Seeker unless and until all of the following requirements have been
satisfied:
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4.4

(i) any Enhancements have been completed (and the Access Seeker

acknowledges that such completion depends upon the timely and proper

performance by third parties of their obligations to FOXTEL) and the

Access Seeker has paid FOXTEL the full amount of the Enhancement

Charges for the Enhancements in accordance with clause 9; and

(¡i) the Access Seeker's broadcast signal comprising the Access Seeker's

digital Subscription Television Service and Related Services complies with

the relevant lnterface Specifications at each of the lnterface Points

(including the Network Termination Point), following 5 Business Days of
technical testing by FOXTEL

(b) FOXTEL will notify the Access Seeker in writing once all of the requirements in

clause 4.3(a) have been satisfied and the Digital Set Top Unit Service is available

for acquisition by the Access Seeker (the Service Date).

(c) The Access Seeker will pay charges in relation to any technical testing undertaken

by FOXTEL in accordance with clause 4.3(aXii), at the standard rates advised in

writing by FOXTEL from time to time, in accordance with the payment terms in

clause 15.2.

Ghanges to the Digital Set Top UnÍt Service

(a) The Access Seeker acknowledges that the Digital Set Top Unit Service, and the

terms and conditions on which it is provided, may be subject to disruption or

require variation (other than Schedule 3):

(i) during the initial 12 months after the Service Date due to technical and

related problems;

(ii) due to technological changes;

(iii) if there ís a change in market practice; or

(iv) otherwise where FOXTEL wishes to vary the services it provides to its
Subscribers using the Digital Subscriber Equipment.

(b) FOXTEL may, at any time, vary, remove or replace (Change) the Digital Set Top

Unit Service and any provision in this Agreement (other than Schedule 3):

(i) with immediate effect and without giving the Access Seeker notice if
required to remedy a Fault or in an Emergency;

(ii) by giving the Access Seeker not less than 2 months notice of the Change if
due to the reasons set out in clause 4.4(a); or

(¡ii) by giving the Access Seeker not less than 6 months notice of the Change
in all other cases.

(c) lf , within 5 Business Days of the date of a notice from FOXTEL under clause
4.4(bxii) or 4.4(b)(iii), the Access Seeker has notified FOXTEL in writing of its
concerns in relation to the proposed Change, then FOXTEL will use its reasonable
endeavours to take into account any reasonable material technical concerns so
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notified by the Access Seeker, when considering how it will implement the

proposed Change.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, FOXTEL may implement any Change in any

manner it deems appropriate"

Where the implementation of any Change necessitates an amendment to this

Agreement (other than Schedule 3), then this Agreement will be amended

accordingly and clause 30.2 will not apply.

lf a Change is necessitated or caused by the act or omission of the Access Seeker

then the Access Seeker shall reimburse FOXTEL, on demand, for all costs incurred

by FOXTEL in the implementation of that Change, in accordance with the payment

terms in clause 15.2.

Use of lnterface Points

(a) The Access Seeker must comply with the lnterface Specifications and the

Operational Procedures when using each of the lnterface Points.

(b) The Access Seeker must interconnect with each of the lnterface Points.

MDU/MRE Installations

(a) The Access Seeker acknowledges and agrees that it is responsible for obtaining, at

its cost, any consents or approvals required from any third party (including any

Govemmental Agency) to use any MDU/MRE lnstallations and any other

equipment which is not Digital Subscriber Equipment, where such use is necessary

to acguire the Digital Set Top Unit Service.

(b) The Access Seeker must províde to FOXTEL, at its cost and on demand, such

proof of the Access Seeker's compliance with clause 4.6(a) as FOXTEL may

require.

(c) The Access Seeker indemnifies each member of the FOXTEL Group for any loss

suffered by a third party or charges or penalties imposed by a third party (including

a Governmental Agency) as a result of the Access Seeker's access to or use of the

MDU/MRE lnstallations and any other equipment which is not Digital Subscriber

Equipment.

Co-operation

(a) Subject to clause 4.7(b), each party must:

(i) promptly supply to the other such information and assistance as the other

may reasonably request to enable it to perform its obligations under this

Agreement; and

(ii) ensure that the information provided to the other party in accordance or in

connection with this Agreement is correct to the best of its knowledge at

the time that information is provided.

(b) lf the Access Seeker requests or requires information or assistance from FOXTEL

in implementing this Agreement, FOXTEL will use its reasonable endeavours to

(d)

(e)

(f)

4.5

4.6

4.7
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4.8

provide that information or assistance (provided that the Access Seeker's request

is reasonable, any confidentiality requirements are complied with, any information

is limited to relevant access interface documents and otherwise that any

information or assistance is ancillary to the provision of the Digital Set Top Unit

Service). The Access Seeker must pay FOXTEL's reasonable costs of providing

such information or assistance, in accordance with the payment terms in

clause 15.2.

(c) FOXTEL will not engage in conduct for the purpose of preventing or hindering

access by an Access Seeker to the Digital Set Top Unit Service. For the purposes

of this clause, the term "purpose" is to be interpreted in accordance with section 4F

of the Trade Practices Act 1974.

(d) The parties must at all times comply with the Operational Procedures, as then in

effect.

Acknowledgements

The Access Seeker acknowledges and agrees that:

(a) Digital Set Top Units can only unscramble signals when permitted by the

Conditional Access Services and FOXTEL Equipment together with a Smartcard
(in the manner and to the extent that the Subscriber to the Access Seeke/s digital

Subscription Television Service is entitled to receive such signals under this

Agreement);

(b) FOXTEL can only provide that information to the Access Seeker regarding which of
the Accæss Seeker's digitalSubscription Television Services and Related Services

are enabled on a Subscriber's Smartcard which can reasonably be produced by

the FOXTEL Equipment used to provide the Conditional Access and that any such

information will be provided by FOXTEL to the Access Seeker on a monthly basis,

(c) FOXTEL relies upon third parties for installation, maintenance and connection

services for the Digital Subscriber Equipment and other FOXTEL equipment;

(d) FOXTEL has no liability to the Access Seeker in relation to interference to the

Access Seeker's signal caused by matters unrelated to the Digital Subscriber

Equipment and other FOXTEL equipment;

(e) FOXTEL may monitor and intercept the Access Seeker's Subscription Television

Service and Related Services at the lnterface Points and the Network Termination
Point to verify compliance by the Access Seeker with this Agreement and for such
other purposes associated with this Agreement as FOXTEL considers necessary
(including, for example, for quality assurance purposes), provided that such
interception or monitoring does not modify the content of the Access Seeker's
services;

(0 the Access Seeker is responsíble for the provision of the Access Seeker's digital
Subscription Television Services and Related Services; and

(S) the Access Seeker is solely responsible, at its cost, for:
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(i) its own service backup (including redundancy capabilities) sufficient to

maintain the Access Seeke/s digital Subscription Television Services and

Related Services; and

(ii) the results and consequences of its supply to Subscribers of the Access

Seeker's digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services.

5. Supply of EPG Services

5.1 Supply

(a) ln addition to the other provisions ¡n this Agreement, this clause 5 will apply to the

supply of the EPG Services to the Access Seeker.

(b) From the Service Date, FOXTEL agrees to supply to the Access Seeker and the

Access Seeker agrees to acquire from FOXTEL on the terms and conditions of this

Agreement, the EPG Services but only in respect of the Channels.

(c) The Access Seeker will use best endeavours to ensure that timely and accurate

Channel listings are furnished to FOXTEL.

(d) The Access Seeker shall, at its expense, provide throughout the Term, to FOXTEL

or a third party as nominated by FOXTEL from time to time, the following
programming information for inclusion in the FOXTEL EPG:

(i) if required by FOXTEL, accurate and up{o-date program schedules for
each Channel at least 60 days (or otherwise as stated in the Channel Kit)

prior to beginning of each screening month in a format directed by FOXTEL

from time to time and set out in the Channel Kit, with allfields completed in
accordance with the Channel Kit;

(ii) data files covering a rolling 8 days (or otherwise as stated in the Channel

Kit) in advance of broadcast in a format directed by FOXTEL from time to

time and set out in the Channel Kit, with all flelds completed in accordance

with the Channel Kit;

(iii) if required by FOXTEL generally on the FOXTEL EPG, closed captioning

information;

(iv) if the Access Seeker wishes to offer series link and real time functionality to
its Subscribers, then it must provide series link and real time data to
FOXTEL as required ¡n the Channel Kit; and

(v) updates to program schedules as soon as it is aware of any changes to the
schedules.

(e) FOXTEL may :

(i) pess on to third parties Channel lnformation provided by the Access
Seeker;
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(ii) aggregate channel information about any channel and include that

information along with any Channel lnformation that the Access Seeker

may provide;

(¡ii) use the Channel lnformation in any media (eg phones, web sites) in which

FOXTEL's channel information is also used; and

(iv) obtain, at the Access Seeker's expense, Channel lnformation about any

Channelfor ínclusion in the FOXTEL EPG if the Access Seeker materially

and persistently fails to provide such information.

(f) FOXTEL will provide the Access Seeker with the Channel Kit as soon as

practicable after the Execution Date. The Channel Kit will contain such information

and materials as reasonably required by the Access Seeker from time to time to

assist it in complying with its obligations under clause 5.1(d) and to enable

FOXTEL to provide the EPG Services to the Access Seeker. FOXTEL may amend

the Channel Kit from time to time in accordance with clause 11.2. The Access

Seeker must comply at all times with the Channel Kit, as then in effect.

5.2 FOXTEL EPG

The Access Seeker acknowledges and agrees that:

(a) a separate listing in the FOXTEL EPG will be required for each Channel in relation

to which the Access Seeker requires the EPG Services;

(b) the Access Seeker's individual programs in each Channel may be included in any

listing of the programs in the FOXTEL EPG;

(c) the FOXTEL EPG will not include the Access Seeker's logo or other branding;

(d) the Channel listings on the FOXTEL EPG will be allocated by FOXTEL in

accordance with clause 10; and

(e) the FOXTEL EPG ís provided'as is'and FOXTEL has no obligation to amend,

develop or upgrade the FOXTEL EPG to meet the requirements of the Access

Seeker.

6. Supply of Modem Services

6.1 Supply

(a) ln addition to the other provisions in this Agreement, this clause 6 will apply to the
supply of the Modem Services to the Access Seeker.

(b) From the Service Date, FOXTEL agrees to supply to the Access Seeker and the
Access Seeker agrees to acquire from FOXTEL on the terms and conditions of this
Agreement, the Modem Services but only in respect of the Access Seeker Modem
Content and subject to clause 6.1(c).

(c) The Access Seeker acknowledges and agrees that:

(i) FOXTEL may arrange for a return path connection for a Digital Set Top

Unit provided that FOXTEL is not responsible for arranging the supply of or
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otherwise providing or maintaining carriage services in relation to that

return path connection;

(ii) FOXTEL is not responsible for arranging the supply of or otherwise

providing or developing any Access Seeker Modem Content to or for the

Access Seeker;

(iii) not all Digital Set Top Units will have a Modem installed and not all Digital

Set Top Units with a Modem installed will have a return path connection;

and

(iv) FOXTEL has no obligation:

(A) to install a Modem into any Digital Set Top Units that do not have a

Modem installed;or

(B) to provide a return path connection for any Digital Set Top Units

that do not have a return path connection; or

(C) to amend, develop or upgrade its Digital Set Top Unit

specifications or Modem specifications to provide ¡nteroperability

with, or meet the requirements of, the Access Seeker Modem

Content.

6.2 Modem Services Protocol

(a) As soon as practicable after the Execution Date, FOXTEL will publish the Modem

Services Protocol. FOXTEL may amend the Modem Services Protocolfrom time

to time in accordance with clause 1 1.2.

(b) The parties must comply at all times with the Modem Services Protocol, as then in
effect.

(c) The Access Seeker must ensure that the Access Seeker Modem Content conforms
with the Modem Services Protocol at all times.

(d) lf the Access Seeker does not comply with the Modem Services Protocol (or any
part thereof), FOXTEL will have no obligatíon to provide the Modem Services or

any part of them for so long as the Access Seeker fails to comply with the Modem

Services Protocol.

(e) Without limiting FOXTEL's rights under any other provision of this Agreement, or its
remedies at law, the Access Seeker agrees that FOXTEL has no liability to the

Access Seeker in contract, tort, in statute or any other way, and that the Access
Seeker will not be entitled to make any claim or demand or take any action or
proceeding against any member of the FOXTEL Group, nor will the Access Seeker
permit any other person to make any claim or demand or take any action or
proceeding against any member of the FOXTEL Group, as a result of FOXTEL

interrupting or ceasing to provide a Modem Service due to non-compliance by the
Access Seeker with the Modem Services Protocol.
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6.3 Return Path

(a) The Modem Services to be provided under this Agreement will only enable the

Modem to dispatch a signal or instruction from a Subscriber to the Access Seeker

(via the Digital Set Top Unit) relating to the Access Seeker Modem Content over a

carriage service which is connected to the Modem. FOXTEL will not provide or

arrange, and will have no obligation to provide or arrange, any carriage service in

respect of that response or interaction from its Modem to the Access Seeker.

(b) FOXTEL's obligation to provide Modem Services does not extend beyond the point

of connection of its Modem to a carriage service. ln particular, FOXTEL is under

no obligation to provide a return path service to the Access Seeker or a Subscriber

under this Agreement.

Use of Modem

The Access Seeker acknowledges and agrees that in respect of the Modem:

(a) the housekeeping and maintenance services for FOXTEL, including FOXTEL's

digital Subscription Television Service and the Digital Set Top Unit, will be the first
priority in respect of Modem use. FOXTEL may use a Modem for housekeeping

and maintenance services at any time;

(b) the use of the Digital Set Top Unit in respect of processing the Access Seeker's

digital Subscription Television Service will take priority over the use of the Digital

Set Top Unit for providing the Modem Services;

(c) subject to the priority in clauses 6.4(a) and 6.4(b):

(i) the use of the Modem in respect of particular Access Seeker Modem

Content or content of a third party will be determined by the Subscriber

choosing between the applications of FOXTEL, the Access Seeker and any

third access seeker party which FOXTEL supplies with Modem Services;

and

(ii) FOXTEL must administer the Modem Services referred to in

clause 6.a(c)(i) so that such content will be treated on a basis of
nondiscrimination;

(d) FOXTEL will not allow, or be obligated to allow, an application relating to the

Access Seeker Modem Content to operate through the Modem as a background

application (íe, an application that operates without a Subscriber first choosing to

operate that application on a particular occasion); and

(e) FOXTEL intends to configure the Digital Set Top Unit and Modem to operate one
modem application at a time. lf FOXTEL decides to configure the Digital Set Top

Unit and Modem so that more than one modem application can be operated at the
one time, it may do so and shall provide notice of that declsion to the Access
Seeker, whereupon:

(¡) FOXTEL's use of the Modem for housekeeping and maintenance services
will continue to have priority over any Modem Service offered to the Access

Seeker under this Agreement; and

6.4
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6.5

(ii) FOXTEL will not allow an application relating to the Access Seeker Modem

Content to operate through the Modem as a background application.

Use of Access Seeker Modem Gontent

(a) Nothing in this Agreement will permit or require any Access Seeker Modem

Content to be connected to, viewed by or otherwise used by a Subscriber, if that

Subscriber is then connecting to, attempting to connect to, viewing, attempting to

view, using or attempting to use any service other than the Access Seeke/s digital

Subscription Television Service. For the avoidance of doubt, Access Seeker

Modem Content must not be linked to any channels or programming other than the

Access Seeker's digítal Subscription Television Service.

(b) Subject to the following sentence, no modem application provided or supplied by

the Access Seeker will operate to require the Modem or the Digital Set Top Unit to

utilise any memory capacity, except for the period that the modem application is

actually operating and being viewed by the Subscriber. lf the Digital Set Top Unit

becomes capable of allowing memory capacity lo be used when a modem

application is not being operated or viewed by a Subscriber (as evidenced by the

fact that FOXTEL has commenced to use the Digital Set Top Unit for that purpose

or allowed another access seeker to do so), then FOXTEL will allow modem

applications provided or supplied by the Access Seeker to do so as well.

(c) Subject to the following sentence, when a modem applicatíon is no longer being

operated by the Subscriber, the Access Seeker acknowledges that any information

then stored in the Digital Set Top Unit relating to that modem application will be

deleted. lf the Digital Set Top Unit becomes capable of allowing silicon memory

capacity to be used to retain information on a permanent basis after a modem

application is no longer being operated by the Subscriber (as evidenced by the fact
that FOXTEL has commenced to use the Digital Set Top Unit for that purpose or
allowed another access seeker to do so), then FOXTEL will allow the Digital Set
Top Unit to be used in that way for modem applications provided or supplied by the
Access Seeker as well.

(d) The principles in the Modem Services Protocol in relation to use of volatile memory
(volatile memory excludes allCA related memory and all non-volatile memory)will
be non-discriminatory as between the Access Seeker and FOXTEL. This clause
does not impose any restriction or limitation on FOXTEL in any capacity other than
as a channel provider, for example as owner or lessee of the Digital Set Top Unit.

Supply of Transitional Digital Set Top Unit Service

(a) This clause 7 only applies if under an Analogue Access Agreement, FOXTEL has
agreed to províde and the Access Seeker has agreed to acquire, the Transitional
Digital Set Top Unit Service.

(b) During the Transitional Period, FOXTEL agrees to supply to the Access Seeker
and the Access Seeker agrees to acquire from FOXTEL on the terms and

conditions of this Agreement (in particular this clause 7), the Transitional Digital Set

7.
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Top Unit Service in respect of the Access Seeker's digital Subscription Television

Services.

(c) The Access Seeker agrees that FOXTEL has no obligation to provide

enhancements or additions to the Access Seeker's digital Subscription Tefevision

Service, including any Related Services, as part of the Transitional Digital Set Top

Unit Service.

(d) FOXTEL will, as part of the Transitional Digital Set Top Unit Service, provide the

Access Seeker with sufficient of the Transitional Digital Set Top Unit Service so

that the Access Seeker can provide the same digital Subscription Television

Service as those being provided by the Access Seeker to Subscribers to the

Access Seeke/s analogue Subscription Television Service at the date on which the

Access Seeker provided to FOXTEL a notice under clause 5 of the Analogue

Access Agreement.

(e) The Access Seeker must, if requested by FOXTEL, allow its digital Subscription

Television Service to be included in any trial or test by FOXTEL or any third party

of the provision of the Digital Set Top Unit Service and must, at its cost, co-operate

with FOXTEL or the third party in any such trial or test.

(Ð The Access Seeker acknowledges and agrees that:

(i) FOXTEL may transition its Analogue Subscribers to Digital Set Top Units

at any time, without liability to the Access Seeker or any third party,

regardless of whether the Access Seeker is ready to provide digital

Subscription Television Services and Related Services;

(ii) at alltimes during the Transitional Period references to the "Digital Set Top

Unit Service" whenever appearing in this Agreement will be deemed to be

references to the "Transitional Digital Set Top Unit Service";

(iii) at all times during the Transitional Period references to "digital Subscription

Television Services and Related Services" will be deemed to be references

to "digital Subscription Television Services'; and

(iv) upon expiry of the Transitional Period, this clause 7 will cease to apply and

FOXTEL will not be obliged to provide the Transitional Digital Set Top Unit

Service.

8. Maintenance, Faults

8.1 Maintenance and Planned Outages

(a) Each party must comply with any maintenance procedure specified in FOXTEL's
Operational Procedures.

(b) The Access Seeker agrees that FOXTEL may from time to time cease to supply all
or any part of the Digital Set Top Unit Service if required to perform planned

maintenance work.

(c) FOXTEL must use reasonable endeavours in the circumstances to:
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(i) minimise the duration of any planned maintenance work; and

(¡i) undertake planned maintenance work between the hours of 2:00am and

6:00am (Sydney time) or such other hours as may be agreed by the
parties.

Subject to clause 8.1(e) FOXTEL will use reasonable endeavours to provide the

Access Seeker with reasonable notice of any proposed planned maintenance work
affecting the supply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service.

For the avoidance of doubt, clauses 8. 1(b) and 8. 1 (c) do not apply to unplanned
work associated with a Fault or Emergency which may require or result in FOXTEL

ceasing to supply all or any part of the Digital Set Top Unit Service without advance
notice.

Clauses 8.1(b) and 8 1(c) do not apply, and no prior notice is required, where less

than 100 Subscribers will be affected by the outage, or where the duration of an
outage is, or is expected to be, less than 60 seconds per digital Subscription
Television Service.

Emergency

The parties will comply with the Fault Management and Reporting procedures in clause 8.3
except in the event of an Emergency in which case the parties will endeavour to comply
with clause 8.3 to the extent reasonably practicable.

Fault Management and Reporting

(a) The Access Seeker must comply with its obligations in Schedule 1, including
reporting any Faults in accordance with the Fault reporting procedures set out in
Schedule 2.

(b) FOXTEL will respond to Faults duly reported by the Access Seeker in accordance
with the procedure set out in Schedule 2.

(c) FOXTEL agrees that it will operate and maintain the Digital Subscriber Equipment,
and remedy any Faults, deficiencies or failures in the Digital Subscriber Equipment
in accordance with FOXTEL's fault rectification procedures from time to time.

(d) To the extent that any services or equipment owned, operated, maintained or
supplied by the Access Seeker do not operate correctly or are otherwise faulty or
defective, the Access Seeker is solely responsible, at its own expense, for
conducting a thorough diagnosis to isolate the source, nature or cause of any fault
reported by Subscribers to the Access Seeker's digital Subscription Television
Services and Related Services.

(e) The Access Seeker is responsible for the management and correction of Access
seeker Faults. The Access seeker must prompfly remedy all Access seeker
Faults. lf the Access Seeker fails to remedy an Access Seeker Fault within a
reasonable period of time, and that Access seeker Fault is, or is likely (in the
opinion of FOXTEL, acting reasonably) to impact on the provision of the Digital Set
Top Unit Service or use of the Digital Subscriber Equipment by Subseribers, then

(d)

(e)

(f)

8.2

8.3
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FOXTEL may remedy the Access Seeker Fault. The Access Seeker will pay

FOXTEL the charges set out in paragraph 6 of Schedule 2for any activities

undertaken by FOXTEL in connection with this clause 8.3(e), in accordance with

the payment terms in clause 15.2.

(f) The Access Seeker must ensure that each Subscriber that acquires the Access

Seeker's digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services notifies any

Access Seeker Faults, including faults related to the Access Seeker's digital

Subscription Television Services and Related Services, to the Access Seeker and

not to FOXTEL. The Access Seeker acknowledges that FOXTEL will inform any

Subscriber to the Access Seeker's digital Subscription Television Services and

Related Services who contacts ¡t to contact the Access Seeker, including in relation

to any complaints they have in relation to the Access Seeker's digital Subscription

Television Services and Related Services. The Access Seeker must pay FOXTEL

the charges set out in paragraph 6 of Schedule 2 for any activities undertaken by

FOXTEL in connection with this clause 8.3(f), in accordance with the payment

terms in clause 15.2.

9. Enhancements

9.1 Required Network Enhancements

(a) As soon as reasonably practicable, FOXTEL will notify the Access Seeker of any
Required Network Enhancements and related works and FOXTEL's reasonably

anticipated Required Network Enhancement Charges in respect of such works.

(b) The Access Seeker acknowledges and agrees that it may be required to pay

amounts for Required Network Enhancements and related works that are shared

with other access seekers who acquire similar services from FOXTEL and, where
such sharing occurs:

(i) the Access Seeker must fully cooperate, in good faith, with FOXTEL and

such other access seekers in relation to such shared Required Network

Enhancements and related works;

(ii) FOXTEL will pro rate the costs of such shared Required Network

Enhancements and related works between the Access Seeker and such
other access seekers (Users) on the basis of:

(A) the costs of such shared Required Network Enhancements and
related works being treated as Attributable Costs and shared

among all Users at that time in the same manner as set out in
Schedule 3; or

(B) 20o/o of the actual costs of such shared Required Network
Enhancements and related works,

whichever is the lesser amount, and FOXTEL's decision on such pro rating
will be final and binding in the absence of manifest error;
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9.2

(ii¡) FOXTEL may commence ordering such shared Required Network

Enhancements and related works before entry into this Agreement;

(iv) the Access Seeker will still be required to pay FOXTEL a contribution to the

cost of shared Required Network Enhancements and related works even

though such Required Network Enhancements and related works may

have already been ordered or installed prior to the Execution Date. The

level of payment will be determined by pro rating in accordance with

clause 9.1(bxii) as if FOXTEL had not already recovered the relevant cost.

FOXTEL may distribute that payment to other access seekers in the form

of a part refund of Required Network Enhancement Charges actually paid

by them to FOXTEL for the relevant Required Network Enhancements and

related work. FOXTEL's decision on any such refund will be final and

binding in the absence of manifest error.

Satellite Enhancements

(a) The Access Seeker must promptly notify the Access Technical lmplementation

Group (established by clause 26.1) tf , after the Commencement Date, it intends to

request that FOXTEL carry out any necessary Satellite Enhancements pursuant to

clause 9.2(b).

(b) FOXTEL must, upon request by the Access Seeker, carryoutany necessary

Satellite Enhancements at the Subscriber Premises of Subscribers who have

agreed to acquire the Access Seeker's Subscription Television Services and

Related Services.

(c) As soon as reasonably practicable after receiving a request to cârry out Satellite

Enhancements, FOXTEL must notify the Access Seeker of the nature of the

Satellite Enhancements which are required to enable the Subscriber to receive the

Access Seeker's Subscription Television Services, Access Seeker Modem Content
and Related Services and FOXTEL's reasonably anticipated Satellite

Enhancement Charges in respect of that work.

(d) The Access Seeker is responsible for obtaining, at its cost:

(i) the consent of the Subscriber to the Satellite Enhancements;

(ii) any consents or approvals required in the case of MDU/MRE lnstallations;

and

(iii) any consents or approvals required from any third party (including the

owners and occupiers of the Subscriber Premises and any applicable local,

state or federal government or Governmental Agency).

(e) The Access Seeker must provide to FOXTEL, at its cost and on demand, such
proof of the Access Seeker's compliance with clause 9.2(d) as FOXTEL may
reasonably require.

(0 The Access Seeker indemnifies each member of the FOXTEL Group for any loss
suffered by it (including any costs and any claims, charges or penalties made or
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(g)

imposed by a third party (including a Governmental Agency)) as a result of the

Access Seeker failing to obtain any of the consents referred to in clause 9.2(d).

FOXTEL is not required to carry out any Satellite Enhancements in respect of
particu lar Subscriber Premises:

(i) before being paid in full FOXTEL's reasonably anticipated Satellite
Enhancement Charges in respect of such Satellite Enhancements;

(i¡) if the consent of anyone referred in clause 9.2(d) has not been obtained; or

(¡ii) if the Satellite Enhancements will cause, or are likely to cause, any

deterioration in the operation of the Digital Subscriber Equipment or the
provìsion by FOXTEL or a third party of services.

The Access Seeker agrees that it may be required to pay amounts for Satellite
Enhancements that are shared with other access seekers who acquire similar
services from FOXTEL and, where such sharing occurs:

(i) the Access Seeker must fully cooperate, in good faith, with FOXTEL and

Users in relation to such shared Satellite Enhancements;

(ii) FOXTEL will pro rate the costs of such shared Satellite Enhancements
between the Users on the basis of the actual costs of such shared Satellite
Enhancements so that each of the Users bears an equal amount of such
costs and FOXTEL's decision on such pro rating will be final and binding in
the absence of manifest error;

(iii) FOXTEL may commence ordering such shared Satellite Enhancements
before entry into this Agreement;

(iv) the Access seeker is required to pay FoxrEL a contribution to the cost of
shared Satellite Enhancements even though such Satellite Enhancements
may have already been ordered or installed prior to the Execution Date.
The level of payment will be determined by pro rating in accordance with
clause g.2(hxii) as if FOXTEL had not already recovered the relevant cost.
FOXTEL will distribute that payment equally to other access seekers in the
form of a part refund of Satellite Enhancement Charges actually paid by
them to FOXTEL for the relevant Satellite Enhancements. FOXTEL,s
decision on any refund will be final and binding in the absence of manifest
error.

lnstallation and Ownerchip of Enhancements

(a) FOXTEL will commence ordering the Enhancements (to the extent that FOXTEL
has not already done so) as soon as the Access Seeker has paid FOXTEL the full
amount, without dispute, of FOXTEL's reasonably anticipated Enhancement
Charges.

(b) The Access Seeker agrees that:

(i) FOXTEL must rety on third parties for the suppty of Enhancements;

(h)

9.3
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(ii) there may be delays in the supply of Enhancements (including delays

relating to shared Enhancements);

(¡ii) FOXTEL is not responsible for any delay in the supply of Enhancements;

and

(iv) once installed, any Enhancements become the property of FOXTEL or its

nominee.

(c) Subject to clauses 9.3(a) and 9.3(b), FOXTEL will install, or arrange for the

installation of, the Enhancements FOXTEL is required to carry out (to the extent

that FOXTEL has not already done so) as soon as practicable after FOXTEL's

receipt of FOXTEL's reasonably anticipated Enhancement Charges for the

Enhancements. For the avoidance of doubt, any such installation work will be

limited to the necessary works required only for the supply of the Digital Set Top

Unit Service.

(d) Upon completion of the installation of the Enhancements, the Access Seeker shall

pay FOXTEL, on demand, any subsequent payment comprising any difference

between the Enhancement Charges paid by the Access Seeker under

clause 9.3(a) and the aggregate of the costs, charges and expenses (including

labour, licensing and material costs) that FOXTEL actually incurred in acquiring,

installing and undertaking the Enhancements. lf, upon completion of the

installation of the Enhancements, the Enhancement Charges paid by the Access

Seeker under clause 9.3(a) are in excess of the aggregate of the costs, charges

and expenses (including labour, licensing and material costs) that FOXTEL actually

incurred in acquiring, installing and undertaking the Enhancements, FOXTEL will

repay the Access Seeker the amount overcharged.

Monthly charges

The Access Seeker will pay monthly charges in relation to the operation and maintenance

of the Enhancements, at the standard rates advised in writing by FOXTEL from time to

time, in accordance with the payment terms in clause 15.2.

Changes to Enhancements

(a) lf, at any time during the Term, the implementation of:

(i) any Change under clause 4.4; or

(i¡) any Modification underclause 11.2,

necess¡tates additional Enhancements or the variation, removal or replacement of
any existing Enhancements (Change to Enhancemenfsr, and the Change to

Enhancements is not required due to a Fault or an Emergency, then FOXTEL will
give the Access Seeker reasonable prior notice of the proposed Change to

Enhancements.

(b) lf, within 5 Business Days of the date of a notice from FOXTEL under clause

9.5(a), the Access Seeker has notified FOXTEL in writing of its concerns in relation
to the proposed Change to Enhancements, then FOXTEL willuse reasonable

9.4

9.5
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endeavours to take into account any reasonable material, technical concerns so

notified by the Access Seeker, when considering how it will implement the

proposed Change to Enhancements. Notwithstanding the foregoing, FOXTEL

may implement any Change to Enhancements in any manner it deems appropriate

and undertake the ordering, provisioning and installing of any Enhancements. The

Access Seeker must pay FOXTEL, in accordance with the payment terms in

clause 15.2,1or the costs, charges and expenses incurred by FOXTEL relating to

any Change to Enhancements.

10. Listing of Channels on the FOXTEL ËPG

The Access Seeker agrees and acknowledges that:

(a) the Channels will be launched onto the FOXTEL EPG in accordance with the

procedures set out in Schedule 9;

(b) FOXTEL will determine the appropriate genre and numbering (the llstlng\ of a

Channel on the FOXTEL EPG in accordance with the procedures set out in

Schedule 9, in its sole and absolute discretion acting reasonably;

(c) FOXTEL may reserve channel numbers for its own anticípated requirements or the

anticipated requirements of other access seekers;

(d) no reservation of Channel numbers will be allowed by the Access Seeker and

numbers may not be contiguously assigned, however FOXTEL will seek to be fair

and reasonable in its allocation of Channel numbers to the Access Seeker;

(e) in addition to FOXTEL's rights to modify listings in accordance with the procedures

set out in Schedule 9, FOXTEL may change the listing at any time on 20 Business

Days' written notice to the Access Seeker; and

(0 FOXTEL may amend, develop or upgrade the FOXTEL EPG from time to time, in

accordance with clause 11.2.

11. FOXTEL Equipment

11.1 AccessSeekeracknowledgements

The Access Seeker acknowledges and agrees that:

(a) FOXTEL is unable to guarantee that the FOXTEL Equipment will be f,ault-free or

that the Digital Set Top Unit Service will be provided uninterrupted or error free at

all times or that the Access Seeker will be able to use the Digital Set Top Unit

Service if there is an interruption to the Carriage Services being supplied by a
Carriage Service Provider;

(b) the Digital Subscriber Equipment is owned by and/or leased to FOXTEL and

remains the properÇ of FOXTEL or the third party lessor, as the case may be;

(c) other than as expressly provided for in this Agreement, the Access Seeker obtains

n0 r¡ghts in or to the FOXTEL Equipment;
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nothing in this Agreement limits FOXTEL's rights at Law or under an agreement

with its Subscribers to demand that the Subscriber return the Digital Subscriber

Equipment, to remove any Digital Subscriber Equipment from Subscriber Premises

or othenr¡ise to deal with the Digital Subscriber Equipment, including upon that

Subscriber ceasing to subscribe to FOXTEL's digital Subscription Television

Service;

(e) FOXTEL will have no liability to the Access Seeker if FOXTEL exercises the rights

referred to in clause 1 1 .1 (d);

(f) Subscribers to the Access Seeker's digital Subscription Television Service and

Related Services must only use the FOXTEL supplied remote control in relation to

the Digital Set Top Units and the Digital Set Top Unit Service;

(g) the Access Seeker must not provide Subscribers with any other remote control in

connection with its digital Subscription Television Service and Related Services;

(h) the Access Seeker must not allow Subscribers to use or connect any device to the

Digital Subscriber Equipment;

(i) the Access Seeker must use the Digital Subscriber Equipment only in the manner

contemplated by this Agreement; and

0) the Access Seeker must not use or allow the use by Subscribers to the Access

Seeker's digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services of the

Digital Subscriber Equipment in a manner which is or may be prejudicial to any

rights or interests which a third party lessor of the Digital Subscriber Equipment

may have to or in respect of the Digital Subscriber Equipment.

11.2 Modifications

(a) Subject to clause 11.2(b), FOXTEL may, at any time:

(i) modify, vary, relocate, remove or replace the technology and/or

functionality underlying any part or parts of the FOXTEL Equipment

(including the Digital Subscriber Equipment or the lnterface Points); or

(ii) modify, vary, remove or replace any part or parts of:

(A) the lnterface Specifications; or

(B) the Operational Procedures; or

(C) the Modem Services Protocol; or

(D) the Channel Kit,

in each case a Modification.

(b) To the extent that a Modification is likely, in the opinion of FOXTEL acting
reasonably, to:

(¡) have a material adverse impact on the functionality or performance of the
Digital Set Top Unit Service supplied to the Access Seeker; or

(i¡) result in additional costs to the Access Seeker under this Agreement,

(d)
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and the Modification is not required due to a Fault or an Emergency, then FOXTEL

will give the Access Seeker reasonable prior notice (being not less than 1 month's

prior notice) of the proposed Modification.

(c) lf, within 5 Business Days of the date of a notice from FOXTEL under

clause 11.2(b), the Access Seeker has notified FOXTEL in writing of its concerns in

relation to the proposed Modification, then FOXTEL will use reasonable

endeavours to take into account any reasonable material technical concerns so

notified by the Access Seeker, when considering how it will implement the

proposed Modification.

(d) Notwithstanding the foregoing, FOXTEL may implement any Modification in any

manner it deems appropriate.

(e) Where the implementation of any Modification necessitates an amendment to this

Agreement (other than Schedule 3), then this Agreement will be amended

accordingly and clause 30.2 will not apply.

(Ð lf a Modification is necessitated or caused by the act or omission of the Access
Seeker then the Access Seeker shall reimburse FOXTEL, on demand, for all costs
incurred by FOXTEL in the implementation of that Modification, in accordance with

the payment terms in clause 15.2

(g) Nothing in this Agreement may be construed as preventing FOXTEL from using,

modifying or substituting such of its equipment for other equipment to provide the
Digital Set Top Unit Service.

11.3 Non-interference

(a) The Access Seeker must not, and must ensure that its People and its Subscribers

do not, remove, repair, maintain, interfere with or make connections or
disconnections to any Digital Subscriber Equipment or components thereof
including Smartcards.

(b) The Access Seeker must ensure that its provision of its digital Subscription
Television Services and Related Services to Subscribers does not damage,
interfere with or cause any deterioration in the operation of the Digital Subscriber
Equipment or the provision by FOXTEL of Subscription Television Services to its
Subscribers.

11.4 Network lntegrity

(a) The Access Seeker must, at the Access Seeker's cost, comply with all signal fraud
and theft countermeasures (including any security measures which are reasonably
necessary to safeguard the FOXTEL Equipment and prevent use of the FOXTEL
Equipment by any unauthorised person), as required by FOXTEL from time to time

(b) FOXTEL may decline to continue to provide the Digital Set Top Unit Service to the
Access Seeker if it has reasonable grounds to believe that the Access Seeker has
failed, or is likely to fail, to;
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(i) comply with all signal ftaud and theft countermeasures as required by

FOXTEL from time to time; or

(i¡) protect network integrity or the safety of individuals (including as required

by clause 11.3).

(c) FOXTEL may, at any time, disable or replace any Smartcard (without liability to the

Access Seeker or any third party) where it is necessary to prevent signal fraud and

theft or to protect the securi$ of the FOXTEL Equipment. lf such action is required

due to the Access Seeke/s breach of clause 11.4(a), then the Access Seeker shall

reimburse FOXTEL for all costs and expenses incurred by FOXTEL in undertaking

such action, in accordance with the payment terms in clause 15.2.

11.5 Limitation

(a) FOXTEL must not remove any Digital Subscriber Equipment from Subscriber

Premises by reason solely of the fact that the Subscriber is receiving digital

Subscription Television Services from the Access Seeker.

(b) FOXTEL must give to the Access Seeker such notice as is reasonably practicable

having regard to FOXTEL's usual business practices of FOXTEL's intention to

remove a Digital Set Top Unit from a Subscriber Premises.

12. Access Seeker Equipment

(a) The Access Seeker is solely responsible, at its own cost, for selecting, supplying

and maintaining the Access Seeker Equipment in compliance with this Agreement.

(b) The Access Seeker must, at its own cost:

(i) ensure that any:

(A) Access Seeker Equipment connected directly or indirectly to the

FOXTEL Equipment (to the extent permitted under this

Agreement);

(B) signal delivered to the FOXTEL Equipment by the Access Seeker;

and

(C) interface between the Access Seeker Equipment and the FOXTEL

Equipment,

complies at all times with this Agreement;

(i¡) upon reasonable notice by FOXTEL, permit FOXTEL (acting reasonably)to
inspect any Access Seeker Equipment, and the Access Seeker must
co-operate with FOXTEL in good faith in relation to any technicaltests
conducted by FOXTEL on the Access Seeker Equipment to ensure that it
complies, at all times, with this Agreement.

(c) ln addition to any other remedy available to FOXTEL, if the Access Seeker
Equipment connected directly or indirectly to the FOXTEL Equipment (as permitted

under this Agreement) does not comply with this Agreement, FOXTEL may
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immediately and without notice disconnect such equipment from the relevant

FOXTEL Equipment and the Access Seeker will be liable for FOXTEL's costs of

effecting such disconnection. Any reconnection may only be made once

compliance with this Agreement is achieved and shall be the Access Seeker's sole

responsibility and at the Access Seeker's sole expense.

(d) The Access Seeker is responsible for the safe operation of the Access Seeker

Equipment and must take all reasonable and necessary steps to ensure that the

Access Seeker Equipment and the implementation of this Agreement:

(i) does not endanger the safety or health of the People or customers of
FOXTEL or any other person; and

(ii) does not damage, interfere or cause any deterioration in the operation of
the FOXTEL Equipment (including the DigitalSubscriber Equipment).

(e) The Access Seeker must comply with the Operational Procedures.

13. Access to premises

For the avoidance of doubt, this Agreement does not:

(a) grant a party any rights to access premises which are owned or operated by, or

under the control of, the other party; or

(b) oblige a party to make available to the other party any premises which are owned

or operated by it or under its control.

14. Subscribers

14.1 Subscribers which acquire the Access Seeker's Subscription Television Services

(a) The Access Seeker is solely responsible, at its cost, for:

(i) the acquisition, activation and customer management of the Access

Seeker's Subscribers via a subscriber management system or equivalent

system provided by the Access Seeker;

(ii) billing Subscribers which acquire the Access Seeker's digital Subscription
Television Services and Related Services and any credit risks assocíated
with Subscribers which acquire the Access Seeker's digital Subscription
Television Services and Related Services;

(iii) Carriage Services and Content Services it supplies to Subscribers;

(iv) compression, multiplex, wide area networks, installation and consultancy
services it supplies to Subscribers; and

(v) handling all other arrangements with Subscribers in relation to the Access
Seeker's digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services,
including inquiries or complaints regarding the digital Subscription
Television services and Related services it provides to subscribers and
consents, approvals or agreements necessary for FOXTEL to have access
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to the Subscriber Premises to do all acts in relation to the installation,

maintenance, use or removal of any equipment in connection with the

supply or cessation of supply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service.

(b) The Access Seeker must ensure that Subscribers which acquire the Access

Seeker's digital Subscription Television Service and Related Services use the

Digital Set Top Unit Service solely for their own use and do not engage in any form

of resupply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service.

14.2 Non-payment by Subscriberc whlch acquire the Access Seeker's Subscription
Television Services

The Access Seeker acknowledges and agrees that the Access Seeker is liable to FOXTEL

in respect of the relevant Access Charges for the Digital Set Top Unit Service provided to it
by FOXTEL notwithstanding any failure by a Subscriber to pay it in respect of the provision

of a Subscription Television Service, Related Service, Carriage Service, Content Service or

other services by the Access Seeker.

14.3 Subscribercommunications

(a) lf the Access Seeker is required to communicate with a Subscríber in relation to a
Fault, the need for maintenance of any Digital Subscriber Equipment or the

suspension of the Digital Set Top Unit Service, it must ensure that any such
communications are consistent with information provided by FOXTEL in relation to
the subject matter of the communication.

(b) Except for communications under clause 14.3(a), the Access Seeker must not,

when dealing with Subscribers, attribute to FOXTEL:

(i) blame for fault or other circumstances;

(i¡) the need for maintenance of any Digital Subscriber Equipment; or

(iii) the suspension (or partial suspension) of the Digital Set Top Unit Service,

unless not doing so would require the Access Seeker to engage in unethical,
misleading or deceptive conduct.

14-4 No affiliation

The Access Seeker must not represent expressly or by omission or implication that:

(a) it is approved by, an agent of, or affiliated with any member of the FOXTEL Group;

(b) it is FOXTEL or any member of the FOXTEL Group;

(c) it has a special relationship or special pricing arrangements with any member of
the FOXTEL Group; or

(d) the services provided by the Access Seeker to Subscribers are FOXTEL's or any
member of the FOXTEL Group's servtces.

14.5 Subscribercontracts

The Access Seeker must ensure that each agreement with a Subscriber for the provision of
a digitalSubscription Television Service and Related Service by the Access Seeker
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contains the following provisions, which provisions cannot be varied or waived without the

prior written consent of FOXTEL or other entities in the FOXTEL Group and which

provisions must be enforced by the Access Seeker if required by FOXTEL or other entities

in the FOXTEL Group:

(a) consent, approval or agreement in favour of FOXTEL or other entities in the

FOXTEL Group from each of:

(¡) Subscribers; and

(ii) owners and occupiers of Subscriber Premises,

for FOXTEL or other entities in the FOXTEL Group having access to the

Subscriber Premises to do, and doing, all things and acts in relation to the

installation, maintenance, use or removal by FOXTEL or other entities in the

FOXTEL Group of any equipment in connection with the supply or cessation of

supply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service;

(b) consent, in a form which complies with the Privacy Law, to the use and disclosure

by FOXTEL and other entities in the FOXTEL Group of information relating to

Subscribers to the Access Seeker's digital Subscription Television Services and

Related Services necessary for both parties to perform this Agreement;

(c) an acknowledgment that, although the Access Seeker's digital Subscription

Television Service and Related Services are supplied via Digital Subscriber

Equipment owned by, or leased to FOXTEL or other entities in the FOXTEL Group,

the Access Seekeds digital Subscription Television Service and Related Services

are not Content Services supplied by FOXTEL or other entities in the FOXTEL

Group and that FOXTEL, other entities in the FOXTEL Group and their People will

not be liable for any loss or damage suffered by Subscribers resulting from the

Access Seeker's digital Subscription Television Service and Related Services;

(d) a provision which states that the Subscriber must not damage, abuse, remove,

repair, maintain, interfere with, or make connections or disconnections to any

Digital Subscriber Equipment or related wiring, Digital Subscriber Equipment

location, Digital Subscriber Equipment set up parameters or Digital Set Top Unit

channel number frequency parameters;

(e) an indemnity in favour of the Access Seeker that is back to back with the

indemnities given by the Access Seeker in favour of FOXTEL and other entities in

the FOXTEL Group under this Agreement (to the extent that such indemnities

relate to any claims or demands that may be made against the Access Seeker or
any member of the FOXTEL Group in connection with the supply of the Access

Seeker's digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services and/or the
Digital Subscriber Equipment to Subscribers or the Subscriber's use of any item or

the Subscriber's use or provision of any other service);

(f) unless otherwise directed by FOXTEL or other entities in the FOXTEL Group,
provisions which state that:

(i) if any Digital Subscriber Equipment becomes defective at any time by

reason of mistreatment, improper use or breach of the agreement between
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the Access Seeker and Subscriber, FOXTEL or other entities in the

FOXTEL Group may arrange to repair or replace such defective Digital

Subscriber Equipment;

(ii) in no circumstances will FOXTEL and other entities in the FOXTEL Group

and their People be liable (in contract, tort or otherwise) for any loss

(including Consequential Loss) or damage suffered or incurred by any

Subscriber resulting directly or indirectly from strikes or labour disputes, a

shortage of suitable parts or components, Subscriber's operation and use

of any Digital Subscriber Equipment, any damage caused to Subscriber's

equipment arising from the mis-use of any Digital Subscriber Equipment,

any burn-in suffered to Subscriber's television monitor, any failure to

operate Subscriber's equipment in accordance with the owne/s manuals,

any damage caused directly or indirectly by weather or any other "acts of
God" or any other cause beyond the reasonable control of FOXTEL or

other entities in the FOXTEL Group and that for the purpose of this clause
only, FOXTEL and other entities in the FOXTEL Group will be deemed to

be a party to the agreement between the Access Seeker and Subscriber

with the Access Seeker entering into the agreement as an agent of
FOXTEL and other entities in the FOXTEL Group for the purpose of this
clause;

(i¡i) to the maximum extent permitted by law, the liability of FOXTEL and other
entities in the FOXTEL Group in connection with provision of the DigitalSet
Top Unit Service and Subscribe/s use of any Digital Subscriber Equipment
(including liability for negligence) is limited at the option of FOXTEL to:

(A) in the case of goods supplied by FOXTEL and other entities in the
FOXTEL Group, the replacement or repair cost of the goods

(whichever is the lesser); and

(B) in the case of services provided by FOXTEL and other entities in

the FOXTEL Group, the cost of supplying the services again,

(g) any other conditions which FOXTEL or other entities in the FOXTEL Group may
reasonably require to be included by the Access Seeker in its agreements with
Subscribers ftom time to time, provided that those conditions are also included in
FOXTEL's or other entities in the FOXTEL Group's agreements with Subscribers.

Payment

l5.l Payment for supply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service

It is a condition of supply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service that the Access Seeker pay to
FOXTEL the Access Charges and Other Payments (and any GST payable) in accordance
with the provisions of this clause 15.

15.
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15.2 Billing Procedure

(a) On and from the Service Date (whether or not the Digital Set Top Unit Service is

actually used by the Access Seeker in any month) and for the remaínder of the
Term, the Access Seeker must pay the Access Gharges monthly in advance and
Other Payments to FOXTEL, in accordance with this Agreement.

(b) Within 10 Business Days before the Service Date and thereafter during the Term
within 10 Business Days after the beginning of a month, FOXTEL will issue the
Access Seeker with an invoice for the Access Charges due for the following month
(which may include any adjustments to Access Charges required as a result of
clause 15.2(d) or an Audit) or, in the case of an invoice issued before the Service
Date, the remainder of the month containing the Service Date and the following
month (which may include any adjustments to Access Charges required as a result
of clause 15.2(d) or an Audit) and Other Payments (if any). The Access Seeker
must pay all invoices within 10 Business Days of the date of the invoice.

(c) The Access Seeker must, at least 15 Business Days before the Service Date and
thereafter during the Term at least 20 Business Days before the end of each
calendar quarter, deliver to FOXTEL a forecast of the revenue to be obtained by
the Access Seeker from the supply of the Access Seeker's dÍgital Subscription
Television Services and Related Services to Subscribers during the following
calendar quarter (or part thereof in respect of the calendar quarter containing the
Service Date). lf the Access Seeker fails to provide FOXTEL with a forecast of its
revenue, then the Access Seeker's Rating will be deemed to be 5% for the
purposes of calculating the Access Charges during that calendar quarter (or part
thereof in respect of the calendar quarter containing the Service Date).

(d) The Access Seeker must, within 5 Business Days after the end of each month
during the Term, deliver to FOXTEL a written report, verified by the Access
Seeker's Chief Financial Officer or other appropriate person, which includes the
Access Seeker's actual revenue for that previous month (or part thereof in respect
of the month containing the Service Date) which without límitation shall include:

(i) the amount of revenue invoiced to Subscribers in relation to the provision
of digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services to
Subscribers by the Access Seeker during that previous month;

(i¡) the monthly Ratings for that previous month; and

(iii) such other information as FOXTEL may request by written notice to the
Access seeker that is necessary to verify the amount of Access charges
that should be payable by the Access seeker for that previous month (or
part thereof in respect of the month containing the Service Date).

The Access Seeker must pay to FOXTEL any additional payments in respect of
Access Charges arising as a result of this clause 15.2(d).
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15.3 Other Payments

Other Payments will be either a pass through of payments made or payable by FOXTEL to

third parties or, if they relate to work performed by FOXTEL, will be calculated on a time

and materials basis not exceeding the then market rates (and may include a minimum time

charge).

15.4 lnvoices

Each invoice issued by FOXTEL must contain sufficient information to enable the Access

Seeker to verify the Access Charges and Other Payments set out in the invoice and be in a

form and substance that will satisfy the definition of a Tax lnvoice.

15.5 Billing enquiries

(a) lf the Access Seeker requires any additional information regarding an invoice

issued by FOXTEL, the Access Seeker must address its query to:

Chief Financial Officer

FOXTEL Management Pty Limited

Wharf I
Pyrmont, Sydney, New South Wales

Phone: (02) 9200 1000

Fax: (02) 9200 1010

(b) FOXTEL will respond to any billing enquiries from the Access Seeker which are
addressed to the person noted in clause 15.5(a) as soon as reasonably
practicable.

15.6 lncorrect payment

(a) lf an invoice is found to have been rendered incorrectly after payment, any under
payment will be promptly paid by the Access Seeker and any over-payment will be
promptly refunded by FOXTEL. lf the parties are unable to agree on the amount of
any such under or over payment, as the case be, the parties must follow the
Dispute Resolution Procedure to determine the appropriate amount.

(b) lf a dispute arises in relation to an invoice that has already been paid, the Access
Seeker must notify FOXTEL within 40 Business Days of the date of payment of the
invoice. lf the Access Seeker does not notif, FOXTEL within the required period, it
will be deemed to have accepted that the amount paid was correct.

15.7 DisputeResolution

lf the Access Seeker reasonably disputes in good faith its obligation to pay part or ail of an
invoice submitted by FOXTEL under this Agreement, then the following provisions apply
notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement:

(a) the Access Seeker must notify FOXTEL within 10 Business Days of the date of the
invoice of the amount on the invoice which it disputes being obliged to pay (the
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Disputed Amount) and the reasons why it consíders it is not obliged to pay the

Disputed Amount;

(b) the Access Seeker must pay the entirety of the invoice to FOXTEL in accordance

with this Agreement;

(c) the parties must follow the Dispute Resolution Procedure to determine whether or
how much of the Disputed Amount is payable to FOXTEL; and

(d) upon the amount of the Disputed Amount which is payable by the Access Seeker
being determined, any overpayment will be promptly refunded by FOXTEL and any
underpayment will be promptly paid by the Access Seeker to FOXTEL.

15.8 lnterest on late payments

The parties will pay, in respect of any underpayment or overpayment, interest on all money
payable under this Agreement and unpaid at a rate equal to the Westpac lndicator Lending
Rate from time to time or other equivalent rate nominated by FOXTEL from time to time
plus 2Yo on a daily basis.

15.9 Retrospectivecharges

FOXTEL will be entitled to invoice the Access Seeker for Access Charges and Other
Payments not previously invoiced or understated in a previous invoice, provided that the
Access Charges and Other Payments to be retrospectively invoiced can be substantiated
by FOXTEL to the Access Seeker and that:

(a) in relation to Access Charges revealed following an Audit, these are invoiced within
20 Business Days of the date of completion of the relevant Audit; and

(b) in relation to any Other Payments, these are invoiced within a reasonable period
after such Other Payments are incurred or are payabfe by FOXTEL (or otherwise
within such t¡mes as provided for in this Agreement).

15.10 Gommunication Charges

The Access Seeker must pay FOXTEL $25 for each communication to FOXTEL's call
centre (including email, faxes, letters, telephone calls) relating solely to the Access
Seeker's digital Subscription Television Service and Related Services, in accordance with
the payment terms in clause 15.2.

15.11 Liability

(a) The Access Seeker is obligect to pay the relevant Access Charges and Other
Payments on and from the Service Date and for the remainder of the Term,
regardless of whether or not:

(i) the Digital Set Top Unit Service is actually used by the Access Seeker; or

(ii) there is any interruption in the provision of the Digital Set Top Unit Service
by FOXTEL.

(b) The Access Seeker must reimburse FOXTEL for any costs or expenses incurred
by FOXTEL in:
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(¡) suspending or terminating the Digital Set Top Unit Service as permitted by
this Agreement;

(ii) reconnectíng the Digital Set Top Unit Service after any such suspension or
termination; and

(¡i¡) investigatíng a fault which has been reported to FOXTEL which is not a
FOXTEL Fault,

such amounts being Other Payments which will be charged and calculated in

accordance with clause 15.3.

(c) lf there is any failure in the provision of the Digital Set Top Unit Service by FOXTEL
to the Access Seeker which:

(i) continues for more than 12 hours and occurs during the hours of 6 am and
midnight; and

(ii) affects the provision of the Digital Set Top Unit Service by FOXTEL to at
least 25% of the Access Seeker's then current Subscribers who receive
digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services from the
Access Seeker under this Agreement; and

(iii) is due to a failure in the provision of CA Services by FOXTEL to the Access
Seeker,

("relevantfailure") then, unless that relevant failure is due to Force Majeure
FOXTEL will reduce the Access Charges payable by the Access Seeker in the
month following the relevant failure so as to credit any Access Charges paid or
payable for the period of the relevant failure in the provÍsion of the Digital Set Top
Unit Service by FOXTEL to the Access Seeker.

15.12 GST and CPI

The Access charges and any other payments set out in this Agreement:

(a) are exclusive of any applicable GST (unless otherwise expressly stated); and

(b) the Other Payments may be increased on each anniversary of the Execution Date
by an amount being the difference between the then latest CPI and the equivalent
CPI published 12 months earlier, expressed as a percentage of the earlier Gpl
number.

15.13 Audit

(a) The Access Seeker must establish and maintain accurate and up to date records of
the actual revenues obtained by the Access Seeker from the supply of the Access
Seeker's digital Subscription Television Service and Related Services to
Subscribers.

(b) Subject to clause I 5. 13(h), once in each financial year during the Term (and in the
event of termination or expiry of this Agreement, at any time within 6 months after
the date of such termination or expiry), FoxrEL may, by giving at least 3 months
notice, notify the Access Seeker that it wishes to undertake an audit of the actual
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(c)

revenues obtained by the Access Seeker from the supply of the Access Seeker's

digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services to Subscribers

(Audit) in the period since the Service Date (in the case of the first Audit) or since

the last day of the last Audit period (in all other cases) (or in the event of

termination or expiry of this Agreement, the period from the last day of the last

Audit period to the date of such termination or expiry) (Audit Period).

Within 10 Business Days of receipt of such a notice, the Access Seeker must

provide either FOXTEL or an independent third party auditor appointed by the

Access Seeker (who must be briefed by FOXTEL as to the purpose of the Audit),

with access to all necessary data, agreements, financialand operational records,

computer records and other documentation relating to the supply of the Access

Seeker's digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services to

Subscribers during the relevant Audit Period, for the purpose of undertaking the

Audit.

FOXTEL must keep any information obtained by it in the course of an Audit

confidential in accordance with clause 16.

The Access Seeker must cooperate ¡n the performance of an Audit including by

making appropriate People available to answer questions and otherwise providing

reasonable assistance with and if required participating in the Audit.

lf an Audit reveals that there is any ditference between the actual Access Charges

paid during the relevant Audit Period and the Access Gharges which should have

been payable during that same period, then the parties must make such payments

as may be required having regard to the necessary adjustments resulting from the

Audit, within 20 Business Days of the date of that Audit.

The Access Seeker must bear the full costs of an Audit in each financial year if it

appoints an independent third party auditor to undertake the Audit. lf FOXTEL

undertakes an Audit itself, then each party will bear its own costs associated with

undertaking such Audit(s) unless any such Audit discloses a material difference

from the forecast revenues reported by the Access Seeker to FOXTEL which

results in an increase in the Access Charges payable in the relevant Audit Period,

in which case the Access Seeker must bear the full cost of the Audit.

lf any Audit reveals a difference from the forecast revenues reported by the Access

Seeker to FOXTEL which results in an increase in the Access Charges payable in

that Audit period of 57o or more, then the Access Seeker acknowledges FOXTEL's
right to undertake such number of additional Audits in any one financial year for the
remainder of the Term, as FOXTEL may reasonably require, with the Access
Seeker to bear the full costs of any such additional Audits.

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)
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16. Gonfi dential lnformation

16.1 Duty

(a) Each parg must hold the other party's Confidential lnformation in strict confidence

and must not allow any persons to have unauthorised access to the other party's

Confidential lnformation and must not disclose any of the other party's Confidential

lnformation to any person, excePt:

(¡) in accordance with clause 16.3; or

(ii) on receiving the prior written consent of the other party.

(b) Each party acknowledges that the obligations of confldence imposed on it, its

employees, agents and contractors under this Agreement are in addition to any

obligation of confidence imposed by statute.

16.2 Use of confidential informatlon

A party must not make any use of the other party's Confidential lnformation or any part of it

except for performing its obligations or exercising its rights under this Agreement and,

without limitation, must not make any use of the other party's Confidential lnformation or

any part of it to the competitive or business disadvantage of the other party.

16.3 Disclosure

(a) A party may disclose the other party's Confidential lnformation to such of its

employees, contractors and professional advisers who need to have access to the

information in connection with that party exercising its duties under this Agreement

including, in the case of FOXTEL, disclosure to its Shareholders and any person in

the FOXTEL Group.

(b) Each party must:

(i) ensure that any person to whom it discloses the other party's Confidential

lnformation (including its employees and professional advisers) are aware

of the confidential nature of the other party's Confidential lnformation; and

(¡i) ensure that any person to whom it discloses the other party's Confidential

lnformation holds the other party's Confidential lnformation in confidence

on the terms of this Agreement.

(c) Each party is liable to the other party for any breach of confidence by any person to

whom it has disclosed the other party's Confidential lnformation.

16.4 Suruival of obligation

The obligations and restrictions of confidentiality imposed on the parties under this
Agreement survive termination of this Agreement for any reason whatsoever and only
terminate with respect to a part of information when the condition in clause 16.5 applies to
that part.
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16.5 Exclusion

The provisions of clauses 16.1 and 16.3 do not apply to the disclosure by a party of the

minimum information necessary in order to comply with any applicable law or legally

binding order of any Governmental Agency.

16,6 Notification pr¡or to disclosure

Prior to any use or disclosure in reliance on clause 16.5, a party must give notice to the

other party with full details of the circumstances of the proposed use or disclosure and of

the relevant information to be used or disclosed. Each party must give the other party a

reasonable oPportunitY to:

(a) challenge in a court of law or other appropriate body whether the proposed use or

disclosure is in accordance with clause 16'5;

(b) minimise the amount of information which is disclosed; and

(c) request that the information only be disclosed on confidential terms.

16.7 Destruction

(a) On termination or expiration of this Agreement, each party must:

(¡) supply to the other PartY:

(A) all documents, reports, notes, memoranda, computer media and

other materials which:

(f ) record, contain or relate in any way to the other party's

Confidential lnformation (including allcopies of them); and

(2) were provided by or on behalf of the other par$ or

prepared or made by or for or on behalf of that party; and

(B) all property of the other party which is then in the other party's

possession, custody or control;

(ii) delete entirely and permanently all of the other party's Confidential

lnformation from every computer disk or electronic storage facility of any

type owned or used by it; and

(iii) despite any other provision in this Agreement, cease to make use of the

other party's Confidential lnformation or any part of it,

and must confirm in writing promptly when it has complied with these obligations.

(b) The provisions of clauses 1 6.7(a)(ii) and 16.7(a)(iii) do not apply to:

(i) a part of the other party's Confidential lnformation after that part becomes
generally available to the public free of charge other than because of a

breach of confldence by a party or by any of its employees or professional

advisers; and

(ii) to a part of the other party's Confidential lnformation after that part has

been received by a party without restriction on use or disclosure by a third
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party legally entitled to possess such information and to provide it to that

party.

16.8 Fraud and bad debt Prevention

Notwithstanding the foregoing, to the extent permitted by law (including the Privacy Law)

and in accordance with procedures established by those laws and any relevant guidelines

or customer service standards, or as agreed between the parties, the parties will exchange

information and otherwise co-operate in relation to:

(a) the prevention and investigation of fraudulent use or misuse of the Digital Set Top

Unit Service or the theft of equipment, including conditional-access customer

equipment, provided by a party; and

(b) the prevention and minimisation or incidents of telecommunications and network

fraud and subscription television fraud and piracy.

16.9 Publicannouncements

A party must not, without the prior written consent of the other party, make media or other

public statements relating specifically to the performance of and disputes under this

Agreement. For the avoidance of doubt, each party may make general announcements

concerning the existence of this Agreement and the provision of the Digital Set Top Unit

Service as a whole.

16.10 Databases

(a) The parties acknowledge that when information requíred to be provided under this

Agreement is held in a database, the Party entitled to receive the information will

not be entitled to obtain direct access to the database. The precise method by

which information is to be stored and made available will be determined by the

Parties having regard to Privacy Law and the reasonable cost, convenience and

security concerns of the Parties.

(b) Any numbers or other identification of Smartcards which are stored in a database

by the Access Seeker shall be the sole and exclusive property of FOXTEL. Such

numbers or other identification are strictly confidential and shall not be used by the

Access Seeker for any purpose other than to use the Digital Set Top Unit Service.

Privacy

17.1 Compliance

The Access Seeker must, in the course of receiving the benefit of the Digital Set Top Unit

Service or othenruise in connection with its performance of this Agreement:

(a) comply at all times with:

(i) the Privacy Law;

(ii) any privacy policy which has been adopted by FOXTEL; and

17.
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(iii) any direction of FOXTEL regarding how to comply with any such legistation
or privacy policy, as the case may be, provided that such direction is
consistent with FOXTEL's approach to its own internal privacy policies;

(b) have procedures and systems reasonably acceptable to FOXTEL, including a
privacy policy, to ensure that it complies with the standards and obligations of the
Privacy Law;

(c) only use or disclose Personal Information for the purpose;

(d) cooperate with FOXTEL in:

(i) the resolution of any complaint afleging a breach of the Privacy Law or a
privacy policy; and

(ii) providing access to any record of Personal lnformation following a request
from an individual,

(e) allow FOXTEL an opportunity, on reasonable request, to review and audit the
Access Seeker's information handling practices to ensure the Access Seeker is
comptying with its obtigations under this Agreement; and

(f) at FOXTEL's request, assist FOXTEL to discharge its obtigations under the
National Privacy Principles by providing notice which satisfies the requirements of
National Privacy Principle 1.3 at the time of collecting the Personal tnformation.

17.2 lndemnity

The Access Seeker indemnifies each member of the FOXTEL Group against each claim,
action, proceeding, judgment, damage, loss, cost, expense or liability brought, made or
recovered against, or incurred or suffered by any member of the FOXTEL Group in
connection with any breach by the Access seeker of clause 17.1 .

lntellectual Property18.

18.1 General

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The Access seeker acknowledges that this Agreement does not grant it any
licence, title, interest or other right in relation to FOXTEL's lntellectual property
Rights or the lntellectuat property Rights of any third party.

FoxrEL acknowledges that this Agreement does not grant it any licence, tifle,
interest or other right in relation to the Access Seeker's lntellectual property Rights
except to the extent necessary to enable FoxrEL to perform its obligations under
this Agreement.

For the purposes of definition only, a reference to FOXTEL,s lntellectual property
Rights includes the lntellectual Property Rights of FOXTEL and its Related Bodies
Corporate and of Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.

A reference to the Access seeker's Intellectual property Rights includes the
lntellectual Property Rights of the Access seeker,s Related Bodies corporate.
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18.2 lnfringement

Except to the extent permitted by this Agreement, neither party may use, reproduce, adapt
or modify in any advertisement, marketing materials, other publicity materials or othen¡rise,
the other party's lntellectual Property Rights without the other party's prior written consent.
Neither party will unreasonably withhold its consent where the other party proposes to do
no more than make a factual statement to the effect that a FOXTEL subscriber can now
receive the Access Seeke/s service or that the Access Seeke/s service is now available
on the Digital Set Top Unit.

18.3 Notification

Each party must promptly notify the other party if it becomes aware of any infringement or
threatened or potential infringement of any of the other party's lntellectual Property Rights
(including in relation to the provision of the Digital Set Top Unit Service under this
Agreement). Such notice must identify (if possible) the infringer and the infringement or
threatened or potential infringement, as the case may be.

18.4 Protection

Each party may take such steps and proceedings as it considers necessary or desirable to
protect its lntellectual Property Rights, and the rights of any third party to which services
are supplied using the intellectual property to which the lntellectual Property Rights relate,
and the other party must render all reasonable assistance, at the expense of the first party,
in connection with those steps or proceedings if requested in writing by that party, to do so.

18.5 Branding

(a) Except to the extent permitted by this Agreement, neither party may remove the
other party's name, rogos, distinctive colours, get up, trade marks or other
lntellectual Property Rights from anything without the other party's prior written
consent.

(b) The Access Seeker must not brand or hold out the Digital Set Top Unit Service,
any Digital Subscriber Equipment, remote controfs, Smartcards, magazines or
manuals or other FOXTEL provided services or equipment as being the property of
or othenvise connected with the Access Seeker (including by way of affixing
anything to any Digital Subscriber Equipment) without FOXTEL's prior written
consent. For the avoidance of doubt, the Access Seeker must not affix its logo,
brand, name, distinctive colours, get up or trade marks on any Digital Subscriber
Equipment or other FOXTEL equipment.

(c) The Access Seeker must not name or otherwise identify any Access Seeker's
digital Subscription Television Service and Related Services in a manner that coutd
be confused with a FOXTEL Subscription Television Service or misrepresent a
connection or association between any of the Access Seeker's digital Subscription
Television Services and any of FOXTEL's Subscription Television Services or
FOXTEL.
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19. Regulatory issues

19.1 lnterveningLegislation

(a) lf, in a party's reasonable opinion, its rights or obligations under this Agreement are
or may be affected by lntervening Legislation, the parties will (without prejudice to
any other rights) meet as soon as practicable and negotiate in good faith such
amendments to this Agreement to the extent necessary to address the first
mentioned party's concerns regarding the lntervening Legislation.

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement a party may in its absolute
discretion:

(i) suspend all or part of the performance of its obligations (other than those
under clauses 1 5, 1 9. 1(a) and 1 9.1 (b)) of this Agreement with effect from
such date as it may determine and notiff the other party of such
suspenston as soon as reasonably practicable after such suspension;
and/or

(ii) by giving notice to the other party, unilaterally amend this Agreement
(including, in the case of FOXTEL, terminating the provision by it of the
Digital Set Top Unit Service or any part of the Digitat Set Top Unit Service),

to the extent necessary to comply with lntervening Legislation.

(c) lf, within a reasonable period after the exercise by a party of its rights under
clause 19.1(b), the other party does not agree with that exercise of such rights, the
other party may:

(i) notify a Dispute which will be resolved in accordance with the Dispute
Resolution Procedure; or

(ii) terminate the provision to it of any part of the Digital Set Top Unit Service,
the supply of which has been or will be affected by the suspension or
amendment under clause 19.1(b) by the giving of not less than 10
Business Days'notice.

19.2 FurtherLegislation

Any present or future Law or other binding requirement which varies a right, power or
remedy of a person in connection with this Agreement is excluded to the extent lawfulry
permitted.

19.3 Supply of the Digitat Set Top Unit Service

lf FOXTEL is:

(a) no longer providing to itself; or

(b) proposing no tonger to provide to itsell

any part or all of the Digital set rop unit service, then FOXTEL may terminate this
Agreement or the provision of any part of the Digital Set Top Unit Service under this
Agreement by giving the Access Seeker such period of written notice of termination as is
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reasonably practicable, provided that such notice is given at least 6 months before the date

that FOXTEL is no longer providing such terminated Digital Set Top Unit Service to itself.

20. Broadcasting

20.1 Restrictions on content

The Access Seeker must ensure that the Digital Subscriber Equipment and the Digital Set

Top Unit Service are not knowingly used in a manner which may:

(a) menace or harass any person or cause damage or injury to any person or property;

(b) be regarded by a reasonable person as offensive;

(c) involve the publication of any material that is illegal, defamatory, or which may

inc¡te or perpetrate hatred against any person or group or have the likefy effect of
causing harm oroffence;

(d) infringe any person's lntellectual Property Ríghts or other rights;

(e) constitute an infringement or the commission of an offence against any Law;

(f) involve sending or receiving any instructions which, if implemented, might cause

damage or injury to any person or property; or

(S) expose a party to the risk of any legal or administrative action including prosecution

under any Law.

20.2 Resale

(a) The Access Seeker agrees that it will not confer any benefit of the Digital Set Top
Unit Service (or any part thereof) on any person (including by resale, licensing or
otherwise) without FOXTEL's prior written consent, except for the provision of
digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services to a Subscriber.

(b) FOXTEL agrees that it will not confer the benefit of the Access Seeker's digital
Subscription Television Services and Related Services to any person (including by
resale, licensing or otherwise)without Access Seeke/s prior written consent.

20.3 Access Seeker warranties

(a) The Access Seeker represents and warrants that each of the statements in this
clause 20.3(a) is accurate on the Service Date and will be accurate on each day
during the term of this Agreement as if made on each of those dates:

(i) the Digital Set Top Unit Service will be used solely to deliver digital
subscription Television services and Related services by Access seeker,
those digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services are
duly licensed by the Access Seeker under the BSA, and the Access
seeker is othenryise legally entitled to use the Digital set rop unit service
in the manner in which it does or proposes;
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(ii) Access Seeker's use of the Digital Set Top Unit Service complies with, and
does not offend, any applicable laws, regulations, orders, program

standards or codes of practice including:

(A) the BSA;

(B) the conditions of any applicable subscription television

broadcasting licence which applies;

(C) the requirements of the Australian Broadcasting Authority as to
television program content, standards or origin; and

(D) laws as to defamation.

(b) ln addition to any other remedy available to FOXTEL, and without liability to Access
Seeker, if any representation or warranty in clause 20.3(a) is inaccurate or
misleading, FOXTEL need not supply the part of the Digital Set Top Unit Service to
which that representation or warranty relates until 5 Business Days after the
representation or warranty is rendered accurate and not misleading by the Access
Seeker.

21. Warranties

Each party represents and warrants to the other party that:

(a) it has the power to enter into and observe its obligations under this Agreement;

(b) it has in full force and effect the authorisations necessary to enter into this
Agreement, observe its obligations under it and allow it to be enforced; and

(c) obligations under this Agreement are valid and binding.

22. lndemnities

22.1 Access Seeker indemnities

(a) The Access Seeker indemnifies each member of the FOXTEL Group and holds
each member of the FOXTEL Group harmless in respect of any claim, action, loss
(including Consequential Loss), liability, damage, cost or expense (including legal
fees on a full indemnity basis) incurred or suffered by any member of the FOXTEL
Group arising out of or in connection with:

(¡) a breach of clause 11.3 or clause 14.S;

(ii) any claim by the owners or lessors of any Digital Subscriber Equipment or
the smartcards that it has suffered loss as a result of the access to or use
of any Digital subscriber Equipment or the Smartcards by the Access
Seeker or any Subscriber that acquires Access Seeker's digital
subscription Television services and Related services (whether such
access or use is authorised or not);

(iii) thereproduction, broadcast,use,transmission,re-transmission,
communication or making available of any material (including data and
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information of any sort) by the Access Seeker or a Subscriber that acquires

Access Seeke/s digital Subscription Television Services and Related

Services using the Digital Set Top Unit Service;

(iv) any breach or alleged breach of a person's rights or defamation of a

person in any way associated with the supply of the Digital Set Top Unit

Service or provision of a digital Subscription Television Service and

Related Services by Access Seeker;

(v) the death or personal injury of any person to the extent that death or
personal injury was caused by the negligence or intentional act or omission

of the Access Seeker or its People or any Subscriber that acquires Access

Seeke/s digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services

using the Digital Set Top Unit Service;

(vi) any action, claim, suit or demand from a Subscriber that acquires Access

Seekeis digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services

using the Digital Set Top Unit Service;

(vii) any action, claim, suit or demand from any third parg (except for a

Subscriber that acquires Access Seekeds digital Subscription Television

Services and Related Services using the Digital Set Top Unit Service) in

respect of or arising out of any act or omission of the Access Seeker or its

People;

(viii) any breach or alleged breach of any Law by the Access Seeker or its
People;

(ix) any damage to, or loss of, any part of the FOXTEL Equipment (including

the Digital Subscriber Equipment) or other FOXTEL provided equipment
(including Smartcards) caused by any act or omission of the Access
Seeker or its People.

(b) The Access Seeker's liability to each member of the FOXTEL Group under this
clause 221 wtll be reduced to the extent that any member of the FOXTEL Group's
loss, cost, expense or liability:

(i) arises from, or is attributable to, any negligent act or wilful misconduct on

the part of any member of the FOXTEL Group or breach of this Agreement
by FOXTEL; or

(¡¡) in relation to the acts or omissions of the Subscribers, does not arise from
any act or omission of the Access Seeker or is not otherwise in connection
with the Access Seekers digital Subscription Television Service.

22.2 Exclus¡ons and L¡m¡tet¡ons

(a) Subject to clauses 22.2(b) and 22,2(c), and to the maximum extent permitted by
law, allterms, conditions and warranties expressed or implied by any legislation,
the common law, equity, trade, custom or usage or otherwise in relation to the
supply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service under this Agreement or otherwise in
connection with this Agreement, are expressly excluded.
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(b) Clause 22.2(a\ does not exclude a term, condition or warrang which ís implied into
this Agreement by any legislation if that legislation also prohibits provisions in a

contract excluding or modifying the application of or exercise of, or liability under,
that term, condition or warranty.

(c) The liability of FOXTEL for a breach of a term, condition or warranty referred to in
clause 22.2(b) is limited, at the option of FOXTEL, to any one or more of the
following:

(i) if the breach relates to goods:

(A) the replacement of the goods or the supply of equivalent goods;

(B) the repair of such goods;

(C) the payment of the cost of replacing the goods or of acquiring

equivalent goods; or

(D) the payment of the cost of having the goods repaired; and

(ii) if the breach relates to services;

(A) the supplying of the services again; or

(B) the payment of the cost of having the services supplied again.

22.3 Continuinglndemnity

Each representation, warranty and indemnity in this Agreement is a continuing obligation,
separate and independent from the other obligations of the parties.

22.4 No payment

It is not necessary for FOXTEL to incur expense or make payment before enforcing a right
of indemnity conferred by this Agreement.

23. Liability

23.1 Exclusion of Consequential Loss

Subject to clause 23.3, neither party will be liable, whether in contract or tort (including
negligence or othen¡/ise), for any Consequential Loss.

23.2 Limitation of liability

To the extent permitted by law, the total aggregate liability of FOXTEL or any other
member of the FOXTEL Group to the Access Seeker or any other person (whether in
negligence or otherwise) in connection with this Agreement at any time:

(a) in any 12-month period ending on the day before an anniversary of the Execution
Date; or

(b) in a period of less than 'f 2 months from the Execution Date or an anniversary of the
Execution Date to the date of termination or expiry of this Agreement,
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will not, in any circumstances, exceed the aggregate of the Access Charges and Other

Payments actually paid by the Access Seeker to FOXTEL during that period.

23.3 Exclusions from limit

The exclusion of liability in clause 23.1 does not apply to:

(a) acts of negligence or of unlawful or wilful misconduct by a party or their Related

Bodies Corporate or their People;

(b) loss of or damage to physical property and death or personal injury caused by or

contributed to by a party or their People;

(c) liability arising as a result of a breach of clause 16 or clause '1 7; and

(d) the indemnity obligations under this Agreement.

23.4 Authorisation

The exclusions and limitations of liability in this clause 23 apply to any action giving rise to

an obligation, duty or liability even if the action was not authorised, or not capable of being

authorised, by the relevant party.

24. Suspension and Termination

24.1 lmmediateSuspension

(a) FOXTEL may, without prior notice to Access Seeker, immediately suspend the
supply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service to one or more Subscribers:

(i) during an Emergency; or

(ii) where FOXTEL reasonably considers that the supply of the Digital Set Top

Unit Service or access to any Digital Subscriber Equipment may pose a
threat to safety of persons, hazard to equipment, threat to network security

or is likely to impede the activities of authorised persons responding to an

Emergency;or

(iii) where FOXTEL reasonably considers that Access Seeke/s network or
equipment adversely affects or threatens to affect the normal operation of
the Digital Subscriber Equipment or other FOXTEL Equipment,

and is entitled to continue such suspension until (as the case requires and
FOXTEL reasonably determines) the relevant Emergency or threat has passed or
until the normal operation of the Digital Subscriber Equipment or other FOXTEL
Equipment is no longer adversely affected or threatened.

(b) lf FOXTEL suspends the supply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service under
clause 24.1(a), then:

(i) as soon as reasonably practicable after suspension due to an Emergency;
and

(ii) at the time of suspension in all other cases
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FOXTEL will inform the Access Seeker of the relevant provisions in clause 24.1(a)
under which FOXTEL is exercising its rights to immediately suspend the supply of
the Digital Set Top Unit Service.

24.2 lmmediate Termination by FOXTEL

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement and in addition to its other rights
under this clause 24 or al Law, FOXTEL may at any time immediately terminate all or any
part of this Agreement (including terminating the supply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service
to one or more Subscribers) by giving notice of termination to the Access Seeker:

(a) in accordance with clause 19.3;

(b) if the Access Seeker has failed to pay any monies owing to FOXTEL under this
Agreement when due (including the payment of any Access Charges and Other
Payments by the date on which they are due) and FOXTEL has given notice of
such non payment to the Access Seeker and the Access Seeker fails to remedy
the non payment specifled in the notice within 10 Business Days (or tonger period
as agreed in writing by the parties) after receiving the notice; or

(c) if the Access Seeker breaches or is deemed to have breached any term or
. condition of this Agreement and FOXTEL has given notice of such breach (Breach

Noticel to the Access Seeker and;

(i) the Access Seeker fails to remedy üre breach specifled in the Breach
Notice within 10 Busíness Days (or such longer period as may be agreed
by the parties) after receivíng the Breach Notice; or

(ii) if the breach is not a material breach, the Breach Notice is the third Breach
Notice issued by FOXTEL to the Access Seeker in any period of 3
consecutive months and the Access Seeker has failed to remedy the
breach specified in each previous Breach Notice within 10 Business Days
after it received the Breach Notice from FOXTEL in each case;

(d) if the Digital Subscriber Equipment to which the Digital Set Top Unit Service is to
be supplied is not actually in use by a Subscriber for reception of FOXTEL's
Commercial retail digital cable Subscription Television Service,

(e) if the requirement in clause a.3(a)(ii) has not been satisfied within 6 months after
the date on which the requirement in clause 4.3(a)(i) has been satisfied;

(Ð if the Access Seeker ceases to be a party to an arrangement with a Carriage
Service Provider for the supply of a Subscription Television Digital Carriage
Service and there are constraints on the capacity available to FOXTEL to supply
the Digital set rop unit service to itself or other access seekers;

(g) if the Access Seeker ceases to hold a subscription television licence as required
under the BSA;

(h) if the Access Seeker ceases to supply any digital Subscription Television Services;

(i) if the Access Seeker stops or suspends or threatens to stop or suspend payment of
all or a class of its debts;
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(¡) if the Access Seeker is insolvent within the meaning of section 954 of the

Corporations Act;

(k) if the Access Seeker is presumed by a court to be insolvent by reason of section

459C(2) of the Corporations Act;

(l) if the Access Seeker fails to comply with a statutory demand (within the meaning of
section 459F(1) of the Corporations Act);

(m) if the Access Seeker has an administrator appointed over all or any of its assets or

undertaking or any step preliminary to the appointment of an administrator is taken;

(n) if the Access Seeker has a controller within the meaning of section 9 of the

Corporations Act or similar officer appointed to all or any of its assets or

undertaking;

(o) if the Access Seeker has an application or order made, proceedings commenced, a

resolution passed or proposed in a notice of meeting, an application to a court

made or other steps taken against or in respect of it for its winding up or dissolution

or for it to enter an arrangement, compromise or composition with or assignment

for the benefit of its creditors, a class of them or any of them; or

(p) subject to clause 25(b), a Force Majeure Event substantially and adversely

affecting the ability of a party to perform its obligations under this Agreement

continues for more than 3 months.

24.3 lmmediate Termination by Access Seeker

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement and in addition to its other rights
under this clause 24 or at Law, the Access Seeker may at any time immediately terminate
this Agreement or terminate the supply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service to one or more
Subscribers by giving notice of termination to FOXTEL, if:

(a) FOXTEL breaches a material obligation or deemed material obligation under this
Agreement and:

(¡) the Access Seeker has given FOXTEL notice of such breach (Breach
lVotice); and

(ii) FOXTEL has failed to remedy the breach specified in the Breach Notice
within 10 Business Days (or such longer period as may be agreed between
the parties) after receiving the Breach Notice.

(b) FOXTEL stops or suspends or threatens to stop or suspend payment of all or a
class of its debts;

(c) FOXTEL is insolvent within the meaning of section 954 of the Corporations Act;

(d) FOXTEL is presumed by a court to be insolvent by reason of section 459C(2) of
the Corporations Act;

(e) FOXTEL fails to comply with a statutory demand (within the meaning of section
459F(1) of the Corporations Act);
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(0 FOXTEL has an administrator appointed over all or any of its assets or undertaking
or any step preliminary to the appointment of an administrator is taken;

(g) FOXTEL has a controller within the meaning of section 9 of the Corporations Act or
similar officer appointed to all or any of its assets or undertaking;

(h) FOXTEL has an application or order made, proceedings commenced, a resolution
passed or proposed in a notice of meeting, an application to a court made or other
steps taken against or in respect of it for its winding up or dissolution or for it to
enter an arrangement, compromise or composition with or assignment for the
benefit of its creditors, a class of them or any of them;

(¡) FOXTEL gives the Access Seeker notice of a Modification under clause 11.2(b);

0) FOXTEL gives the Access Seeker notice of a Change under clause 4.4(b); or

(k) subject to clause 25(b), a Force Majeure Event substantially and adversely
affecting the ability of a party to perform its obligations under this Agreement
continues for more than three months.

24.4 Termination or suspension with notice

(a) FOXTEL may, on notice, terminate or suspend the Digital Set Top Unit Service to
one or more Subscribers, if any of the lessors of the Digital Subscriber Equipment
used by that Subscriber withdraws its consent, which withdrawal has the effect of
terminating or suspending:

(¡) FOXTEL's rights to locate any Digital Subscriber Equipment at any
Subscriber Premises; or

(ii) any rights which FOXTEL has relied on in order to grant the Access Seeker
the rights granted to it under this Agreement.

(b) Either party may terminate this Agreement by serving a notíce on the other party in
the event that the Digital Set Top Unit Service is not available for the Access
Seekers use within 6 months after the Commencement Date, other than due to a
default by the party serving such termination notice in the performance of its
obligations under this Agreement.

(c) ln addition to FOXTEL's rights under this ctause 24 or at Law, if:

(i) the Access Seeker fails to pay any Access Charge (or part thereof) by the
date on which it is due in accordance with the terms of this Agreement;

(ii) the Access Seeker fails to pay any Other Payment (or part thereof) payabte
by the Access Seeker to FOXTEL under this Agreement when due;

(iii) the Access Seeker's use of the Digital Set Top Unit Service is in
contravention of any Law or the Access seeker fails to comply with any of
its obligations under Law;

(iv) the Access Seeker breaches a material obligation or deemed mate¡al
obligation under this Agreement;
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(v) at any time, any of the requirements in clause 4. 1 (cXiii) or clause 4.1 (c)(iv)

are not satisfied; or

(v¡) any of the events described in clauses 24.2(d) to 24.2(p) inclusive, occurs,

(any of which is a Suspension Event), and:

(vii) FOXTEL gives notice (Suspension Notice) to Access Seeker:

(A) pursuant to this clause;

(B) specifying the Suspension Event in respect of which the event has

occurred;

(C) requiring the Access Seeker to institute remedial action (if any) in
respect of that event;

(D) stating that FOXTEL may suspend the provision of part of, or all of,

the Digital Set Top Unit Service if the Suspension Event is not
rernedied; and

(viii) the Access Seeker fails to remedy the Suspension Event specified in the
Suspension Notice within 20 Business Days (or such longer period as may
be agreed by the parties) after receiving the Suspension Notice
(SuspensÍon Remedy Period),

then FOXTEL may at its discretion, by giving notice to the Access Seeker at any
time after the expiry of the Suspension Remedy Period either:

(ix) without further notice and without liability suspend the provision of, or
refuse to provide, any or all of the Digital Set Top Unit Service until the
Suspension Event specified in the Suspension Notice is remedied
(including, for the avoidance of doubt, suspending any activities being
undertaken by FOXTEL in relation to ordering and provisioning of the
Digital Set Top Unit Service, if any); or

(x) terminate this Agreement on 5 Business Days written notice; or

(xi) take action under both clauses 2{.aþ)g) and 24.4(c)(x)

(d) The Access Seeker may terminate this Agreement by giving FOXTEL one month's
written notice of such termination

(e) For the avoidance of doubt, for the purposes of this Agreement, payment of the
Access Charge, or any other monies owing, by a cheque which is dishonoured will
be taken to be non-payment.

24.5 Reconnection

FOXTEL wíll recommence the supply of any suspended services as soon as practicable
after a Suspension Event if, after the expiry of the Suspension Remedy Period, there no
longer exists a reason for suspension and FOXTEL shall do so subject to payment by the
Access Seeker of FOXTEL's reasonable costs of suspension and reconnection.
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24.6 Single event rights

For the avoidance of doubt:

(a) FOXTEL may give the Access Seeker both a Suspension Notice under clause 24.4

and, during the relevant Suspension Remedy Period, a Breach Notice under

clause 24.2 in respect of:

(i) the same breach; or

(ii) different breaches that relate to or arise from the same act, omission or

event or related acts, omissions or events; and

(b) FOXTEL will not be required to provide a Suspension Notice in accordance with

clause 24.4 in respect of a breach before giving a Breach Notice in respect of that

breach under clause 24.2.

24.7 Obligations on termination

(a) On termination or expiration of this Agreement, FOXTEL may:

(i) render an invoice in respect of goods and services which have been

provided but not invoiced as at the date of termination or expiry;

(i¡) charge a reasonable sum for work done in respect of which no sum has

been previously charged; and

(i¡i) pursue any other remedies provided by Law or this Agreement.

(b) The Access Seeker must pay all moneys owed by it to FOXTEL as follows:

(¡) where it has received an invoice on or prior to the date of termination or

expiration, on the earliest of the date on which it is due in accordance with

the terms of this Agreement or within 20 Business Days of termination or
expiration; or

(¡i) where it receives an invoice after the date of termination or expiration,

within 20 Business Days of receipt of the invoice.

24.8 Accrued Rights

The termination of this Agreement does not affect any accrued rights or remedies of either
party.

25. Force Majeure

(a) lf a party is unable to perform an obligation (other than an obligation to pay money)
under this Agreement by reason of Force Majeure, that obligation is suspended for
the minimum extent and duration of the Force Majeure, provided that the party:

(i) gives the other party prompt notice of and reasonable details of the Force
Majeure and an estimate of the extent and duration of its inab¡lity to
perform; and

(ii) uses reasonable commercial endeavours to remove that Force Majeure as
quickly as possible.
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(b) Wíthout prejudice to clause 24.2(p), if the Force Majeure continues more than l0
Business Days after the notice given under clause 25(a), the parties must meet to

discuss in good faith a mutually satisfactory resolution to the problem.

(c) The requirement that a Force Majeure be removed with all possible diligence does
not require the settlement of strikes, lockouts or other labour disputes or claims or
demands on unreasonable terms in the reasonable opinion of the party affected by
such events. lf a strike, lockout or other labour dispute or claim or demand
principally concerns any matter the subject of this Agreement, the affected party

must advise the other party.

26. Access Technical lmplementation Group

26.1 Establishment

On the Commencement Date the parties must establish an Access Technical
lmplementation Group @nG|., which will be responsible for coordinating the
implementation and performance of this Agreement and for co-ordinating ongoing
technical and operational issues with respect to the Digital Set Top Unit Service.

26.2 Representation

(a) The ATIG should consist of 2 representatives from each party and a representative
from the relevant Carriage Service provider.

(b) The representatives from each party and the relevant Carriage Service Provider
may change from time to time depending on the issues being díscussed by the
ATIG,

(c) The relevant Carriage Service Provide/s representative on the ATIG will be
approved by FOXTEL and shall not have any decision-making power in relation to
issues discussed by the ATIG.

26.3 Meetings

The ATIG will meet in Sydney (or by phone or video conference) at least once each month
during the initial 6 months of this Agreement after the Commencement Date and during the
Transitional Period, and after that period at such other times as agreed by the parties, to
discuss, amongst other things:

(a) day to day operational issues;

(b) the performance of the parties under the Agreement;

(c) without in any way limiting the operation of clause 27, any disputes or escalated
technical or operational issues; and

(d) relevant technical issues.

26.4 Minutes of meeting

Minutes may be agreed and kept of meetings of the ATIG. Any draft minutes relating to a
meeting must be given by the party responsible for keeping such minutes (as agreed
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27.

26.5

between the parties) to the other party for its comments, which minutes may then be

revised by agreement between the parties.

Decisions not a variation to Agreement

Any decision of the ATIG does not constitute a variation or amendment of the Agreement,

unless such amendments are executed in writing by both parties in accordance with

clause 30.2.

Appointment of case manager

The parties may appoint an independent third party to act as a case manager, to guide

discussions between the parties in relation to the technical implementation of the provision

of the Digital Set Top Unit Service, in the event that such discussions are not progressing

to the satisfaction of both parties. The terms of engagement, including the period of
engagement, of such a third party case manager wíll be as agreed between the parties,

acting reasonably. The costs of a case manager will be shared equally between the
parties.

Dispute resolution

26.6

27.'l Application of Clause

(a) A party must not start arbitration or court proceedings (except proceedings seeking
interlocutory relief) about a dispute or failure to agree under or in connection with

this Agreement (Dispufe), unless it has followed the procedure set out in this

clause 27 (Díspute Resolution Procedure).

(b) lf a party to a Dispute does not comply with any provision of this clause 27 , the
other party to the Dispute will not be bound by this clause.

27.2 TechnicalDispute

ln the event of a Technical Dispute affecting the Digital Set Top Unit Service, any action,
decision or determination made by FOXTEL acting reasonably will stand and be accepted
by the Access Seeker until the determination of the Dispute.

27.3 Notification

(a) lf a party notifies the other party that it considers there to be a Dispute, the parties
must meet within 2 Business Days of the notice being given and use reasonable
endeavours acting in good faith to resolve the Dispute by joint discussions.

(b) lf the parties are unable to resolve the Dispute within 10 Business Days (or longer
period agreed in writing by the parties) of commencing discussions under
clause 27.3(a), the Chief Executive Officer of the Access Seeker and the Ghief
Executive Officer of FOXTEL or their nominees must meet and use reasonable
endeavours acting in good faith to resolve the Dispute by joint discussions.

(c) lf the parties are unable to resolve the Dispute within 10 Business Days (or longer
period agreed in writing by the parties) of commencing discussions under
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clause 27.3(b), the parties must attempt to resolve the Dispute by mediation

pursuant to clause 27.4.

27.4 Mediation

lf the parties are unable to resolve a Dispute by negotiation under clause 27.3(a) or

clause 27.3(b) and,.

(a) it is a Technical Dispute and the parties have agreed to refer the Dispute to

mediation pursuant to this clause 27.4; or

(b) if the dispute does not relate to a Technical Dispute,

then the Dispute is to be referred to an independent mediator acceptable to both partíes or,

if the parties cannot agree on an appropriate person within 5 Business Days of the Dispute

not being resolved under clause 27 .3(a), an independent mediator appointed by the

President for the time being of the Australian Commercial Disputes Centre (ACDC) on the

application of either the Access Seeker or FOXTEL, which mediator will conduct the

mediation in accordance with the ACDC Mediation Guidelines in force at the time of the

Dispute and ScheduleT. To the extent that there is any inconsistency between the ACDC

Mediation Guidelines and Schedule 7, Schedule 7 will prevail.

27.5 ExpertDetermination

lf a Dispute relates to a billing dispute over payments or charges in accordance with clause
15.7 or a Technical Dispute and the parties:

(a) are unable to agree to refer a Dispute to mediation pursuant to clause 27.4 within 5
Business Days; or

(b) are unable to resolve a Dispute by mediation pursuant to clause 27.4,

then the parties must promptly refer the Dispute for binding expert determination in

accordance with the rules of the ACDC in Sydney to an expert agreed and appointed by

the parties, who is independent of the parties or, failing agreement, to an independent

expert appointed by the President for the time being of the ACDC in Sydney.

27.6 Performance Pending Decision

Pending completion of the Dispute Resolution Procedure, the parties must continue
performing their respective obligations under this Agreement to the maximum extent
possible.

27.7 Costs

The parties must bear their own costs of the Dispute Resolution Procedure, including the
costs of any representatives, and will each bear half the costs of the mediator appointed
under clause 27.4 or any expert appointed under clause 27.5.
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28. Taxes

28.1 GST to be added to amounts payable

lf GST is payable on a Taxable Supply made under, by reference to or in connection with

this Agreement, the party providing the Consideration for that Taxable Supply must also
pay the GST Amount as additional Consideration. This clause does not apply to the extent

that the Consideration for the Taxable Supply is expressly stated to be GST inclusive.

28.2 Liability net of GST

Any reference in the calculation of Consideration or of any indemnity, reimbursement or

similar amount to a cost, expense or other liability incurred by a party, must exclude the

amount of any lnput Tax Credit entitlement of that party in relation to the relevant cost,

expense or other liability.

28.3 Timing of the payment of the GST Amount

The GST Amount is payable, subject to prior receipt of a Tax lnvoice, on the date on which
all or any part of the Consideration for the Taxable Supply is provided.

28.4 Revenue exclusive of GST

Any reference in this Agreement to price, value, sales, revenue or a similar amount
(Revenue), is a reference to that Revenue exclusive of GST.

28.5 Cost exclusive of GST

Any reference in this Agreement (other than in the calculation of Consideration) to cost,
expense or other similar amount (Cost), is a reference to that Cost exclusive of GST.

28.6 lmpact of GST on GPI Adjustment

lf an amount payable under this Agreement is adjusted by reference to a change to the
CPl, then the impact of GST must be excluded from the change to the Cpl.

28.7 GST obligations to survive terminatlon

This clause will continue to apply after expiration or termination of this Agreement.

28.8 Stamp duty and taxes

(a) All stamp duty (including fines, penalties and interest) that may be payable on or in
connection with this Agreement and any instrument executed under this Agreement
must be borne by Access Seeker. The Access Seeker must indemnify FOXTEL on
demand against any liability for that stamp duty.

(b) All taxes, duties and charges imposed or levied in Australia or overseas in
connection with the performance of thís Agreement will be borne by Access
Seeker-
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29. Assignment

29.1 No Assignment by Access Seeker

The Access Seeker must not, without FOXTEL's prior written consent, assign any of its

rights or purport to transfer any of its obligations under this Agreement.

29.2 Assignment by FOXTEL

FOXTEL may novate or assign any or all of its rights and obligations under this Agreement

by notice to the Access Seeker and without the consent of the Access Seeker.

30. General

30.1 Entire Agreement

This Agreement contains the entire agreement between FOXTEL and the Access Seeker

as at the date of this Agreement with respect to its subject matter and supersedes all prior

agreements and understandings between the parties in connection with that subject matter.

30.2 Amendment

Subject to FOXTEL's rights in clauses 4.4 and 11.2, no amendment or variation of this

Agreement is valid or binding on a party unless made in writing executed by all parties.

30.3 Severability

lf the whole or any part of a provision of this Agreement is prohibited or unenforceable in

any jurisdiction, it is severed for that jurisdiction. The remainder of this Agreement has full

force and effect and the validity or enforceability of that provision in any other jurisdiction is
not affected. This clause has no effect if the severance alters the basic nature of this

Agreement or is contrary to public policy.

30.4 lndependent Contractor not employment

This Agreement does not set up or create an employer/employee relationship, partnership

of any kind, an association or trust between the parties, each party being individually
responsible only for its obligations as set out in this Agreement and in addition the parties

agree that their relationship is one of independent contractors. Save to the extent to which
a party is specifically authorised in writing in advance by the other party, neither parg is

authorised or empowered to act as agent for the other for any purpose and neither party

must on behalf of the other enter into any contract, warranty or representation as to any
matter. Neither party will be bound by the acts or conduct of the other, save for acts or
conduct which the first party specifically authorises in writing in advance.

30.5 Non-solicitation

During the Term and for a period of 6 months after the expiry or termination of this
Agreement, the Access Seeker undertakes that neither it, nor any entity which it owns,
controls or manages, shall in any capacity or by any means, do any of the following, be
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interested, involved or engaged in any of the following, or attempt or seek to do or be

interested, involved or engaged in any of the following:

(a) solicit;

(b)

(c)

(d)

entice;

encourage; or

induce,

any of FOXTEL's People who were involved with the provision of the Digital Set Top Unit

Service to cease their employment or engagement with FOXTEL and to commence

employment or engagement with, or provide services on any basis to, the Access Seeker

or any entity which it owns, controls or manages.

30.6 Responsibility for Employees

Nothing in this Agreement has the effect of making the personnel of a par$ become the

employees of the other party. Each party is, and must ensure that its permitted

sub-contractors will be, responsible for all liability whatsoever, whether arising at common

law or by virtue of any st¡atute, relating to workers' compensation or employers' liability in

respect of its employees.

30.7 Sub-contracting

FOXTEL may subcontract any of its obligations under this Agreement to a third party

without notice to the Access Seeker and without the Access Seeker's consent,

30.8 Health, Safety and Environment

Each party must take all reasonable precautions to protect its employees, agents,

contractors, customers (including its Subscribers), members of the general public and the

environment and, without limitation, will comply and ensure compliance by their employees,

agents and contractors, with all applicable legislation, regulations, orders and laws relating

to health, safety and the environment. Each party must use its best endeavours to ensure

that its contractors, agents and licensees also comply with such legislation, regulations,

orders and laws relating to health, safety and the environment.

30.9 No waiver

No failure to exercise nor any delay in exercising any right, power or remedy by a party

operates as a waiver. A single or partial exercise of any right, power or remedy does not
preclude any other or further exercise of that or any other right, power or remedy. A waiver
is not valid or binding on the party granting that waiver unless made in writing.

30.10 Remedies cumulative

Except where this Agreement provides otherwise, the rights, powers and remedies
provided to the parties in this Agreement are in addition to, and do not exclude or limit, any
right, power or remedy provided by law or equity or by any agreement between the parties.
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30.1I Counterparts

This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts. All counterparts will be

taken to constitute one instrument.

30.12 Not¡ces

Any notice, demand, consent or other communication (a lYoflce) given or made under this

Agreement:

(a) must be in writing or by electronic mail;

(b) must be signed by a person duly authorised by the sender, which signature may be

digital if the digital signature complies with any guidelines for the use of digital

signature which may be agreed by the parties;

(c) must refer to this Agreement and state the clause under which the notice is given;

(d) must be delivered to the intended recipient by prepaid post, by hand or fax or by

email to the address, fax number or email address below or the address, fax

number or email address last notified by the intended recipient to the sender:

(i) to FOXTEL: FOXTEL Management Pty Limited

Wharf 8

Pyrmont NSW 2009

Attention: Director of Legal Affairs

Fax No: 9200 1010

Email: t#1,

with a copy being given to [insert name] at the time

notice is given under this clause; and

(ii) to Access Seeker: [insert name and address]

Attention: f#l

Fax No: t#l

Email: t#j,

with a copy being sent to [insert name] at the time

notice is given under this clause.

(e) will be taken to be duly given or made:

(i) in the case of delivery in person, when delivered;

(ii) in the case of delivery by post, 2 Business Days after the date of posting (if
posted to an address in the same country) or 7 Business Days after the
date of post¡ng (if posted to an address in another country);

(iii) in the case of fax, on receipt by the sender of a transmission control report
from the despatching machine showing the relevant number of pages and
the correct destination fax machine nurnber or name of recipient and

indicating that the transmission has been made without error; and
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(¡v) in the case of electronic mail, on receipt by the sender of an electronic

acknowledgement that the electronic mail has been read by the intended

recipient,

but if the result is that a Notíce would be taken to be given or made on a day that is
not a Business Day in the place to which the Notice is sent or is later than 4:00pm
(local time) it will be taken to have been duly given or made at the commencement
of business on the next Business Day in that place.

30.13 Furtherassurances

Each party agrees to do all things and execute all deeds, instruments, transfers or other
documents as may be necessary or desirable to give full effect to the provisions of this
Agreement and the transactions contemplated by it.

30.14 Gosts

Each party will bear its own costs arising out of the negotiation, preparation and execution
of this Agreement.

30.15 Governing law and jurisdiction

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New South Wales. Each party
submits to the non-exclusíve jurisdiction of courts exercising jurisdiction there in connection
with all matters concerning this Agreement.

30.16 Survival

All rights, obligations and indemnities in clauses 3, 1S, 16, 17 , 18,22, 29,24.7 ,24.9, 27 ,

28, 30 and Schedule 10 (or such other provisions that by their context are required) survive
the termination or expiry of this Agreement.
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Schedule I

Digital Set Top Unit Service

This Schedule contains:

1. Part A - Set Top Unit Services

2. Part B - Conditional Access Services

3. Part C - EPG Services

4. Part D - Modem Services

Parts A, B, C and D together is the Drþrtat Seú lop Unit Seruice.
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Part A - Set Top Unit Services

The provision of services for the reception and decryption of signals for a digital Subscription
Television Service and a Related Servíce in customer premises by means of Conditional Access
Customer Equipment and Customer Cabling.
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Part B - Gonditional Access Services

Thís service consists ot

1. CA Services

The services that allow a service provider to determine the entitlement of customers to
receive particular signals for a digital Subscription Television Service and a Related
Service through Conditional Access Customer Equipment and Customer Cabling.

2. Service lnformation Seryice

The processing of information necessary to be received by Conditional Access Customer
Equipment which permits the reception of a digital Subscriptíon Television Service and a
Related Service.

3. smartcard Authorisationverification lnformation services

The provision of information necessary to enable a service provider to verify which of its
digitalSubscription Television Services and Related Services are enabled on a Smartcard.
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PartC-EPGServices

This service consists of the incorporation of data relating to programs transmitted on a service
provider's digitalSubscription Television Service into an electronic program guide.
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PartD-ModemServices

This service consists of services using a modem integrated with Conditional Access Customer
Equipment which enable a customer to send to the provider of the content a reaction of the
customer to that content.
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Schedule 2

Faults

1. Access Seeker - Fault Management Obligations

The Access Seeker must:

(a) establish an Access Seeker Fault Management Help Desk;

(b) establish and maintain a telephone number;

(c) establish and maintain a fax number; and

(d) establish and maintain an emailaddress.

2. FOXTEL Obligations - Fault Management Obligations

FOXTEL will:

(a) establish a FOXTEL Fault Management Help Desk operating between 9:00am and

5:00pm on Business Days;

(b) appoint a fault management officer;

(c) establish and maintain a telephone number;

(d) establish and maintain a fax number;

(e) correct Faults of which it is aware in accordance with its standard fault rectification
procedures from time to time; and

(0 provide a schedule of FOXTEL fault codes, updated by FOXTEL from time to time.

3. Fault Reporting Procedure

(a) lf the Access Seeker is notified of a Fault by a Subscriber to its digital Subscription
Television Services and Related Services, the Access Seeker must, within 1

Business Day of being notified of the Fault:

(i) identify, as far as possible the nature and source of the Fault;

(¡i) complete a Fault Report detailing:

(A) Name of Subscriber;

(B) Address of Subscriber;

(C) Telephone number of Subscriber;

(D) Time and date that Fault occurred;

(E) Smartcard Number:
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(F) Set Top Unit serial number, model, type;

(G) Location of Digital Subscriber Equipment;

(H) channel/channels afiected;

(l) Description of the Fault, for example:

(1) no picture and or sound;

(2\ poor quality picture and/or sound;

(3) status of the Set Top Unit front panel indicators;

(4\ remote control; and

(J) Number of incidence of the FaulUs.

(K) Use fault codes from FOXTEL's schedule of fault codes.

(b) The Fault Report should be sent by fax to the FOXTEL Fault Management Help

Desk.

4. FOXTEL Fault Management Procedure

(a) On receipt of a Fault Report, FOXTEL Fault Management Help Desk will, within

one Business Day of receipt of the Fault Report:

(i) confirm receipt of the Fault Report by fax to Access Seeker; and

(i¡) assign a job number to the Fault Report for tracking purposes.

(b) FOXTEL Fault Management Help Desk may elect to contact the Subscriber for the
purpose of troubleshooting via telephone.

(c) lf the Fault cannot be rectified via telephone and remote access, FOXTEL Fault
Management Help Desk may elect to dispatch a service call to the Subscriber.
FOXTEL is under no obligation to dispatch a service call unless in FOXTEL's

opinion the service call is required to remedy the fault.

(d) FOXTEL will not dispatch service calls outside FOXTEL's normal operating hours

as notified to the Access Seeker from time to time.

(e) Once the Fault has been rectified, FOXTEL Access Fault Management Help Desk
will advise the Access Seeker via fax of the status of the Fault and notify the
Access Seeker of the relevant charges (which are to be calculated in accordance

with Section 6 of this Schedule 2).

(Ð FOXTEL, at its discretion, may choose to automate the Fault reporting procedure

at any time via technologies such as emaif, IVR or other technologies relevant.

5. Priority

As a general principle, each party must give priority to Faults that have the highest service
loss impact in terms of the number of Subscribers affected.
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6. Fault Gharges

(a) lf the Access Seeker notifies FOXTEL of a Fault and the Fault is a FOXTEL Fault,

then there will be no charge to the Access Seeker.

(b) lf the Access Seeker notifies FOXTEL of a Fault which is caused or contributed to

by the Access Seeker and is not a FOXTEL Fault, then the Access Seeker must

pay to FOXTEL:

(i) a fee of $200; and

(ii) a charge of $30 for each 15 minutes (or part thereof) of time spent

(including travelling time to and ftom the relevant location) for each person

investigating the Fault, in excess of 1 person per hour,

in accordance with the payment terms in clause 15.2.

(c) lf the Access Seeker notifies FOXTEL of a Fault which is not caused or contributed

to by the Access Seeker and is not a FOXTEL Fault, then the parties will share the

Fault charges equally such that the Access Seeker must pay to FOXTEL:

(¡) a fee of $100; and

(ii) a charge of$15 foreach 15 minutes (orpartthereof) of time spent
(including travelling time to and from the relevant locat¡on) for each person

investigating the Fault, in excess of 1 person per hour,

in accordance with the payment terms in clause 15.2.

(d) The Access Seeker acknowledges that any charges incurred by it under this
section 6 reflect FOXTEL's costs and expenses in investigating the relevant Fault.
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Schedule 3

Access charges and Pricing Methodology for the Digital set Top unit
Service

1. APPLICATION OF METHODOLOGY

From time to time, but at least annually, FOXTEL will calculate and produce an access seeker rate
card (Rate Card) which specifies the Access Charges payable by Access Seekers based on the
Access Seeker's revenue or Rating. The Access Charges will be calculated in accordance with the
methodology set out in this document.

2. SUMMARY

ln summary, the Access Charges will be the sum of the allocated Annual Attributable Costs, the
allocated Annual Shared Costs and the Annual Specific Gosts. The Access Gharges will be
payable for each Subscription Television Service delivered by an Access Seeker using the Digital
Set Top Unit Service.

The Access Gharges are based on the following principles.

FOXTEL may recover all costs it incurs in relation to supplying the Digital Set Top Unit Service,
including a return on its investment in the digital subscriptíon television system commensurate with
the risk being borne. Costs incurred in relation to supplying the Digital Set Top Unit Service are the
costs forecast to be incurred by the Access Provider, adjusted to what is actually incurred.

FOXTEL will use a "building block' methodology based on forecasts of costs over a period of time
to establish appropriate cost pools.

FOXTEL will establish four cost pools for each of the Cabte service and the Satellite service:
(a) a pool of capital costs forecast to be incurred ín each one year period commencing in Tl

(Capex Poot);

(b) a pool of lnstatted Base Acquisition Costs (IBAG poot);

(c) a pool of operations and maintenance costs (Opex Pool) forecast to be incurred in each
one year period; and

(d) a pool of overhead contribution costs (Overhead Pool) forecast to be incurred in each one
year period.

The Capex Pool costs and the IBAC Pool costs will be annualised and will include an amount
representing a return of capital and a return on capital which will be calculated using a straight line
depreciation methodology and the CapitalAsset Pricing Methodology (cApM) to produce a nominat
post-tax ("vanilla") Return on Capital, where tax is modelled in cash flows. This return on capital is
applied to the average asset base in each year.

FOXTEL will specify the value of the cable and satellite IBAC. The relevant amounts are set out in
clause 4 below.
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The recovery of the IBAC Poolwill be smoothed over a '10 year period.

The Opex Pool and the Overhead Pool will be recovered in the year in which they are forecast to

be incurred.

For each Pool (other than the IBAC Pool) at the end of each one year period (for example T1) the

deviance from the amount forecast to be incurred for that period ftom the amount actually incurred

in that period will be calculated and the opening balance for each such Pool for the succeeding one
year period (for example T2) will be adjusted accordingly.

The Total Annual Cost is the sum of the Annual Capex Cost, the Annual IBAC Cost, the Annual

Opex Cost and the Annual Overhead Cost. The principles set out in this methodology apply

separately to Satellite Set Top Unit Services and Cable Set Top Unit Servíces. The Total Annual

Cost is the sum of the costs of each of Satellite Set Top Unit Services and Cable Set Top Unit

Services respectively.

The Total Annual Costs will be allocated between Shared Costs, Attributable Costs and Specific
Costs. Shared Costs are costs that are incurred as a result of both FOXTEL and Access Seeker
activity.

Shared Costs will be allocated on the basis of the greater of the imputed or the actual revenue of
FOXTEL and Access Seekers. Attributable Costs will be allocated to Access Seekers in equal
portions. Specific Costs are actual costs that are incurred as a result only of activity by a part¡cular
Access Seeker.

3. THE COSTPOOLS-CAPEX

3.1 Capitalcosts

The only Capital Expenditure which will be included in the Capex Pool is Defined Capitat
Expenditure. At the Commencement Date forecast Defined Capital Expenditure for the period Tl
will be specified. At the beginning of each subsequent period, the Defined Capitat Expenditure for
that period will be specified. The Defined Capital Expenditure forecasts for each year will be
assigned to periods for recovery by annualising these costs over the Economic Life of the asset.
(For example, for the period T2 the annualised costs will be the sum of annualised capital costs
incurred in T1 that were assigned for recovery in12 and the annualised capital costs incurred in T2
that were assigned for recovery in T2).

FOXTEL Asset Base (APAB) is equal to the sum of the Defined Capital Expenditure that has
occurred between T1 and the period for which prices are being determined less accumulated
Depreciation. (For example, the APAB in T3 is equalto the sum of Capital Expenditure inf1,T2
and T3 less Depreciation allocated to T1, T2 and T3.)

3.2 Review

At the end of each one year period (for example T1) the deviance from the amount of Defined
Capital Expenditure forecast to be incurred for that period from the amount actually incurred in that
period will be calculated and the opening balance for the Capex Pool for the succeeding one year
period (for example T2) will be adjusted accordingty.
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3.3 Annualisation

The annualised Defined Capital Expenditure will be determined as follows.

annualised capex = (W x WDV) + D

Where:

W = is the Return on Capital;

WDV = is the written down (depreciated) value of the APAB; and

D = is the Depreciation.

It will be assumed that Capital Expenditure occurs evenly during any year. Therefore, only half of

the depreciation costs for assets acquired in any given year may be included in that year.

Return on Capital will be applied to the value of the APAB mid-way through the year, rather than at

the beginning of the year. The APAB mid-way through the year will be calculated as the opening

balance of the APAB at the beginning of the year plus the closing balance of the APAB at the end

of the year divided by two (2).

3.4 Return on Gapital

The Return on Capital is the nominal postlax ("vanilla") Return on Capital and is calculated as:

W = R"E+noP
VV

Where:

W is the nominal post{ax ("vanilla") Return on Capital;

R" is the cost of equity;

EA/ is the proportion of equity capital in total capital;

DA/ is the proportion of debt capital in total capital; and

Ro is the actual cost of debt to the Access Provider.

The post{ax cost of equity, R", is determined using a capital asset pricing model (GAPM) method.
That is:

R"= fr+FJrr-t)
Where:

rr is the risk-free cost of debt (based on l0 year Government bond rates);

rm is the market rate of return;

(r, - rr) is the market risk premium - the return of the market as a whole less the risk free

return; and

F" is the equity beta, that ls, the systematic risk of FOXTEL's equity determined by the
Access Provider,

The re-levering formula that will be used to calculate the equity beta is:

0" = 9"+ (Ê"-Po).{l -[Rd/(1 + R¿)]*(1 -y).T]-((1 /(EA/))-1)
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Where

Ê" is the equity beta

Ê" is the asset beta

Ê¿ is the debt beta

T is the current Corporate Tax Rate

y is the value of imputation credíts;

and all other terms have the meaning set out in this clause 3.4.

The cost of debt is calculated as follows:

R¿ = f¡ t¡'6

Where

t6 is the margin for debt finance above the risk free rate,

and all other terms have the meaning set out in this clause 3.4.

Return on Capital is expressed as a percentage. The value of Wwill be calculated by FOXTEL

from time to time but at least every three (3) years.

The post-tax ("vanilla') Return on Capital in T1 will be 13.99%, based on the following variables:
(rr-rr) = 60/o

lr = 5.5o/o

f¿ = 2.5o/o

Þ" = 1'4
Êo = 0.33
EA/ = 8070
Dru = 20o/o

T=30%
Y=0.5

The value attributed to these variables in subsequent years will be selected by FOXTEL on a basis
that is consistent with the values stated above.

The beta will be determined as an asset beta and then converted to an equity beta. The asset beta
will remain at 1.4 unless the following events occur:

o On average, in the course of a year, more than 50 per cent of Australian television households
subscribe to the service, in which event the asset beta will be redetermined. That
redetermination will be conducted on a basis consistent with best practíce as used by expert
financial advisers. However, the redetermined value cannot be set below 1.0.

o On average, in the course of a year, more than 75 per cent of Australian television
households subscribe to the service, in which event the asset beta will be redetermined.
That redetermination will be done on a basis consistent with best practice as used by
expert financial advisers. However, the redetermined value cannot be set below 0.7.
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3.5 Depreciation

Depreciation is the return of capital. The total annual cost of Depreciation is the depreciation

expense incurred in each period from T1 calculated by applying a straight-line depreciation

schedule to each category of capex items in the APAB.

For the avoidance of doubt Digital Set Top Units and the Conditional Access System are to be

depreciated over five (5) years and:

(a) Smartcards;

(b) the system for the generation of Service lnformation;

(c) marketing other than Retention Marketing and marketing solely devoted to a single

Subscription Television Service on FOXTEL (whether in basic or on a tier) or its
nominated Associate;

(d) replacing analogue set top units with Digital Set Top Units;

(e) the installation and commissioning of Digital Set Top Units and Smartcards;

(Ð warehousing and transportation of Digital Set Top Units and Smartcards; and

(g) the refurbishment of Digital Set Top Units to enable them to be redeployed,

are to be depreciated over three (3) years.

4. THE COST POOLS - IBAC

4.1 Gable lnstalled Base Acquisition Costs

The Cable lnstalled Base Acquisition Costs (Cable IBAC) will be assumed to be $287,607,000 in

T1.

Satell¡te lnstalled Base Acquis¡t¡on Costs

The Satellite lnstalled Base Acquisition Costs (Satellite lBAc)will be assumed to be $105,576,000
in T1.

4.2 Annualisation

The period over which the Cable IBAC and the Satellite IBAC are annualised will be ten (10) years.
The Cable IBAC and the Satellite IBAC will be annualised by calculating the return of capitat and
the return on capital as set out in clauses 3.3 to 3.5 above to provide a separate annual cost for
Cable IBAC and Satellite IBAC (each an AnnuailBAC Cost).

4.3 Smoothing of IBAC

Recovery of the Cable IBAC and the Satellite IBAC will be smoothed over a ten (10) year period to
produce an smoothed Annual IBAC cost (Smoothed Annual IBAC Cost) for both the Cable IBAC
and the Satellite IBAC for each year from T1 to T10.

The Smoothed Annual IBAC for Cable cost will be catculated by:

(a) summing the 10 years of the relevant Annual IBAC Costs;

(b) calculating the NPV of paragraph (a) above using the formuta:

10

I[1/(1+W)(L1l
t=.1
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where W is the post-tax Return on Capital defined in clause 3.4; and

(c) allocating the result of paragraph (b) to each of the 10 years from T1 to T10 in proportion

to the NPV distribution of forecast demand Digital Set Top Units, where the NPV

distribution of forecast demand Digital Set Top Units from T1 to T10 will be assumed to

be as set out in Table 1 for cable Digital Set Top Units and satellite Digital Set Top Units,

respectively.

5. THECOSTPOOLS-OPEX

For each year from T1, the Annual Opex Gost will be calculated. The Opex Pool is the forecast
Defined Operational Expenditure incurred in relation to the supply of the Digital Set Top Unit
Service in the year that they are forecast to be incurred (Annual Opex Gost).

6. THECOSTPOOLS-OVERHEAD

For each year from T1, the annual overhead cost will be calculated. The Overhead Pool is

calculated by multiplying the Annual Opex Cost by the historic proportion of Corporate Overhead
Cost to Opex costs but, in any case, will be no less than 1 0.89% of An nual Opex Cost (Annual
Overhead Cost).

7. TRANSLATION OF COSTS INTO CHARGES

7.1 TotalAnnualCosts

The Total Annual Costs in each year are the sum of the Annual Capex Costs; the Annual IBAC
Costs; the Annual Opex Costs and the Annual Overhead Costs.

f n each year, FOXTEL may recover from Access Seekers a proportion of the Total Annual Costs.

7.2 Shared Costs, Attributable Costs and Specific Costs

The Total Annual Costs will be divided between three [3] cost categories:

(a) AnnualShared Costs;

(b) AnnualAttributable Costs; and

(c) AnnualSpecific Costs.

Annual Shared Costs are the sum of Annual Capex Costs (less annual Attributable Capex Costs
and that part of the Annual Specific Costs relating to Capital Expenditure), Annuat IBAC Costs,
Annual Opex Costs (less annual Attributable Opex Costs and that part of the Annual Specific Costs
relating to Operational Expenditure) and AnnualOverhead Costs.

Table l: NPV distribution of forecest dema Sêt Units

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10

Cable

STUs

3.5o/o 10.6% 15.5% 15.8% 13.5o/o 11.3o/o 9.5o/o 8.0% 6.7To 5.60/o

Satellite

STUs 14.6% 14.6% 14.2o/o 12.7% 1O.$Yo 9.1o/o 7.60/o 6.4% 5.4o/o 4.60/o
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Annual Attributable Costs are the sum of the annual Attributable Capex Costs (less annual Specific

Costs) and the annualAttributable Opex Costs (less annual Specific Costs).

Annual Specific Costs are the sum of the annual Specific Costs.

7.3 Allocation of Annual Shared Costs
Annual Shared Costs will be allocated in each Quarter between FOXTEL and each Access Seeker
in proportion to:

(a) their forecast Subscription Television Revenues for their first Quarter of operation; and

(b) for each Quarter thereafter, their actual Subscription Television Revenue from the

immediately preceding Quarter.

The actual Subscription Television Revenues for each Access Seeker for a Quarter will be

determined by FOXTEL and will be the greater o

(a) the Access Seeker's actual revenue; and

(b) the Access Seeker's lmputed Revenues.

New Access Seekers will be required to provide FOXTEL with a forecast of their revenue for their
first Quarter of Access prior to the commencement of their service.

FOXTEL or its nominated Associate will appoint an independent organisation experienced in the
practice of providing audience share information to broadcasters. This independent organisation
will measure the audience for all Subscription Television Services delivered to Digital Set Top Units
owned or operated by the Access Provider. The independent organisation will determine a Ratíng
for Access Seeker and FOXTEL services.

ln the case of a new Access Seeker service, the Access Seeke/s Rating will be deemed to be five
percent (5%) if the Access Seeker fails to provide a forecast of its revenue.

The Access Seeker will, within two weeks of the end of the Quarter, provide to FOXTEL the Access
Seeker actual revenue for that Quarter.

The lmputed Revenue is based on the Access Seekeis Ratings and involves imputing a revenue
amount to each Rating percentage point. The lmputed Revenue amount per Rating percentage
point is based on the subscription revenues and Ratings of FOXTEL or its nominated Associate for
the prior Quarter.

The Access Seeker's lmputed Revenue will be calculated according to the following formula:

R¡ = V¡sx(R4pA/¡p)

Where:

R¡ is lmputed Revenue;

Vns is Access Seeker's Rating;

Rnp is FoXTEL's or its nominated Associate's total subscription revenue; and

V¡p is the sum of the Ratings of FOXTEL or its nominated Associate.

Where the actual revenue is higher than the lmputed Revenue, the Subscription Television
Revenue is the actual revenue.
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The proportion of Annual Shared Costs payable by an Access Seeker for a given service A is given
by:

ln\
I I Rr.o, l+ Rn,,
(")

Where:

Ga is the allocated Quarterly Shared Costs charge payable by the Access Seeker for service

A;

ASC is the Annual Shared Costs divided by 4;

R¡sn for the relevant Quarter, is the greater of the Subscription Television Revenue for service A

and the lmputed Revenue for service A;

n is the number of Access Seeker services;

R¡s, m for the relevant Quarter, is the greater of the Subscription Television Revenue for service

A and the lmputed Revenue for service number m; and

Rep is the actual revenue of FOXTEL or its nominated Associate for the relevant Quarter.

There will be a minimum Rating per Subscription Television Service which will be determined by

FOXTEL to be the minimum level of statistical significance. The initial minimum Rating will be

0.25% of the share of the total subscription television Ratings and this may be changed by

FOXTEL from time to time on the written recommendation of the provider of Rating data.

7.4 Attributable Costs

Annual Attributable Costs will be allocated equally across all Access Seekers independently of the
number of channels used, revenue share or Ratings.

7.4A Specific Costs

Annual Specific Costs will be allocated to the particular Access Seeker whose activity incurred

those costs. For the avoidance of doubt, Annual Specific Costs do not include any Annual Shared
Costs or Annual Attributable Costs.

7.5 Access Charge

The Access Charge will be the sum of allocated Annual Attributable Costs, the allocated Annual
Shared Costs and the allocated Annual Specific Costs and will be payable for each Subscription
Television Service delivered by an Access Seeker using the Digital Set Top Unit Service.

8. Dictionary

For the purposes of this Pricing Methodology, the following deflnitions appty:

ACCC means the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission.

Access means access to the Digital Set Top Unit Service.

Access Gharges means the charges for the Digital Set Top Unit Service calculated in accordance
with this Schedule 3.

Access Seeker means a person seeking Access otherthan FOXTEL.
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Act means the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth).

Annual Attributable Cost has the meaning set out in clause 7.2.

Annual Opex Gost has the meaning set out in clause 5.

Annual Overhead Gost has the meaning set out in clause 6.

Annual Shared Costs has the meaning set out in clause 7.2.

Annual Specific Costs has the meaning set out in clause 7.2.

APAB means FOXTEL Asset Base and has the meaning set out in clause 3.1.

Associate means an entity over which FOXTEL is in a Position to Exercise Control.

Attributable Capex Costs means the Capital Expenditure incurred by FOXTEL as a result of the

provision of Access to Access Seekers, but does not include the cost of:

. arìy Required Network Enhancements paid by the Access Seeker pursuant to clause 9.1(iiXB)

of this Agreement; or

. ahy Satellite Enhancements paid by the Access Seeker pursuant to clause 9.2(gxi) of this

Agreement.

Attributable Gost means the cost incurred by FOXTEL as a result of the provision of Access to

Access Seekers.

Attributable Opex Costs means the Operational Expenditure incurred by FOXTEL as a result of
the provision of Access to Access Seekers.

Cable lnstalled Base Acquisition Cost has the meaning set out in clause 4.1.

Gable Set Top Unit Services means the Digital Set Top Unit Service where the Subscription

Television Service is delivered using the hybrid fibre-coaxial network provided by Telstra.

Capex Pool has the meaning set out in clause 2.

Capital Expenditure means the outlays made to obtain or control assets, where assets are
probable economic benefits that will be obtained or controlled by FOXTEL in future periods as a
result of past or current transactions or events but only to the extent that the outlays are necessary

for the supply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service.

CAPM means the capital asset pricing model set out in clause 3.4.

Commencement Date means the date by which FOXTEL has incurred expenditure on Defined
Capital Expenditure items equal to 1% of the total capital expenditure forecast over the period T1 to
T'10.

Conditional Access (GA) means all of the services specified in Part B of Schedule 1.

ConditionalAccess System means the system used by FOXTEL to provide ConditionalAccess.

Corporate Overhead Cost means the indirect costs incurred by FOXTEL in relation to the supply
of the Digital Set Top Unit Service expressed as a percentage of the Annual Opex Cost.

Gorporate Tax Rate means the rate set out in section 23 of the lncome Tax Rates Act 1986.

Gustomer Cabling means a Line within a customer's premises.
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Defined Capital Expenditure means Capital Expenditure that is incurred by FOXTEL in providing

the Digital Set Top Unit Service to itself and to Access Seekers and includes, but is not limited to,

all expenditure on:

r Digital Set Top Units;

o Smartcards;

o ConditionalAccessSystem;

¡ the system for the generation of Service lnformation;

. replacing analogue set top units with Digital Set Top Units;

¡ marketing other than Retention Marketing and marketing solely devoted to a single
Subscription Television Service on FOXTEL (whether in basic or on a tier) or its nominated
Associate;

. the installation and commissioning of Digital Set Top Units and Smartcards; and

o warehousing and transportation of Digital Set Top Units and Smartcards.

Defined Operational Expenditure means Operational Expenditure that is incurred by FOXTEL in
providing the Digital Set Top Unit Service to itself and to Access Seekers and includes, but is not
limited to, all expenditure on:

. support for the delivery of Conditional Access;

. logisticsmanagement;

o Retention Marketing;

r the refurbishment of Digital set Top units to enable them to be redeployed;

r sales; and

¡ service calls (net of any revenue received for those service calls).

Depreciatlon means depreciation calculated using the straight-line methodology, which allocates
an equal proportion of the actual cost of the asset to each year of the asset's Economic Life.

Digital Set Top Unit means conditional access customer equipment (as defined in Part XIC of the
Act) owned by and / or leased to FOXTEL (including remote control) appropriate for receiving a
digital Subscription Television Service or Related Services.

Digital Set Top Unit Service means all of the services specifìed in Part A (Set Top Unit Services),
Part B (CA Services), Part C (EPG Services) and Part D (Modem Services) of Schedule 1, which
will be supplied by FOXTEL on the terms and conditions set out in this Agreement.

Economic Life means the period during which an asset is expected to provide a positive benefit to
FOXTEL. lt begins when the asset starts producing useful benefits for FOXTEL and ends when
there is no longer a benefit. That is, the Economic Life is the shorter of the physical life of the asset
or the period over which it becomes technically obsolete.

lnstalled Base Acquisition Cost (IBAC) means costs associated with the development of
FOXTEL's subscriber base that were not recovered or will not to be recovered prior to the
cessation of the analog subscription television business. These costs represent the minimum
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amount that a digital subscription television business would need to pay the analog business to

purchase its subscriber base to make the analog subscription business willing to cease operations.

lmputed Revenue has the meaning set out in clause 7.3.

Line means a wire, cable or other physical medium used as a continuous artificial guide for

carrying communications by means of guided electromagnetic energy.

NPV means net present value calculated by determining discounted cash flow over a number of
periods at a specific rate of return.

Opex means Operational Expenditure.

Operational Expenditure means outlays other than Capital Expenditure.

Opex Pool has the meaning set out in clause 5.

Overhead Pool has the meaning set out in clause 6.

Position to Exercise Gontrol has the meaning given to it in Schedule 1 of the Broadcasting

Services Act 1992.

Quarter means a quarter of any calendar year/fnancial year.

Quarterly Shared Costs has the meaning set out in clause 7.3.

Rate Card has the meaning set out in clause L

Rating means the audience share obtained by the Access Seeker's Subscription Television

Service as a percentage of the total subscription television viewing for all services to Digital Set

Top Units owned or operated by FOXTEL over the period of the most recently completed Quarter
(or such other period as FOXTEL determines from time to time) measured by an independent

organisation experienced in the practice of providing audience share information to broadcasters
who produces ratings information in a form acceptable to FOXTEL.

Related Service means a service that is related to a digital Subscription Television Service that
delivers content where the sole purpose of the transmission of the content is to enhance a

television program.

Retention Marketing means marketing intended to retain existing customers.

Return on Capital has the meaning set out in clause 3.4.

satellite lnstalled Base Acquisition cost has the meaning set out in clause 4.1.

Satellite Set Top Unit Services means the Digital Set Top Unit Service where the Subscription
Television Service is delivered by satellite.

Service lnformation (Sl) means the information necessary to be received by a Digital Set Top Unit
which, in addition to information provided as part of the Conditional Access System, permits the
reception of a Subscription Television Service but does not include the content which forms the
digital Subscription.

Shared Costs means the costs that are shared between Access Seeker and FOXTEL.

Smartcard means a plastic card with embedded electronic chip, or other similar device, owned by
FOXTEL and issued to a Subscriber by FOXTEL which, when enabled and inserted into the Digital
Set Top Unit located in the Subscriber Premises, has the functionality of enabling that Digital Set
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Top Unit to receive, in unscrambled form, the digital Subscription Television Service and Related

Services to which that Subscriber is entitled.

Smoothed Annual IBAG Gost has the meaning set out in clause 4.3.

Specific Gosts means the actualcosts, both the Capital Expenditure and the Operational

Expenditure, incurred by FOXTEL as a result only of activity by the particular Access Seeker for the

provision of Access to that Access Seeker (and that are not otherwise included in Shared Costs or

Attributable Costs).

Subscriber means a person who receives FOXTEL's digitalSubscription Television Services and

Related Services and who may also receive digitalSubscription Television Services and Related

Services from the Access Seeker pursuant to the Digital Access Agreement.

Subscriber Premises means the premises of a Subscriber at which FOXTEL provides digital

Subscription Television Services and Related Services.

Suhscription Television Revenue means subscription revenue obtained in consideration for the
provision of Subscription Television Services (and any Related Services that enhance the

television programs in those Subscription Television Services) using the Digital Set Top Unit
Service.

Subscription Television Seruice means a service that delivers television programs where the

servrce ts:

(a) a subscription broadcasting service; or

(b) a subscription narrowcasting service.

Subscription broadcasting seruice, subscription narrowcasting service and televislon
programs have the meanings given by the BSA from time to time.

Tl means a one-year period which begins on the Commencement Date.

T2,T3...T10 means a one-year period subsequent to T1 where the number after the letter "T"

indicates the order of the one-year periods. The periods follow each other immediately. That is, for
example, there is no period between T2 and T3.

Total Annual Cost has the meaning set out in clause 7.1.
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Schedule 4

lnterface Specifications

Part A - NTP Specifications

Part B- GAS Specifications

. Access Seeker provided subscriber management system interface

¡ Access Seeker program data interface

¡ Access Seeker CA/SI data interface
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Schedule 5

lnterface Points IFOXTEL to attach diagram]

o NTP

¡ Access Seeker SMS interface

. Access Seeker program data interface

o Access Seeker CA/SI data interface
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Schedule 6

Requ ired Network Enhancement

At a minimum, the Required Network Enhancement must include:

(a) enhancements and extensions to the lnterÞce Points to enable interconnection

with the Carriage Service Provideds network;

(b) the acquisit¡on and installation of additional equipment at the lnterface Points to

enable FOXTEL to supply the Digital Set Top UnÍt Service to the Access Seeker;

and

(c) any other equipment, software, system, facilities or other things as othen¡vise

advised in writing by FOXTEL.
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Schedule 7

Mediation Guidelines

Any mediation conducted under clause 27 must be conducted in accordance with the

ACDC Mediation Guidelines in force at the time of the Dispute and the provisions of this

Schedule 7. ln the event of any inconsistency between the ACDC Mediation Guidelines

and the provisions of this Schedule 7, the provisions of this Schedule 7 will prevail.

(a) Any referral of a Dispute to mediation must be made by notice, including a

statement of the matters in dispute.

(b) Mediations are to be conducted in private.

(c) ln addition to the qualifications of the mediator contemplated by the ACDC
Mediation Guidelines, the mediator should:

(i) have an understanding (or have the capacity to come to such an

understanding quickly) of:

(A) the relevant aspects of the subscription television and/or
telecommunications industry; and

(B) competition law and policy; and

(ii) not be an officer, director or employee of a telecommunications company
or othenvise have a potential for confrict of interest.

(d) The parties must notify each other no later than 48 hours prior to mediation of the
names of their representatives who will attend the mediation. Nothing in this
paragraph is intended to suggest that the parties are able to refuse the other's
chosen representatives or to limit other representatives from the parties attending
during the mediation.

(e) The terms of any mediation settlement agreements and any information relating to
the existence, conduct, status or outcomes of the mediation is deemed to be
Confidential lnformation of each party and may be published or announced only
with the consent of both parties and in terms agreed by the parties.

(f) The mediatíon will terminate in accordance with the ACDC Mediation Guidelines.

(g) The parties will bear their own costs of the mediation, including the costs of any
representatives, and will each bear half the costs of the mediator.

(h) Any agreement resulting from mediation will bind the parties on its terms.
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Schedule 8

EPG Services - Channels

IINSERT LIST OF ACCESS SEEKER CHANNELS WHICH WILL BE LISTED IN THE FOXTEL
EPG FROM THE SERVTCE DATEI
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Schedule 9

FOXTEL EPG Listing Procedures

Placement in the FOXTEL EPG

FOXTEL will allocate placement dates for a Channel into the FOXTEL EPG in the order in which
the Channel joins the list of all channels waiting to be placed in the FOXTEL EPG.

A Channel will not be placed in the FOXTEL EPG unless the Channel lnformation is provided to
FOXTEL in respect of that Channel in accordance wíth clause 5.1(d).

Channels which are not placed in the FOXTEL EPG within 7 days of their allocated placement date
will forfeit their placement date. lf, in such circumstances, the Access Seeker still wishes to place
the Channel in the FOXTEL EPG, it will be placed at the end of the list of all channels which are
waiting to be included in the FOXTEL EPG.

Determination of appropriate genre

Before allocating a channel number to a Channel, FOXTEL will determine the most appropriate
genre for the Channel. Genres are the categories that make up the top-level menu on the FOXTEL
EPG. The FOXTEL EPG is currently divided into the genres shown in the following table.

Genre

Allchannels

Channels 9, 7, 10, ABC & SBS

Entertainment

Movies

Sport

News & Documentaries

Kids and Family

Music and Radio

Special lnterest

FOXTEL may make a preliminary assessment of the appropriate genre for each Channel before
allocating a provisional launch date in the FoXTEL EpG to the Access seeker.

The final decision as to the appropriate genre is made by FoxrEL after reviewing:
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(¡ii)

the Channel lnformation for the first 14 days of the Channel's broadcast (this information

must be transmitted to FOXTEL at least 60 days (or otherwise as stated in the Channel Kit)

before the Channel's launch into the FOXTEL EPG in accordance with clause 5.1(d));

any other information which FOXTEL may reasonably request from the Access Seeker or
which the Access Seeker wishes to provide: the information that FOXTEL may request

may include a preview tape showing a sample of the programming that will be broadcast

on the Channel, information about the content to which the Access Seeker has acquired
rights;

any relevant publicly available information: this may include information on the Access

Seeker's website, the Access Seeker's marketing material and, if the Channel is already

broadcasting, the broadcast output ¡tself.

ln making its decision, FOXTEL will give greater weight to its analysis of programming which is
scheduled for broadcast at launch than to representations about content which is planned for the
future.

The assessment of the appropriate genre, in light of the criteria set out below, is ultimately a matter
for FOXTEL. FOXTEL will seek to be fair and reasonable in its approach to such assessment.

The following guidance explains the criteria applied by FOXTEL in determíning the relevant genre

and channel numbers.

Entertainment

A Channel will be allocated a channel number in the entertainment genre if its
programming is predominantly of a general entertainment nature, is of appeal to a wide
audience and is not more appropriately listed in another existing genre. For example, a
movie channel may catry programming which is of a general entertainment nature and
appeals to a wide audience; nevertheless, such a channel is more appropriately listed in

the movies genre.

Movies

A Channel will be allocated a channel number in the movies genre if its programming is
predominantly feature-length movies and pre-view/promotional material relating to movies.

Sport

A Channel will be allocated a channel number in the sports genre if its programming is
predominantly sports and/or sports related programming.

News & Documentaries

A Channel will be allocated a channel number in the news and documentaries genre if its
programming is predominantly news and/or current affairs and/or documentaries.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e) Kids and Family

A Channel will be allocated a channel number in the kids genre if its programming is aimed
at children.

(f) Music and Radio

A Channel will be allocated a channel number in the music genre if its programming is
predominantly music and music related programming.

Movement to another genre

Where it becomes apparent to FOXTEL at any time after the launch of a Channel into the FOXTEL
EPG that a different genre is more appropriate, FOXTEL may, after consulting with the Access
Seeker, move the Channel to the more appropriate genre. This may happen if the content on a
Channel changes or if FOXTEL changes the criteria for listing channels in particular genres.
Where a Channel is moved in this way, it will be allocated an available channel number in the more
appropriate genre regardless of when it originally launched into the FOXTEL EpG.
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Schedule 10

Definitions and lnterpretation

The following definitions apply in this Agreement, the Recitals and the Schedules unless the

context requires otherwise.

Access Charges means the charges for the Digital Set Top Unit Service calculated in

accordance with Schedule 3.

Áccess Seeker Equipmenf means all software, hardware and other equipment (other

than the Digital Subscriber Equipment) used or provided by the Access Seeker, its Related

Bodíes Corporate or a third party (other than FOXTEL) to receive the Digital Set Top Unit

Service.

Access Seeker Fault means any failure of or fault with any services provided by the

Access Seeker or its Related Bodies Gorporate, or the Access Seeker Equipment.

Access Seetrer /Ìlodem Content means content transmitted by the Access Seeker that is

designed to enable and invite viewers to interact with the content by transmitting responses

from that viewer to a service provider, via a Modem.

ACDC Mediation Guidelines means the'Guidelines for Commercial Mediation'(August

1997 Edition) issued by the Australian Commercial Disputes Centre Limited (ACDC) but if

the ACDC issues an updated edition of those guidelines, the Parties may agree in writing

to use the updated edition.

Acú means the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Clh).

Agreement means this agreement between FOXTEL and the Access Seeker for the

supply of the Digital Set Top Unit Service which is comprised of this agreement and its

Schedules.

Analogue Access Agreement means an agreement in accordance with Schedule 1 to the

undertakings provided by FOXTEL and accepted by the Commission in March 2004 under

section 878 of the Act.

Analogue Subscríber means a person who receives FOXTEL's analogue Subscription

Television Services and may also receive Subscription Television Services from the

Access Seeker pursuant to the Analogue Access Agreement.

Bank Guaranúee means an irrevocable and unconditional undertaking in favour of
FOXTEL ftom a major bank and on such terms and conditions as approved by FOXTEL to
pay amounts of money to FOXTEL upon demand.

Bouquet means a collection of digital Subscription Television Services and Related

Services allocated to a group.

BSA means lhe Broadcasflng Servrbes Acf 1992 (Cth).

Busrness Day means a day on which banks are open for general banking business in

Sydney and Melbourne (not being a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday in those places).
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Carriage Servlce has the meaning given by section 7 of the Telecommunications Act and

includes a Subscription Television Digital Carriage Service.

Carriage Service Provider means Telstra in relation to the Telstra Network or any
provider in relation to a Satellite Network.

Carrier Licence means a licence granted under section 56 of the Telecommunications Act.

Channel means any of the Access Seeke/s channels listed in Schedufe 8, and any

additionalAccess Seeker channels as agreed between the parties from time to time.

Channel lnformation means the data which the Access Seeker must provide to FOXTEL
in respect of each Channel for which the EPG Services are to be provided to enable

FOXTEL to provide the EPG Services for the relevant Channel as set out in the Channel

K¡t.

Channel Kif means a collection of documentation containing the information specified in
clause 5.1(f) (including the Channel lnformation), as published by FOXTEL from time to
time in accordance with this Agreement

Commencement Date means the date which is 10 Business Days after the condition
precedent in clause 2 has been satisfied or waived in writing by FOXTEL,

Commercial retail clígital cable Subsc ription Television Seryrce means a retail digital
Subscription Television Service using both the Telstra Network and a Satellite Network
which is offered for sale and does not include a trial or test service.

Commission means the Australian Competition & Consumer Commíssion.

Conditional Access (CA) Seruices means allof the services specified in Part B of
Schedule 1.

ConditionalAccess Customer Equipment has the meaning given to that term in section
152AC of the Act.

Customer Cabling has the meaning given to that term in section 20 of the
Telecommunications Act.

Confidential lnformation of a party means all information of a confidential nature relating
to that party including know-how, ideas, concepts, technology, the terms of any mediation
settlement made under this Agreement, manufacturing processes, industrial marketing and
commercial knowledge which is disclosed, communicated or delivered by it to the other
party under this Agreement or comes to the knowledge or into the possession of the other
party in connection with this Agreement, but does not include information which:

(a) is or becomes part of the public domain (other than through any breach of either
this Agreement by the other party or of an obligation of confidence to a third party);
or

is rightfully received by the other party from a third person (except where that party
knew or should have reasonably known that the information was obtained in
breach of an obligation of confidentiality or where the third person was under a
duty of confidentiality to the first party in respect of the relevant information).

(b)
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Consequentral Loss means any form of consequential loss including loss of profits, loss

of opportunity, loss of anticipated savings, pure economic loss and any increased operating

costs suffered by or incurred by any person, whether arising in contract or tort (including

negligence) or under any statute, arising out of or in connection with this Agreement.

Consideration has the meaning given by the GST Law.

Content Service has the meaning given by section 15 of the Telecommunications Act.

Corporations Ácf means lhe Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).

CPI means the Weighted Average All Groups Eight Capital Cities Consumer Price lndex

published on a quarterly basis by the Australian Bureau of Statistics. The CPI base for the

purposes of this Agreement is the calendar quarter ending prior to the Commencement

Date.

Dlgital Sef Iop Unft means conditional-access customer equipment (as defined in Part

XIC of the Act) owned by and/or leased to FOXTEL (including remote control) appropriate

for receiving a digital Subscription Television Service or Related Service.

Digital Set fop Unit Se¡vice means all of the services specifled in Part A (Set Top Unit

Services), Part B (CA Services), Part C (EPG Services) and Part D (Modem Services) of

Schedule 1, which will be supplied by FOXTEL on the terms and conditions set out in this

Agreement.

Digital Subscriber Equipment means the Digital Set Top Units, Fly Cables and, if

relevant, the Satellite Equipment, but does not include the MDU/MRE lnstallations.

Disputed Amounú has the meaning given to that term in clause 15.7(a).

Dispute Resolution Procedure means the procedure set out in clause 27,

EPG Services means the services specified in Part C of Schedule 1.

Emergency means an emergency due to an actual or potential occurrence (such as fire,

flood, storm, earthquake, explosion, accident, epidemic or war like action) which:

(a) endangers or threatens to endanger the safety or health of persons; or

(b) destroys or damages, or threatens to destroy or damage property,

being an emergency which requires a significant and co-ordinated response.

Enhancemenf means a Required Network Enhancement and/or a Satellite Enhancement.

Enhancement Charges means Required Network Enhancement Charges and/or Satellite
Enhancement Charges.

Execution Daúe means the date of execution of this Agreement.

Fault means a failure of any Digital Subscriber Equipment or any other FOXTEL
Equipment to operate as required under this Agreement.

Flash Memory means efectronic memory that forms part of a Digital Set Top Unit, the
contents of which;

(a) do not alter when the Digital Set Top Unit is de-powered;
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(b) may be altered by a service provider using the transmission path used by a

Subscription Television Digital Carriage Service or by other means.

Fly Cables means any cable located at a Subscriber Premises which connects the

Network Termination Point to the Digital Set Top Unit and the Digital Set Top Unit to the

Subscriber's television set, video cassette recorder, DVD player or other Subscriber

equipment.

Force Majeure means an event or cause beyond the reasonable control of the party

claiming force majeure including:

(a) Emergencies;

(Þ) an act of God;

(c) acts or omissions by any GovemmentalAgency;

(d) war, revolution or any other act against public order or authority;

(e) industrial action or trade disputes of whatever nature;

(f) the requirements of any Law; or

(g) any act of a third person other than FOXTEL or a Related Party of FOXTEL.

FOXTEL means FOXTEL Management Pty Limited (ACN 068 671 938) for and on behalf
of the FOXTEL Partnership (which is the partnership established between Telstra Media

Pty Limited (ACN 069 279 072) and Sky Cable Pty Limited (ACN 069 799 640)).

FOXTEL Cable Television means FOXTEL Cable Television Pty Limited (ACN 069 008
797).

FOXTEL EPG means FOXTEL's EPG from time to time.

FOXTEL Equipment means all software, hardware and other equipment (including the
Digital Subscriber Equipment) used by FOXTEL in the provision of the Digital Set Top Unit
Service.

FOXTEL Faulú means a Fault directly caused by the negligent act or omission of FOXTEL
or breach of this Agreement by FOXTEL.

FOXTEL Group means FOXTEL, Sky Cable Pty Limited (ACN 069 799 640), Tetstra
Media Pty Limited (ACN 069 279 027), FOXTEL Cable Television Pty Limited (ACN 069
008 797) and Customer Services Pty Limited (ACN 069 272117).

Governmental Agency means a government or a governmental, semi-governmental or
judicial entity or authority. lt also includes a self-regulatory organisation established under
statute or a stock exchange and a Regulator.

GSIhas the meaning given by the GST Law

GST Amounf means in relation to a Taxable Supply the amount of GST payable in respect
of that Taxable Supply.

GST Group has the meaning given by the GST Law.

GST Law has the meaning given by the A Ner,v Tax System (Goods and Seryices Tax) Act
f 999 (Cth), or, if that Act does not exist means any Act imposing or relating to the
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imposition or administration of a goods and services tax in Australia and any regulation

made under that Act.

lnput Tax Credit has the meaning given by the GST Law and a reference to an lnput Tax

Credit entitlement of a party includes an lnput Tax Credit for an acquisition made by that

party but to which another member of the same GST Group is entitled under the GST Law.

tntellectual Property Rigtrfs means any existing or future intellectual or industrial property

rights, including:

(h) the right to apply for (or an application for) patent, trade mark, service mark or

design protection in any country or region, including the right to apply for such

protection under any international treaty;

(i) the right to have patent, trade mark, service mark or design protection in any

country or region registered or granted upon application;

û) a registered or granted patent, trade mark, service mark or design in any country or

regron;

(k) an unregistered trade mark, service mark or design in any country or region

(including a brand, name, logo, distinctive colour or get up);

(l) a common law or statutory right to sue frcr passing off;

(m) copyright in any country or region;

(n) trade secrets, know-how and confidential information; and

(o) a licence or other right to use or to grant the right to use any of the foregoing or to

apply for registration or to be the registered proprietor or user of any of the

foregoing.

lnte¡face Points means the interface points set out in Schedule 5, which may be amended

by FOXTEL from time to time in accordance with clause 11.2.

lnte¡face Specifications means the specifications and procedures, which include the

information set out in Schedule 4, which may be amended by FOXTEL from time to time in

accordance with clause 11.2.

I nte rve n i ng Legis latio n means:

(a) the enactment, promulgation, amendment, replacement or repeal of the Act, the

BSA, the Telecommunications Act or any Law;

(b) a directive of a Regulator;

(c) the declaration, addition, variation or removal of a condition applying to that party's

Carrier Licence;

(d) a declaration, variation of a declaration or revocation of a declaration under Part
XIC of the Act;

(e) registration or determination of a new or varied industry standard or industry code
under Part 6, Divisions 4 or 5 of the Telecommunications Act;

(0 the Commission issuing, or FOXTEL reasonably believing that the Commission

intends to issue, a competition notice under Part XIB of the Act;
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(g) the grant of an injunction against a party in relation to a breach or alleged

contravention of a Law; or

(h) a Regulator or FOXTEL reasonably believing that a part of this Agreement

contravenes or may contravene a Law.

Law means any law or regulation or any lawful authorisation, declaration, decision,

authorisation, notification, determination, order, licence, licence condition or direction made

by any Minister or any Governmental Agency.

MDU/MRE Instdllations means any installation at Subscriber Premises which are:

(a) complexes or groups of private residential dwellings which are connected by or

share common cabling for the distribution of Subscription Television Services to

those private residential dwellings, including strata, stratum or company title

apartments, blocks, condominiums and community title dwelling complexes; or

(b) multipleresidentialestates;

(c) public and commercial premises such as hotels or motels and offìce, industrial and

similar commercial premises; or

(d) or where such installation is a commercial satellite integration installation,

and which is used for the provision of digital Subscription Television Services and Related

Services but which is not Digital Subscriber Equipment.

Mínister means a minister of the Crown responsible for the administration of any Law.

Modem means a modem functionally integrated with, and forming part of, a Digital Set Top

Unit Modem Se¡yíces means services specified in Part D of Schedule 1.

Modem Protocol means the specifications and configuration of the Modem and the Digital
Set Top Unit, as well as the procedures and compliance rules relating to the use of that
equipment and the provision of the Modem Services, as published by FOXTEL from time to
time in accordance with this Agreement.

Network Termination Poínf means the wall plate or satellite dish (or where there are
MDU / MRE lnstallations, then the wall plates), as the case may be, in a Subscriber
Premises and, for the avoidance of doubt, does not include any Digital Subscriber
Equipment or any other point or thing on the Subscriber Premises' side of the wall plate or
satellite dish (or where there are MDU / MRE lnstallations, then the wall plates), as the
case may be.

Operational Procedures means FOXTEL's operating procedures manualas notified to
the Access Seeker, which may be amended by FOXTEL from time to time.

other Paymenús means any charges, fees, costs, reimbursements, expenses or other
amounts (other than Access Charges) payable by the Access Seeker to FOXTEL under or
in connection with this Agreement.

People means directors, officers, employees, agents, contractors, advisers and
representatives of a person but, in relation to a party, does not include that perty's
Subscribers or the other party.
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Personal lnformation has the meaning given to that term in the Privacy Act.

Privacy Acf means lhe Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) as amended the by Privacy (Private Sector)

Amendment Act 2000 (Cth) and any guidelines issued by the Federal Privacy

Commissioner under that legislation.

Privacy Law means any laws, regulations, codes or policies applicable to or protecting the

privacy of individuals and their Personal lnformation, including:

(a) Parts 13 and 14 of the Telecommunications Act;

(b) the Privacy Act;

(c) any privacy codes registered under Division 4 of Part 6 of the Telecommunications

Act;

(d) any industry or private sector privacy codes subscribed to by a party on a voluntary

basis; and

(e) any undertakings given by a party in participating in the Telecommunications

lndustry Ombudsman Scheme established by Part 10 of the Telecommunications

Act.

Purpose means the purpose for which the Personal lnformation was originally provided to

the Access Seeker or to FOXTEL and as otherwise advised by FOXTEL from time to time.

Rat¡ngs means the audience share obtained by the Access Seeker's Subscription

Television Service as a percentage of the totalsubscription television viewing for all

services to Digital Set Top Units owned or operated by FOXTEL over the period of the

most recently completed quarter (or such other period as FOXTEL determines from time to

time) measured by an independent organisation experienced in the practice of providing

audience share information to broadcasters who produces ratings information in a form

acceptable to FOXTEL.

Regulator means, as the case requires, a minister responsible for administering Part XIB

or XIC of the Act or the Telecommunications Act or the BSA, the Australian

Communications Authority, the Commission, the Australian Broadcasting Authority or any

two or more of them.

Related Party has the meaning given to that term in the Corporations Act.

Related Servrce means a service that is related to a digital Subscription Television Service

that delÍvers content where the sole purpose of the transmission of the content is to
enhance a television program.

Required Network Enhancemenf means the equipment, software, system, facilities or
other things listed in Schedule 6, or as otherwise advised in writing by FOXTEL,
irrespective of whether the equipment, software, system, facilities or other things were
acquired by FOXTEL on behalf of all Access Seekers prior to the commencement of this
Agreement, reasonably required to enable the Digital Set Top Unít Service to be provided
to the Access Seeker but does not include Satellite Enhancements

Required Network Enhancement Charges means all of the charges payable by the
Access Seeker to FOXTEL for the costs, charges and expenses incurred by FOXTEL
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(including labour, licensing and materials costs) relating to the Required Network

Enhancements and related works.

Resldent Application/Processes means softryare and data within a Digital Set Top Unit

which are not manipulated by a service provider as a necessary element of the reception of

the supply of a digital Subscription Television Service.

Satet I ite E n h an cem ent means :

(a) any modification or addition to the Satellite Equipment including low noise block

down converters (LlVBs), switches and amplifiers;

(b) any new satellite dish (or dishes) and associated downlink equipment including

LNBs, switches and amplifiers; and/or

(c) any related works;

necessary for the Digital Subscriber Equipment, which has been identified by the Access

Seeker in accordance with clause 9.2, to receive the Access Seeker's digital Subscription

Television Service and Related Services as broadcast from a Satellite Network.

Satellíte Enhancement Charges means all of the charges payable by the Access Seeker

to FOXTEL for the costs, charges and expenses incurred by FOXTEL (including labour,

licensing and materials costs) relating to the Satellite Enhancements and related works.

Satellite Equipment means satellite dishes and associated downlink equipment owned by

andlor leased to FOXTEL appropriate for receiving digital Subscription Television Services

and Related Services via the Satellite Network (including any installed Satellite
Enhancements).

Satellite Network means any satellite with a footprint over Australia capable of supplying a
Subscription Television Digital Carriage Service compatible with Digital Set Top Units.

Service Date has the meaning set out in clause 4.3(b).

Seú lop Unit Services means all of the services specified in Part A of Schedule I

Sma¡tcard means a plastic card with embedded electronic chip, or other similar device,
owned by FOXTEL and issued to a Subscriber by FOXTEL which, when enabled and

inserted into the Digital Set Top Unit located in the Subscriber Premises, has the
functionality of enabling that Digital Set Top Unit to receive, in unscrambled form, the digital
Subscription Television Service and Related Services to which that Subscriber is entitled.

Sma¡úcard Number means a unique number associated with each Smartcard.

Suóscrber means a person who receives FOXTEL's digital Subscription Television
Services and Related Services and who may also receive digital Subscription Television
Services and Related Services frorn the Access Seeker pursuant to this Agreement.

Subscriber Premises means the premises of a Subscriber at which FOXTEL provides
digital Subscription Television Services and Related Services.

Subscription Television Digital Carriage Servlbe means a fonvard path carriage
Service for a digital Subscription Television Service or a Related Service using the Telstra
Network and/or a Satellite Network to the Network Termination point.
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Subscrþfion Televisîon Service means a service that delivers television programs where

the service is:

(a) a subscription broadcasting service; or

(b) a subscription narrowcasting servíce.

Subscrþtio n b road c asti n g s e rui c e, s u bsc ri pti on n a rrow casti ng service and

television programs have the meanings given by the BSA from time to time.

Tax lnvoice has the meaning given to that term in the A New Tax Sysfem (Goods and

Servrbes Tax) Act t999 (Cth).

Taxable Supply has the meaning given by the GST Law excluding the reference to

section 84-5 of the A New Tax System (Goods and Seruices Tax) Act f 999 (Cth).

Technical Dispute means a dispute relating to the technical operation of the deployed

technology used to provide or facilitate the provision of the Digital Set Top Unit Service

under this Agreement.

Telecommunlcations Ácf means the Telecommunications Acf 1997 (Cth).

Telstra means Telstra Multimedia Pty Ltd (ACN 069 279 072).

Telstra Network means the hybrid fibre co-axial (HFC) network operated by Telstra and

used for the delivery of FOXTEL's digital Subscription Television Services.

Ierm has the meaning given to that term in clause 1.2.

Transitional DigitalSef lop Unit Seryice means the limited Digital Set Top Unit Service
provided to the Access Seeker during the Transitional Period as described in and in

accordance with clause 7.

Transitional Period means the period from the date that FOXTEL commences supplying a

Commercial retail digital cable Subscription Television Service to either the date that
FOXTEL has deployed a minimum of 100,000 cable Digital Set Top Units to Subscribers
for use in receiving the FOXTEL dígital Subscription Television Service or the expiry of 6

months from that date, whichever is earlier.

2. The following interpretation provisions apply in this Agreement, the Recitals and the

Schedules unless the content requires otherwise.

(a) The Recitals form part of thís Agreement.

(b) Nothing in this Agreement is to be interpreted aga¡nst a pârty solely on the ground

that the party put forward this Agreement or any part of it.

(c) Headings are for convenience only and do not affect interpretation.

(d) The singular includes the plural and conversely.

(e) A gender includes all genders.

(Ð lf a word or phrase is defined, its other grammatical forms have a corresponding
meantng.

(g) A reference to a person, corporation, trust, partnership, unincorporated body or
other entity includes any of them.
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(h) A reference to a clause or Schedule is a reference to a clause or schedule to this

Agreement.

(i) A reference to an agreement or document (including a reference to this

Agreement) is to the agreement or document as amended, varied, supplemented,

novated or replaced, except to the extent prohibited by this Agreement or that other
agreement or document.

ü) A reference to a party to this Agreement or another agreement or document

includes the party's successors, permitted substitutes and permitted assigns (and,

where applicable, the party's legal personal representatives).

(k) A reference to legislation or to a provision of legislation includes a modification or
re-enactment of it, a legíslative provision substituted for it and a regulation or
statutory instrument issued under it.

(l) A reference to conduct includes an omission, statement and undertaking, whether
or not in writing.

(m) A reference lo an agreement includes any undertaking, deed, agreement and
legally enforceable arrangement, whether or not in writíng, and a reference to a
document includes an agreement (as so defined) in writing and any certificate,
notice, instrument and document of any kínd.

(n) A reference lo dollars and S is to Australian currency.

(o) A reference to a right includes a benefit, remedy, discretion, authority or power.

(p) A reference to an obligation includes a warranty or representation and a reference
to a failure to observe or perform an obligation includes a breach of warranty or
representation.

(q) A reference to any thing (including any amount) is a reference to the whole or any
part of it and a reference to a group of things or persons is a reference to any one
or more of them.

(r) A reference to an asset includes any real or personal, present or future, tangible or
intangible, property or asset (including lntellectual Property Rights) and any right,
interest, revenue or benefit in, under or derived, from the property or asset
(including lntellectual Property Rights).

(s) The meaning of general words is not limited by specific examples introduced by
including or for example, or similar expressions.

(t) Subject to clause 30.12, a reference to wríting includes any mode of representing
or reproducing words in tangible or permanently visible form, and includes
facsimile transmissions and communications by electronic mail which are reduced
to a tangible or permanently visible form.

(u) A reference to 'reasonable endeavours' does not require the payment of money or
the provision of any financial benefit.
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Executed in Sydney.

Executed by FOXTEL Management Pty

Ltd:

Director Signature

Print Name

Executed by [Access Seeker]:

Director Signature

Print Name

Director/Secretary Si gnature

Prínt Name

D irector/Secretary Signature

Print Name
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Gonfidentiality Deed

Parties

2.

Recitals

FOXTEL Management Pty Limited (ACN 068 671 938) of ['] for and on behalf of the

FOXTEL Partnership (the Díscloslng ParU)

Access Seeker (ACN fl) of [.] (the Receiving Pañy)

The Disclosing Party has certain Confidential lnformation whích the Receiving Party

acknowledges as being of significant commercial value to the Disclosing Party.

The Disclosing Party will make available the Confidential lnformation to the receiving

Party for the Permitted Purpose subject to and in consideration for the Receiving

Party entering into this Deed with the Disclosing Party, which is necessary to protect

the valuable commercial interests of the Disclosing Party.

It is agreed as follows.

1. Definitions and lnterpretation

1.1 Definitions

The following definitions apply unless the context requires othenuise.

Commíssion means the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission.

Confidential lnformation means information which is provided to the Receiving Party on a

confidential basis (or the Receiving Party ought reasonably to have known was confidential

to the Disclosing Party), that:

(a) is disclosed to the Receiving Party by or on behalf of the Disclosing Party;

(b) is acquired by the Receiving Party directly or indirectly from the Disclosing Party; or

(c) otherwise comes to the knowledge of the Receiving Party,

whether the information is in oral, visual or written form or is recorded or embodied in any

other medium.

FOXTEL means FOXTEL Management Pty Ltd (ACN 068 671 938) for and on behalf of the
FOXTEL Partnership.

FOXTEL Paftnership means the partnership established between Telstra Media Pty Ltd

(ACN 069 279 072) and Sky Cable Pty Limited (ACN 069 799 640).

Parfy means a party to this Deed.

People of a party means each of that party's directors, officers and employees.
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Permitted Purpose means FOXTEL and the Access Seeker negotiating and performing a

Digital Access Agreement pursuant to Appendix 2 of the Undertaking.

Third Party means a party's agents, contractors, advisers and representatives.

llndertaking means the special access undertaking under Division 5 of Subdivision B of

Part XIC of the Irade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) provided to the Commission by FOXTEL

and dated [date].

1.2 lnterpretation

Headings are for convenience only and do not affect interpretation. The following rules

apply unless the context requires otherwise.

(a) The singular includes the plural and conversely.

(b) A genderincludes all genders.

(c) ll a word or phrase is defined, its other grammatical forms have a corresponding

meanlng.

(d) A reference to a person, corporation, trust, partnership, unincorporated body or

other entity includes any of the foregoíng.

(e) A reference to a clause or schedule is a reference to a clause or a schedule to,

this Deed.

(0 A reference to any party to this Deed or another agreement or document includes

the par$'s successors, permitted substítutes and assigns (and, if applicable, the
party's legal personal representatives).

(g) A reference to any agreement or documenf (including, without limitation, a

reference to this Deed) is to the agreement or document as amended, varied,

supplemented, novated or replaced from time to time except to the extent
prohibited by this Deed or that other agreement or document.

(h) A reference to any legislation or to a provision of legislation includes a

modification or re-enactment of it, a legislative provision substituted for it and a
regulation or statutory instrument issued under it.

(i) A reference to conduct includes, without limitation, an omission, statement and

undertaking, whether or not in writing.

0) A reference to an agreernenf includes any undertaking, deed, agreement and
legally enforceable arrangement whether or not in writing and a reference to a
document includes an agreement (as so defined) in writing, and any certificate,
notice, instrument or document of any kind,

2. Provision of Gonfidential lnformation

2.1 Availability

Subject to clause 2.2 and the other terms of this Deed, the Disclosing Party shall make the
Confidential lnformation available to the Receiving Party for the Permitted Purpose.
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2.2 Cessation of Supply of Gonfidentlal lnformation

The Disclosing Party may at any time cease to supply the Confidential lnformation to the

Receiving Party if the Receiving Party is in breach of this Deed and in particular, but

without limitation, if the Receiving Party uses, or the Disclosing Party believes in good faith

it will use, or will be likely to use, the Confidential lnformation for other than the Permitted

Purpose.

3. Confidentiality

3.1 Receivlng Party's covenante

The Receiving Party covenants and agrees with the Disclosing Party that it:

(a) shall hold all Confidential lnformation in strict confidence and shall not disclose any

of it to any person except in accordance with this Deed or otherwise as permitted

or directed in writing by the Disclosing Party;

(b) will not cause or allow any Confidential lnformation to be photocopied, reproduced

or recorded in any manner except as reasonably necessary for the Permitted

Purpose;

(c) will not make any use of the Confidential lnformation or any part of it except for the

Permitted Purpose, and will not make any use of the Confidential lnformation or

any part of it to the competitive disadvantage of any of the Disclosing Party;

(d) wilf establish and maintain effective security measures to safeguard the

Confidential lnformation from unauthorised access or use; and

(e) immediately notify the Disclosing Party of any suspected or actual unauthorised

use, copying or disclosure of the Confidential lnformation.

3.2 Exceptions

This Deed does not prevent the Receiving Party from using and disclosing Confidential

Information which:

(i) at the time of the first disclosure by the Disclosing Party was already in the

lawful possession of the Receiving Party in written form;

(i¡) is generally available to the public othenruise than by disclosure in breach

of the terms of this Deed; or

(iii) becomes available to the Receiving Party from a third person legally

entitled to possess the information and provide it to the Receiving Party, if

the use or disclosure accords with the right or permission largely granted to

the Receiving Party by that third person.

3.3 Extent binding

Clause 3.1 extends to and binds the Receiving Party and all of its People and extends to
and also operates in respect of any note, calculation, conclusion, summary or other

material derived or produced partly or wholly from any Confidential lnformation.
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3.4 Gomputer secrecy

Neither the Receiving Party nor any of its People may permit or cause any of the

Gonfidential lnformation to be entered into a computer or Confidential lnformation base not

solely operated and controlled by the Receiving Party.

4. Permitted confidential disclosure by Receiving Party

4.1 Disclosure to People

The Receiving Party may disclose Confidential lnformation to any of its People if the

disclosure is necessary solely for the Permitted Purpose and if, before any Confidential

lnformation is disclosed, the People agree to keep that Confidential lnformation

confidential.

4.2 Disclosure to Third Parties

The Receiving Party may disclose Confidential lnformation to a Third Party if the disclosure

is necessary solely for the Permitted Purpose and il before any Confidential lnformation is
disclosed:

(a) the Disclosing Party is notified of the identity of the Third Party; and

(b) the Third Party agrees to keep that Confidential lnformation confidential by

delivering to the Receiving Party a properly executed confidentiality deed,

substantially in the form of this Deed.

4.3 Responsibility for acts of People and Third Parties

Without limiting the obligations and responsibilities of the Receiving Party under this

Agreement or otherwise, the Receiving Party is liable to the Disclosing Party for any
misuse (including unauthorised disclosure) of the Confidential lnformation by:

(a) the Receiving Party's People; or

(b) any Third Parties to whom the Receiving Party disclosed the Confidential

lnformation.

5. Access to Confidential lnformat¡on

The Receiving Party shall limit access to the Confidential lnformation to:

(a) its People who reasonably require access to the Confidential lnformation in order
that the Permitted Purpose may be achieved and who are obliged to treat the
Confidential lnformation as confidential in the same manner and to the same extent
as is provided under this Deed, and

(b) any third parties which the Disclosing Party may approve in writing as persons to
whom disclosure may be made, which approval may be refused or granted (with or
without conditions) and withdrawn at any time.
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6.1

6. Disclaimer

The Disclosing Party not llable

The Receiving Party acknowledges that it is making an independent assessment of the

Confidential lnformation and will verify all information on which it intends to rely to its own

satisfaction and that, subject to the Confidential Information being provided in good faith,

the Disclosing Party does not and will not give any warranty as to the truth, accuracy,

relevance or usefulness of any of the Confidential lnformation and does not accept any

responsibility for any falsity, inaccuracy or misleading information or for any omission in the

Confidential I nformation provided.

Receiving Party's conclusions its own

The Disclosing Party accepts no responsibility for any interpretation, opinion or conclusion

that the Receiving Party may form as a result of examining the Confidential lnformation.

Re-Delivery

6.2

7.

8.

The Receiving Party shall immediately re-deliver to the Disclosing Party (or destroy, where
delivery is not physically possible) all Confidential lnformation held by it or which is under

its control, and all notes, calculations or summaries or other material derived or produced

partly or wholly from any of the Confidential lnformation and any or all computer records
(including copies, reproductions and recordings of them) derived or produced partly or
wholly from any of the Confidential lnformation, and shall provide to the Disclosing Party a
Statutory Declaration from a duly authorised senior officer of the Receiving ParÇ that to his
or her personal knowledge all such records have been delivered, erased or destroyed in
the fol lowing circumstances:

(a) when the Confidential lnformation is no longer required for the Permitted Purpose;

(b) when the Confidential lnformation is generally available to the public othenvise

than through a breach by the Receiving Party of this Deed;

(c) on the demand of the Disclosing Party if the Receiving Party is in breach of this
Deed; or

(d) if ordered by a court.

Other Disclosure by Disclos¡ng Party

9.

The Receiving Party acknowledges that the Disclosing Party is free to disclose any
Confidential lnformation to any other person, should it so desire, and in those
circumstances would not be under any obligation to notify the Receiving party.

Termination

The provisions of this Deed binding on the Receiving Parg will continue for a period of [*].
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10. Remedies

The Receiving Party acknowledges that any unauthorised use or disclosure of the

Confidential lnformation or any part of it in breach of this Deed will cause material damage

to the Disclosing Party. Consequently, each of the Disclosing Party have the right, in

addition to any other remedies available at law or in equity, to seek injunctive relief against
the Receiving Party and any of its People in respect of any breach of this Deed by the

Receiving Party or any of its People.

11. lndemnity

The Receiving Party indemnifies the Disclosing Party from all claims, costs, expenses,

losses and liabilities (including legal costs on a solicitor and own client basis) suffered or
incurred by any of them (including, without limitation, in connection with the enforcement of
this Deed) as a result of or in connection with any breach of this Deed by the Receiving
Party or any of its People.

12. Notices

Any notice given under this Deed:

(a) must be in writing addressed to the intended recipient at the address shown below

Disclosing Party

Attention: [I, FOXTEL Management Pty Limited

Fax: t-]

Receiving Party

Attention: fl
Fax: fll

(b) must be signed by a person duly authorised by the sender,

(c) will be taken to have been given when delivered, received or left at the above
address. lf delivery or receipt occurs on a day when business is not generally
carried on in the place to which the notice is sent, or is later than 4 pm (local time),
it will be taken to have been duly given at the commencement of business on the
next day when business is generally carried on in that place.

13. Entire Agreement

This Deed contains the entire agreement of the parties with respect to its subject matter. lt
sets out the only conduct relied on by the parties and supersedes all earlier conduct by the
parties with respect to its subject matter.
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14. Amendment

This Deed may be amended only by another deed executed by all parties.

15. Assignment

The rights and obligations of each party under this Deed are personal. They cannot be

assigned, charged or otherwise dealt with, and no party shall attempt or purport to do so,

without the prior written consent of all the parties.

16. No Waiver

No failure to exercise and no delay in exercising any right, power or remedy under this
Deed will operate as a waiver. Nor will any single or partial exercise of any right, power or
remedy preclude any other or further exercise of that or any other right, power or remedy.

17. Further Assurances

Each party shall take all steps, execute all documents and do everything reasonably

required by any other party to give effect to any of the transactions contemplated by this
Deed.

18. Stamp Duty and Costs

Each party shall bear its own costs arising out of the preparation of this Deed. All Stamp
duty (including fines and penalties) chargeable on this Deed, on any instruments entered
into underthis Deed, and in respectof a transaction evidenced bythis Deed shall be borne
by the Receiving Party. The Receiving Party shall indemniff the Disclosing Party on
demand against any liability for that stamp duty (including fines and penalties).

19. Governing Law

This Deed is governed by the laws of New South Wales. The parties submit to the non-
exclusive jurisdiction of courts exercising jurisdiction there.

20. Counterparts

This Deed may be executed in any number of counterparts. All counterparts taken
together will be taken to constitute one agreement.
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EXECUTED and delivered as a deed in New South Wales.

Signed Sealed and Delivered by

FOXTEL Management Pty Limited:

Director Signature

Print Name

Director/Secretary S ignatu re

Print Name

Signed Sealed and Delivered by

[Receiving Party]:

Director Signature Director/Secretary S ignature

Print Name Print Name
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